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Abstract
Many higher education administrators do not receive adequate training to succeed in
leadership, let alone virtual leadership. This lack of training, combined with the
exponential increase in online students and faculty, suggests some academic
administrators are not prepared adequately to manage the tensions of virtual leadership
required of them in their roles. Some researchers have recently focused on paradox to
explain the contradictory yet interrelated tensions that managers of teleworkers must
address. The purpose of this interpretative phenomenological analysis was to discover
insights as to how higher education administrators at a large online American university
perceived and managed paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership. Data
were collected through semi-structured interviews with eight academic chairs who
managed teleworkers. The six-step interpretative phenomenological analysis framework
established by Smith, Flowers, and Larkin guided data analysis. Findings suggested that
department chairs experienced five paradoxical tensions: impersonality/objectivity,
isolation/connectivity, freedom/control, data overload/richness, and cultural
barriers/diversity. These tensions were experienced as both negative (challenging,
stressful, frustrating) and positive (opportunity, advantage). The study results will be used
to develop a one-hour online continuing professional education program for academic
chairs to increase awareness of and provide strategies for managing paradoxical tensions
inherent in virtual leadership.
Keywords: virtual leadership, paradox, paradoxical tensions, telework, higher
education administration, department chairs
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The teleworking movement began in earnest with the Clean Air Act of 1970.
Amended in 1990, the act allowed federal agencies to permit workers to telecommute to
reduce automobile emissions and, subsequently, air pollution (Waters, 2015). More
recently, the 9/11 terrorist attacks spurred additional interest in teleworking as
companies, particularly those headquartered in lower Manhattan, struggled to maintain
business productivity while rebuilding corporate headquarters (Waters, 2015). The
present study unfolded amidst a global SARS-CoV-2 novel coronavirus pandemic, which
forced millions of employees across the planet, including university administrators and
faculty, into telecommuting during the spring of 2020 as they sought to avoid contracting
COVID-19, the disease caused by the virus. Though the long-term effects of both the
virus and the forced telecommuting it engendered are currently unknown, the importance
of understanding the unique challenges faced by teleworkers is ever greater.
According to a 2014 Society for Human Resource Management survey, 59% of
U.S. employers offered telecommuting options to employees to reduce real estate costs,
improve employee satisfaction, and increase productivity (Wilkie, 2015, p. 80). From
2005‒2015, the number of full-time telecommuters increased by nearly 80% to 3.3
million people (Wilkie, 2015, p. 78). Though teleworking has become ubiquitous in the
private sector, it is less prevalent in academia (Tustin, 2014). However, as more
universities offer online degree programs and more faculty members teach online (Allen
& Seaman, 2015; Seaman et al., 2018), some higher education administrators may need
to evolve their leadership practices to include virtual leadership, which requires both
face-to-face and technology-mediated communication.
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Research on the impact of teleworking and telecommuting on employee and
organizational outcomes has produced mixed results. Teleworking benefits include lower
work/life conflict and higher job satisfaction (Fonner & Roloff, 2010). However,
compared to co-located employees, teleworkers may experience lower trust, cohesion,
and organizational identification (Wisenfeld et al., 2001) or may struggle with physical
and temporal separation from colleagues (Foster et al., 2015).
Some researchers have recently focused on paradox to explain the contradictory
yet interrelated tensions that managers of teleworkers must address. A paradox comprises
two apparent opposites embraced as one entity, held in tension as a complete and whole
truth. The two opposites create a paradoxical tension. For example, tension is created
when teleworkers experience both isolation and flexibility when teleworking. Another
paradoxical tension experienced by teleworkers is the connectivity paradox, where the
same technology that enables teleworking teams to overcome distance and isolation may
simultaneously erode the benefits of teleworking by causing unwanted interruptions and
stress (Leonardi et al., 2010). More recently, Purvanova and Kenda (2018) hypothesized
that the core function of virtual leadership is to help employees manage paradoxical
tensions present in teleworking environments. They deduced three paradoxes from their
analysis of the literature on virtual leadership: technological dependence, geographical
dispersion, and human capital. These paradoxes contain seven component tensions: data,
touch, task, dispersion, time, culture, and capital. However, higher education
administrators may be ill-prepared to recognize or address the paradoxical tensions they
encounter when supervising teleworkers.
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Statement of the Problem
From 2012 to 2016, while overall enrollments in higher education declined by
3.8%, enrollment in distance education programs increased (Seaman et al., 2018). “As of
Fall 2016, there were 6,359,121 students taking at least one distance education course,
comprising 31.6% of all higher education enrollments” (Seaman et al., 2018, p. 11).
During this period, the number of online adjunct university faculty increased accordingly.
Fifty-six percent of higher education institutions reported that the percentage of adjunct
faculty teaching online had increased in 2015; 25% indicated this percentage had
increased by more than 5% (Magda et al., 2015). Increased online enrollments combined
with increased numbers of online adjunct faculty may indicate that some higher education
administrators find themselves supervising more significant numbers of teleworkers.
Unfortunately, many higher education administrators do not receive adequate
training to succeed in leadership, let alone virtual leadership. Gmelch et al. (2017) found
that two-thirds of academic department chairs received no training for their roles:
Department chairs typically come to their positions without leadership training,
without prior executive experience, without a clear undertaking of the ambiguity
and complexity of their roles, without recognition of the metamorphic changes
that occur as one transforms from an academic to an academic leader, and without
an awareness of the cost to their academic and personal lives. (p. 2)
Academic chairs reported top stressors included balancing administrative and scholarly
demands, maintaining scholarly productivity, balancing work/life demands, keeping
current, keeping up with email, managing a heavy workload, attending meetings,
evaluating faculty, excessive self-expectations, and job interference with personal time
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(Gmelch et al., 2017). Challenges presented by leading in the teleworking environment
may exacerbate these stressors as leading teleworking teams is more challenging than
leading co-located teams (Hoch & Kozlowski, 2014). In a recent American Society for
Training and Development survey, 76% of professionals agreed it was important for
virtual leaders to receive specialized training in virtual leadership (Mandzuk, 2014).
However, only 20% of respondents indicated their organizations offered such training
(Mandzuk, 2014).
This lack of training, combined with the exponential increase in online students
and faculty, suggests some academic administrators are not prepared adequately to
manage the tensions of virtual leadership required of them in their roles. Virtual leaders
may perceive paradoxical tensions as threats, leading to leadership paralysis or conflict
(Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). Some virtual leaders may adopt a selective
approach whereby they focus on one polarity of a paradoxical tension, ignoring (and
potentially exacerbating) its opposite tension (Zhang et al., 2015). Other virtual leaders
may adopt an avoidant approach, failing to recognize and address paradoxical tensions.
Extant literature documents the negative impact of the avoidant leadership style
(Chevrier, 2003; Cousins et al., 2007; Dubé & Paré, 2004; Hickman & Popa, 2011). In
contrast to the selective and avoidant approaches, Purvanova and Kenda (2018) proposed
a synergistic style whereby leaders adopt a “both/and” approach, which encouraged
leaders to perceive virtuality as paradoxical and to leverage its hidden potential.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was to
discover insights as to how higher education administrators at a large online American
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university perceived and managed paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership.
Research Question
The following research question guided this qualitative study:
How do higher education administrators at a large online American university
experience managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership?
Aim of the Study
This dissertation in practice aimed to develop an evidence-based training
program for academic administrators who supervise teleworkers. The training program
used previous literature and this study’s results to focus on maximizing the affordances
and synergies as much as possible when managing paradoxical tensions while practicing
virtual leadership.
Significance of the Dissertation in Practice Study
This study contributed to improved practice by identifying and describing how
individuals managed paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership. Not all
paradoxical tensions were equally relevant to the institution’s administrators, and this
study helped to illuminate the most critical tensions for the institution’s academic
administrators. Detailed and thick descriptions of paradoxical tensions in action might
help the institution’s administrators to transfer the most effective behaviors to their
practice, thereby enhancing their adoption of the “both/and” approach advocated by
Purvanova and Kenda (2018). Most importantly, I used descriptions of virtual leadership
paradoxes to develop training for academic administrators, potentially helping them

MANAGING PARADOXICAL TENSIONS IN ACADEMIA
become more aware of and providing strategies for effectively managing paradoxical
tensions.
From a policy and decision-making perspective, this study may help higher
education human resource professionals draft policies to support administrators and the
faculty they supervise. Adamovic (2018) proposed that the human resources function
should provide job resources to counteract global teleworking demands. Resources
included the development of international career skills (cultural intelligence and
technology training), support of international corporate cultures, international human
resource management policies (reward systems, job descriptions), and promotion of an
international work environment, including team structure, fit between technology and
task, flexibility, and scheduling. For example, higher education institutions may enact
flexibility policies, core business hours, and connectivity expectations to support
teleworkers’ managers. This study may provide direction for higher education
information technology departments to support the selection and implementation of
technology tools for teleworkers. Finally, the study may help higher education human
resource managers to evaluate and hire potential employees more effectively. A better
understanding of what makes for a successful manager of teleworkers may help with
manager selection, retention, and evaluation.
Finally, this study contributed to the scant body of literature on virtual leadership
in the higher education sector. Though scholars have conducted much research on nonvirtual leadership in higher education, which relies primarily on face-to-face contact,
researchers have done few studies on virtual leadership (Arnold & Sangrà, 2018;
Jameson, 2013). This study helped to fill that void.
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Definition of Relevant Terms
The following terms were used operationally within the study:
Higher Education Administrator
A higher education administrator was defined as a dean, department chair, or
other management professional within a higher education organization with supervisory
responsibilities.
Paradox
Smith and Lewis (2011) defined a paradox as having “contradictory yet
interrelated elements (dualities) that exist simultaneously and persist over time; such
elements seem logical when considered in isolation, but irrational, inconsistent, and
absurd when juxtaposed” (p. 386). Smith and Lewis (2011) explained that paradoxes
differed from other organizational dilemmas because they existed simultaneously; one
element of the paradox did not exist without the other element. The two elements
remained in dynamic tension.
Paradoxical Tensions
“Paradoxical tensions are perceptual—that is, cognitively or socially constructed
polarities that mask the simultaneity of conflicting truths” (Lewis, 2000, p. 761). “Unlike
continua, dilemmas, or either/or choices, paradoxical tensions signify two sides of the
same coin. Yet actors’ perceptions often obscure this relatedness” (Lewis, 2000, p. 761).
In contrast to contingency theory in which actors seek to choose between two competing
tensions (selecting either “A” or “B”), paradoxical tensions require actors to confront
both “A” and “B” simultaneously.
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The Tao Te Ching, written by 6th century Chinese philosopher, Lao-tzu
(1988/2004), is perhaps the best primary source for eastern paradoxical theory. However,
to define a concept is a western approach. An eastern philosopher, rather than providing a
definition, might illustrate the concept through poetry or verse, as Lao-tzu does in the Tao
Te Ching. “The tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao. The name that can be named is
not the eternal Name. The unnamable is the eternally real. Naming is the origin of all
particular things,” wrote Lao-tzu (1988/2004). “Words are (in the traditional Buddhist
metaphor), fingers pointing at the moon; if you watch the finger, you can’t see the moon”
(Lao-tzu, 1988/2004, Notes section, Ch. 1, para. 2).
Virtual
Virtual was defined as an adjective meaning “being on or simulated on a
computer or computer network: occurring or existing primarily online” (MerriamWebster, n.d.). For purposes of this study, the term “virtuality” was defined as a noun
meaning “the condition of being virtual.” Thus, one who works virtually conducts work
on a computer or computer network. One who attends a virtual meeting attends the
meeting in cyberspace (as opposed to physical space).
Teleworker
Teleworking encompasses “any form of substitution of information technologies
for work-related travel; moving the work to the workers instead of moving the workers to
work” (Nilles, 2010, Telework section, para. 1). Baruch (2001) defined teleworking as
performing “all or a substantial part of [one’s] work physically separated from the
location of [one’s] employer, using [information technology] for operation and
communication” (p. 114). In the context of higher education, chairs and faculty who work
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100% from their homes are classified as teleworkers. Also, faculty who teach students
entirely online are classified as teleworkers. In contrast, faculty who primarily teach faceto-face (but use a learning management system to facilitate online discussions,
assignment collection, and grading) are not classified as teleworkers because they do not
use technology to reduce work-related travel. Similarly, a faculty member who primarily
teaches face-to-face but uses technology to meet with their department chair or
colleagues would not be considered a teleworker because they do not use technology to
avoid a work-related commute.
Telecommuter
Telecommuters are a subset of teleworkers. Nilles defined telecommuting as
“periodic work [where the worker is] out of [away from] the principal office, one or more
days per week, either at home, at a client’s site, or in a telework center; the partial or total
substitution of information technologies for the commute to work” (2010,
Telecommuting section, para. 1). Thus, “all telecommuters are teleworkers but not all
teleworkers are telecommuters” (Nilles, 2010, Telecommuting section, para. 3). In the
domain of higher education, faculty members who primarily work on-campus (but are
temporarily working from home due to the pandemic) are classified as high-intensity
telecommuters because they expect to return to commuting to campus when it is safe to
do so. High-intensity telecommuters work 60% or more of the workweek physically
separated from supervisors and colleagues (Gajendran & Harrison, 2007).
Virtual Leadership
Avolio et al. (2014) defined virtual leadership (alternatively, e-leadership) as “a
social influence process embedded in both proximal and distal contexts mediated by AIT
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[advanced information technology] that can produce a change in attitudes, feelings,
thinking, behavior, and performance” (p. 107). According to Purvanova and Kenda
(2018), “virtual leadership’s core function is to deal with paradox” (p. 754).
Methodology Overview
This study employed interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) to explore
how academic administrators at a large online American university (hereafter
“institution”) experienced managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership. Phenomenology, hermeneutics, and idiography provide the theoretical
foundation for IPA, which explores convergence and divergence of experience among
study participants (Smith et al., 2009). I used convenience and criterion sampling to
obtain a homogeneous sample of eight academic chairs who managed teleworkers. I
obtained data through semi-structured interviews. Data analysis followed the procedure
outlined by Smith et al. (2009). First, I read and reread the first participant’s transcript.
Next, I conducted initial notations on the interview, writing an interview summary for the
participant. Third, I developed emergent themes. Fourth, I searched for connections
between emergent themes. Then, I repeated the preceding steps for the remaining
transcripts. Finally, I analyzed patterns across all cases, constructing a table of
superordinate and subordinate themes supported by a narrative argument from the
transcripts. Validation strategies included bracketing, writing rich and thick descriptions,
member checking, and an external audit.
Delimitations, Limitations, and Personal Biases
Delimitations included the exclusion of employees outside of the institution and
administrators who did not manage teleworkers. Technology may also change drastically
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in the future, perhaps reducing the impact of virtual paradoxes on future managers.
Therefore, this study was delimited to the current period of advancements in social
technological innovations. Because this study unfolded during a global COVID-19
pandemic, the study’s findings are delimited to this period, a time when social and
technological changes occurred very quickly and workplace innovations changed rapidly
in response to immediate public health needs. As of this writing, higher education is
undergoing rapid change, including extraordinary budgetary and enrollment cuts (Hubler,
2020).
This study’s limitations included the inability to generalize the results to a
population beyond these educational administrators, the inability to conclude causality,
and my potential bias as a researcher. The study participants were academic
administrators at a large American online university, all of whom were teleworkers that
supervised teleworker employees who, for the most part, resided in the contiguous United
States and spoke English as a primary language. Thus, the study’s results cannot be
generalized to the population of administrators working at non-American universities, onground universities, small universities, or to non-teleworkers. As a qualitative study, the
results do not imply causality because no experiment was conducted, nor were any
independent or dependent variables measured.
I am a member of the same population I studied: academic administrators who
supervise teleworkers. I have been teleworking since 2009 and have served as an
academic administrator since 2012. Though teleworking experiences allowed me unique
insights into virtual leadership, I was careful to bracket my experiences. My research was
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interpretive; I reflected on my role in the research, my interpretation of the findings, and
my personal history.
Reflections of the Scholar-Practitioner
When I first encountered the Internet in 1995, I could not have anticipated that
one day I would work for an online university, nor could I have anticipated that I would
work 100% from the comfort of my home or supervise a team of individuals who also
work from their homes. Since 2009, I have worked 100% from home and have managed
a team of individuals who do the same. Indeed, technology has improved. When I first
started teleworking in 2009, my team used conference calls, and we emailed documents
among the team for discussion and collaboration. Eleven years later, my team now uses
Google Docs and Google Hangouts for all communication and collaboration. The video
and audio capabilities of Google Hangouts make it possible for the entire team to meet
virtually. We are also able to collaborate on documents in real time. Changes one of us
makes to the text can be seen by the others instantly. Connectivity speed has also
improved. My internet connectivity is exponentially faster now than it was in 1995.
Though many changes and improvements have been made since the early days of
the Internet, I still cannot get past the suspicion that there is something less satisfying
about teleworking versus collaborating with a team of individuals who work in the same
office. As teleworkers, our productivity in the remote environment seems to be the same
(or even better), yet we seem to shortchange our communication at times. Even with high
fidelity audio and video, something is missing in communication when teleworking,
especially when communicating in a group setting. Perhaps it is the ineffable feeling we,
as employees, have when connecting to another human being face-to-face. Our cloud-
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based data systems provide us with access to more information than we could ever hope
to reasonably consume, and yet we seem unable to leverage this data effectively to make
well-informed decisions. We have the freedom to work whenever and wherever we want,
yet we often feel tethered to our work, unable to relax or escape from our work. We
cherish our independence yet loathe our isolation. We work on teams filled with experts
in various disciplines who live in cities and countries across the planet, yet we cannot
always transcend our cultural differences to leverage the expertise and experience in our
midst. We, as managers, learn to judge our employees and colleagues on the strength of
their productivity alone, yet we feel disconnected from them in the process.
I have experienced all of the above in my tenure as a virtual leader and teleworker.
Not until I came across the research of Purvanova and Kenda (2018) was I able to
conceive these experiences as paradoxical tensions. I still remember the thought I had
when I first encountered this research: “There is a name for this?” There is something
immensely gratifying and therapeutic in discovering that something you have been
struggling with for a long time has a name.
I knew almost immediately that I wanted paradoxical virtual leadership to be the
topic of my dissertation. I did not anticipate the method in which I would attempt to study
this topic: phenomenology. As a graduate student, I believed that qualitative research was
inferior to quantitative research. It might have been that music education was already
viewed as “fluff” by some academics, so in an attempt to bolster academic rigor and
discipline, music educators adopted quantitative research, which tends to be more aligned
with biology, physics, or chemistry. Perhaps this affiliation with these so-called hard
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sciences’ quantitative research methods provided some much-needed legitimacy to music
education research.
When I began taking the research sequence courses as a doctoral student at
Creighton University, I struggled to find a quantitative tool to measure paradoxical
virtual leadership. I spoke with Dr. Ford, who shared a thought with me that went
something like this: “The research is where it is. You cannot make it be a place where it
is not.” In other words, there was no psychometric measurement tool in existence for
paradoxical virtual leadership. I could either develop the instrument myself, select a
different dissertation topic, or pursue my study using a qualitative method. I opted for
qualitative methods.
My first foray into qualitative methods occurred early in the research sequence
when I completed a mini qualitative methods project: I interviewed my parents about
their smartphone usage. My purpose was to understand how the Baby Boomer generation
used smartphones. With the assistance of my professor, I constructed an interview
protocol of open-ended questions. I was astonished at how much I learned from asking
my parents open-ended questions. My only probe question was, “Tell me more.” I could
not believe how much people will tell you if you ask an open-ended question and get out
of their way. I learned far more about smartphone usage by interviewing my parents than
I could have learned using a quantitative tool.
I further refined my interest in qualitative research by taking a summer study
abroad course at Creighton, “Following in the Footsteps of van Gogh.” While traveling
through Amsterdam, Paris, and the south of France I conducted a qualitative analysis of
Vincent van Gogh’s letters (van Gogh, 1888b, 1888c, 1888d) related to the painting, The
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Bedroom (van Gogh, 1888a). I painstakingly analyzed every word of three of the letters
and deduced several themes to illuminate the understanding of The Bedroom paintings.
This experience taught me two important things. First, I could glean much information
through careful analysis of even a short letter. Individuals reveal much about themselves
and their perception of their world through even the briefest of interactions and artifacts.
Second, this analysis could lead to a more nuanced understanding of the world. Van
Gogh’s letters about the painting helped me to see The Bedroom through van Gogh’s
eyes, an extraordinary experience.
As I embarked upon this journey, I was energized by the topic, paradoxical virtual
leadership, because it was a phenomenon I experienced daily. I looked forward to
speaking with others who had experienced this phenomenon. I wanted to compare their
experiences to mine and the Purvanova and Kenda (2018) model. Also, I was excited to
conduct this research using qualitative methods, having experimented with qualitative
analysis in Baby Boomer smartphone use and van Gogh’s letters. I no longer saw
qualitative research as inferior to quantitative research. Instead, I saw qualitative research
as remarkably different, with entirely different aims. I looked forward to applying this
methodology to a problem that fascinates me.
Summary
Working virtually has become more prevalent in higher education as more faculty
are teleworking and more students are completing degrees through distance learning.
Though there has been much research on face-to-face leadership, there has been a dearth
of virtual leadership research in higher education. No study has yet explored the
phenomenon of managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership within
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the domain of higher education. To better prepare higher education administrators to lead
virtually, this study employed interpretative phenomenological analysis to explore how
higher education administrators experienced and managed paradoxical tensions while
practicing virtual leadership. Results will help prepare future higher education
administrators to manage the paradoxical tensions of virtual leadership by providing them
with tools to recognize and effectively manage these tensions.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Paradoxes complicate the work of academic administrators who supervise
teleworkers. To address these complications, academic administrators may need to
develop specialized skills to behave effectively when leading in teleworking
environments (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). However, skills alone may not be sufficient to
address the complications introduced by paradoxical tensions. This literature review will
focus on how virtual leaders may benefit from developing an awareness of paradoxical
tensions, adopting sometimes contradictory mental models to optimize these tensions
(Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). First, I will present an overview of the history and current
state of higher education and the role of online learning within higher education. Next, I
will explore the concept of virtuality and its various definitions. Then, I will discuss
teleworking in academia, highlighting studies that address the benefits and drawbacks of
teleworking for academics. Fourth, I will discuss virtual leadership, define its attributes,
and highlight literature focused on competency- and behavior-based approaches to virtual
leadership. Finally, I will present an emerging approach to virtual leadership that
provided the foundation for this study—paradoxical virtual leadership, first proposed by
Purvanova and Kenda (2018). I will discuss the three paradoxes—technology
dependence, geographic dispersion, and human capital—that compose paradoxical virtual
leadership as well as the seven affiliated tensions that comprise these paradoxes: touch,
data, task, dispersion, time, culture, and human capital (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). I will
highlight both the opportunities afforded by and the challenges embedded within each
paradoxical tension.
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History and Current State of Higher Education in the United States
The Colonial Era
The first institution of higher education in the United States, Harvard College,
was founded in 1636 (Harvard University, 2020). Based on the curriculum models of
Oxford and Cambridge University in England, which focused on classical language,
science, metaphysics, and ethics, Harvard aimed to train men for the ministry (Geiger,
2015).
The Nineteenth Century
In the nineteenth century, many private, denominational colleges were
established, including Catholic and Protestant. State universities also began to be
established in the southern United States (Geiger, 2015). The curriculum was liberal-artsbased and served men who sought careers in the ministry, law, or education (Geiger,
2015). Elite colleges, such as Harvard, served primarily wealthy families (Geiger, 2015).
However, after the Civil War, female enrollment in universities grew steadily (Geiger,
2015). Modeled after the graduate programs of German universities, Graduate education
also began to take root in the United States during this period (Geiger, 2015). The Morrill
Land-Grant Acts of 1862 and 1890 preceded the establishment of midwestern public
colleges and universities (Geiger, 2015). Land grant colleges, such as Iowa State
University, Purdue University, and Cornell University, specialized in agriculture and
engineering (Geiger, 2015).
The Twentieth Century
The number of colleges and college students grew exponentially at the beginning
of the twentieth century, especially during 1900‒1930 and 1950‒1970 (Geiger, 2019).
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The twentieth century saw the growth of state universities, teachers’ colleges, and junior
(community) colleges (Geiger, 2019). Curriculum and academic departments became
standardized, and athletics took on a significant role within the university culture (Geiger,
2019). This period also saw the continued growth of graduate education in the United
States, with a focus on research, publication, and the granting of PhDs (Geiger, 2019).
The period of the 1930s, post-depression, was a dismal era for education with
declining revenue and state funding (Geiger, 2015). The Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944 (commonly known as the G.I. Bill) was passed after World War II and allotted
educational funding for veterans of war and expanded veterans' educational opportunities
(Geiger, 2019). As the middle class expanded, so too did access to higher education
(Geiger, 2019). The Soviet launch of Sputnik in 1957 unleashed a wave of scientific
advancement and further emphasis on higher education as Americans joined the “space
race” (Geiger, 2019). The passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965 provided federal
scholarships and loans to potential students, further expanding educational access
(Geiger, 2019). Universities were no longer the sole domain of the wealthy or elites; the
public demanded educational opportunity for all, including women and minorities
(Geiger, 2019). The 1980s saw a trend toward privatization in higher education and a
decline in state funding, which meant that college became more expensive for families as
tuition rose accordingly (Geiger, 2019).
The Twenty-First Century
As of 2016‒2017, there were approximately 6,600 colleges and universities in the
United States, including for-profit institutions (Snyder et al., 2019). These institutions
were both brick-and-mortar and online. However, institutions increasingly offered both
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on-ground and online programs (Alexander, 2020). Higher education enrollment
continued to grow from 2000 to 2016, but tuition outpaced inflation, leading to a massive
increase in student debt, which increased fivefold to $1.25 trillion from 2003 to 2016
(Geiger, 2019). The early 2000s also saw the growth of for-profit corporate universities,
which nearly quadrupled between 2000 and 2010 to 2 million students before decreasing
to 1.35 million in 2015 after the Obama administration introduced regulations ("Gainful
Employment") that curtailed enrollment in the sector (Geiger, 2019). However, the forprofit sector facilitated the development of online education. In 2006, when Congress
eliminated the rule requiring universities to offer 50 percent of coursework on site, forprofit universities began a rapid period of online expansion, offering online degree
programs convenient to adult learners (Geiger, 2019).
The twenty-first century also ushered in a change to faculty composition, with
increasing numbers of faculty appointed to non-tenure-track positions. "From 1999 to
2007, twice as many additional full-time positions were off the tenure track as were on it.
This trend accentuated between 2012 and 2014, when nearly three additional professorial
positions were non-tenure-track for each additional tenure-track position” (Geiger, 2019,
p. 491). As of 2018, 73% of faculty were non-tenure-track (American Association of
University Professors, 2018). These non-tenure-track faculty are often collectively known
as "adjunct" faculty. However, according to the American Association of University
Professors (2018), “Depending on the institution, contingent faculty can be known as
adjuncts, postdocs, TAs, non-tenure-track faculty, clinical faculty, part-timers, lecturers,
instructors, or non-senate faculty” (Overall Trends section, para. 1). This trend was partly
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exacerbated by the continued growth of online education, where practitioners and nontenure-track faculty could teach courses:
Now, fully credentialed fixed-term teachers were appointed to teach
undergraduate courses. Such teachers were hired to be generalists, to teach
introductory lower-division courses, precisely the role that specialized regular
faculty often disdained. Essentially, research universities hired fixed-term faculty
to teach the least attractive courses so that (more valuable) regular faculty could
devote themselves to (more valuable) research and publication. (Geiger, 2019, p.
490‒491)
Although adjunct faculty are not tenure-track, they may be employed full time and work
under an extended contract (Alexander, 2020), providing more stability and job security
(American Association of University Professors, 2018). Still, extended contracts do not
offer the same protections as tenure:
Whereas tenure is an indefinite appointment that can be terminated only for cause
or under extraordinary circumstances such as financial exigency and program
discontinuation, indefinite contracts are effectively at-will in many states; that is,
the institution can end the contract with no notice at any time for any reason.
Thus, often they do not offer much security or protection for academic freedom.
(American Association of University Professors, 2018, Full-time Contingent
Faculty Contract Length section, para. 3)
Part-time adjunct status provides even less job security. These faculty are hired part-time
and are offered contracts on a course-by-course basis with no guarantee of continued
employment.
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In addition to changes in the makeup of faculty, the student body also changed.
First, since the 2012‒13 academic year, total enrollment in higher education has declined.
However, enrollment of nontraditional ("adult" learners) as a percent of total enrollment
rose, with nearly 40 percent of students ages 25 and over as of 2017 (Snyder et al., 2019).
Nontraditional students also include those who work full time while taking classes,
including 45.6% of graduate students as of 2011 (Davis, 2012). “Taken together,
American students are more likely to be older, nonwhite, female and first-generation
learners and to have military experience than ever before” (Alexander, 2020, Chapter 2,
Enrollment Changes section, para. 11).
Virtuality and Telework
Merriam-Webster defined virtual as “being on or simulated on a computer or
computer network: occurring or existing primarily online” (n.d.). For purposes of this
study, “virtuality” was defined as “the condition of being virtual.” An employee who
works virtually (alternatively known as a teleworker) uses technology to work primarily
from a location not in their supervisor or colleagues’ physical vicinity.
The prefix tele- has its origin in the Greek word, tēle-, meaning “far off, afar, at or
to a distance” (Harper, n.d.). Jack Nilles, a former NASA engineer, coined the terms
“telework” and “telecommute” in the seminal 1976 book, The TelecommunicationsTransportation Tradeoff: Options for Tomorrow (Nilles et al., 1976/2007). Nilles et al.
(1976/2007) conducted research to decrease daily commuting through the use of
information technology to reduce pollution. Nilles produced a portmanteau by combining
telecommunications, commuting, and computers into a new word: telecommuting. Nilles
defined telecommuting as “periodic work [where the worker is] out of [away from] the
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principal office, one or more days per week, either at home, at a client’s site, or in a
telework center; the partial or total substitution of information technologies for the
commute to work” (Nilles, 2010, Telecommuting section, para. 1). Thus, if an employee
resides a reasonable distance from the employer’s workplace and could theoretically and
reasonably commute to work daily, the employee could telecommute. The employee may
be classified as a telecommuter if they work at least some of the time away from the
employer's workplace to reduce time spent commuting. For example, a tenure-track
university professor who reports to campus most days but sometimes forgoes commuting
to conduct seminars or grade student projects from home would be classified as a
telecommuter, albeit an infrequent telecommuter. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some
university faculty now find themselves telecommuting most (or all) days of the week,
though they expect to return to work on a physical campus once the pandemic subsides.
However, some employees increasingly connect with their employers entirely
through telecommunications with no (or very infrequent) expectation of commuting to
the employer's physical workplace. These employees may live great distances from the
employer’s physical workspace with no reasonable expectation of a physical commute.
Nilles coined a broader term, “telework,” to encompass “any form of substitution of
information technologies for work-related travel; moving the work to the workers instead
of moving the workers to work” (2010, Telework section, para. 1). For example, some
universities employ adjunct faculty members to teach online courses. These faculty
members rarely (if ever) commute to a physical campus and conduct their work
physically separated from their colleagues, supervisor, and students through broadband
internet connectivity. Though these adjuncts may infrequently visit a physical campus,
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there is no reasonable expectation that they would commute to campus regularly; these
adjunct faculty members would therefore be classified as teleworkers.
According to Nilles, “all telecommuters are teleworkers but not all teleworkers
are telecommuters” (2010, Telecommuting section, para. 3). For example, a university’s
chief information officer (CIO) may commute to a physical campus daily to oversee
network activities for the university, including satellite campuses and online courses. The
CIO uses communications technology to manage distal satellite campuses yet commutes
to the university’s physical campus daily. It is also possible for employees to conduct
work at home yet not be classified as teleworkers. For example, a university professor
may commute to a physical campus daily yet take student work home to grade late in the
evenings on most days. The faculty member would not be classified as a teleworker
because they did not use technology to avoid a daily commute.
Teleworking may vary across teams and organizations. Some employees may
telework while the rest of their team is co-located. In some organizations, entire teams
(and their supervisors) telework. In other organizations, some teams are co-located while
other teams telework. Also, the extent to which teleworking employees coproduce work
with others may vary significantly. On some teams, individual team members produce
work independently of other team members. For example, adjunct teleworking faculty
may focus on teaching and may infrequently collaborate with others. On other teams,
work is coproduced with other team members. For example, curriculum teams designing
online courses may comprise subject matter experts, faculty, instructional designers,
media specialists, and editors who collaborate to coproduce online courses.
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The literature on virtuality identifies several characteristics of virtual
environments as well as various techniques for measuring virtuality. Gibson and Gibbs
(2006) identified four primary features of virtual environments: national diversity,
geographic dispersion, electronic dependence, and dynamic structure. Geographic
dispersion refers to the physical separation of teleworkers and occurs on a continuum
such that teams with low geographic dispersion may reside in the same city while teams
with high geographic dispersion may reside on different continents. Electronic
dependence refers to computer-mediated communication that makes telework possible.
Kirkman and Mathieu (2005) referred to this dependence as “the extent to which team
members use virtual tools to coordinate and execute team processes, the amount of
informational value provided by such tools, and the synchronicity of team member virtual
interaction” (p. 700). Electronic dependence occurs on a continuum such that teams with
low electronic dependence may spend much of their time working in-office and meeting
face to face, with occasional instances of computer-mediated communication. In contrast,
teams with high electronic dependence may communicate 100% of the time using
computer-mediated communication (email, teleconference, and instant messaging, for
example). Thus, highly electronic dependent teams frequently rely on virtual tools (such
as videoconferencing and instant messaging) and exchange information asynchronously
through channels that sometimes prohibit nonverbal communication (email, for example).
Low electronic dependent teams, in contrast, rely on face-to-face contact and exchange
communication, including nonverbal communication, synchronously. Dynamic
structuralism refers to the continual change among roles and participants in virtual teams.
Some organizations engage teleworkers through outsourcing or use virtual teaming for
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short-term projects only. Thus, virtual teams may experience high turnover. National
diversity is also a common feature of virtual teams, particularly among those teams that
are highly geographically dispersed and include team members from multiple nations.
Gibson and Gibbs (2006) found that the adverse effects of these characteristics, all of
which were negatively related to team innovation, could be mitigated by fostering
psychologically safe communication climates.
The literature on the measurement of virtuality is inconclusive. Hoch and
Kozlowski (2014) measured virtuality by assessing geographic dispersion, electronic
communication media usage, and cultural difference. Given the increased globalization of
the workplace, some researchers have called for including cultural differences in virtual
teams (Hinds et al., 2011; Kirkman & Mathieu, 2005; Staples & Zhao, 2006; Tsui et al.,
2007). Hoch and Kozlowski (2014) measured cultural differences by averaging the
number of different nationalities represented on each team. Gajendran and Harrison
(2007) conceptualized virtuality as either low intensity (telecommuting fewer than 2.5
days per week) or high intensity (telecommuting 2.5 or more days per week). However,
the authors found that the negative relationship between teleworking and coworker
relationships only occurs when employees work outside of the office for more than 2.5
days per week.
Benefits and Drawbacks of Teleworking for Academics
Telework is marked by geographic dispersion, electronic dependence, dynamic
structures, and national diversity and can be difficult to measure. However, these features
are based upon studies conducted within industry (Gibson & Gibbs, 2006), not academia.
Though telework has become ubiquitous in the private sector, it is less common in higher
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education (Tustin, 2014). Though uncommon, telework among academics has been the
subject of several recent studies suggesting that teleworking has both benefits and
drawbacks for academics (Mintz-Binder & Allen, 2019; Ng, 2006; Schulte, 2015; Tustin,
2014).
Table 1 summarizes the benefits and drawbacks of teleworking for academics. All
four studies identified flexibility as a benefit of telework, and all but Tustin (2014)
identified autonomy as a benefit and isolation as a drawback of telework. Ng (2006)
concluded that teleworking benefits included autonomy, flexibility, a comfortable work
environment, and the opportunity to research in geographically distant locations.
Drawbacks included increased family/work role conflicts, decreased career advancement
prospects, isolation, overwork, and higher costs associated with operating a home office
(Ng, 2006). Notably, Ng (2006) cited potential challenges (not paradoxical tensions) for
supervisors of teleworking faculty, including how to conduct performance evaluations,
how to provide technical support, and how to create “team synergy, transmitting
organization culture, and promoting a feeling of belonging to the institution” (p. 12).
Similarly, Tustin (2014) found that teleworking academics reported higher
productivity, concentration, and flexibility, yet reported internet connectivity challenges.
Notably, Tustin (2014) found that teleworking academics’ (those who taught online)
student satisfaction ratings were significantly higher than non-teleworking academics
(those who taught face-to-face) on the following items: encouraging effective learning,
understanding of subject matter, and the ability to inspire students. Schulte (2015) found
benefits of teleworking for academics included flexibility, autonomy, elimination of
distractions, lower commute/wardrobe costs, and a benefit to the institution in lower
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facilities cost. Drawbacks included communication difficulties, isolation, perception of
“slacking off” from colleagues/supervisor, and missed social/career opportunities
(Schulte, 2015). Mintz-Binder and Allen (2019) found benefits of teleworking for nursing
faculty included independence, flexibility, autonomy, and productivity. Drawbacks
included limited social engagement and isolation, but faculty alleviated these factors
through technology (Mintz-Binder & Allen, 2019).

Table 1
Benefits and Drawbacks of Teleworking for Academics
+/-

Characteristic
Ng
(2006)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Flexibility
Autonomy
Productivity
Concentration
Comfortable work environment
Conduct research distally
High student satisfaction ratings
Lower commuting/wardrobe costs
Independence
Isolation
Career advancement limited
Family/work role conflict
Overwork
Higher home office costs
Internet connectivity
Communication
Perception of “slacking”

Note. + indicates benefits; - indicates drawbacks.

X
X

Studies
Tustin Schulte
(2014) (2015)
X
X
X

X
X

MintzBinder
& Allen
(2019)
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
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Leadership in the Virtual Environment
Teleworking comprises several characteristics, including geographic dispersion,
electronic dependence, structural dynamism, and national diversity. Teleworking offers
benefits to and has costs for academics. In the context of this environment, with its
opportunities and attendant challenges, academic administrators must lead. In the
previous section, I examined teleworking from the individual academic perspective,
noting its benefits and drawbacks. Now, I will review literature related to leadership
within the teleworking environment, beginning with a definition of virtual leadership.
Definition of Virtual Leadership
Avolio et al. (2014) defined virtual leadership (alternatively, e-leadership) as “a
social influence process embedded in both proximal and distal contexts mediated by AIT
[advanced information technology] that can produce a change in attitudes, feelings,
thinking, behavior, and performance” (p. 107). Thus, virtual leadership theoretically can
occur between a supervisor and supervisee who work in the same office (proximal), but
who communicate primarily via AIT rather than face to face. In practice, however, virtual
leadership commonly refers to leadership that occurs when leaders and followers are not
collocated (distal). In contrast to the more abstract definition of e-leadership proposed by
Avolio et al. (2014), Van Wart et al. (2019) proposed a more concrete definition of
electronically-mediated leadership: “the eﬀective use and blending of electronic and
traditional methods of communication. It implies an awareness of current ICTs
(information and communications technologies), selective adoption of new ICTs for
oneself and the organization, and technical competence in using those ICTs" (p. 83). As
opposed to the process approach advocated by Avolio et al. (2014), Van Wart et al.
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(2019) focused on the behaviors (blending of communication methods) and competencies
(technical competence) required of e-leaders. For Van Wart et al., success as an e-leader
entails selecting the appropriate ICT for a given context and using it competently. If eleaders deploy ICT appropriately and competently, higher individual productivity and
higher employee satisfaction may result (Van Wart et al., 2019).
Competency- and Behavior-Based Approaches
Scholars view virtual leadership from both competency- and behavior-based
perspectives. This approach reflects trends in the broader leadership literature, which
addresses leadership from both skills-based (Mumford et al., 2000) and behavior-based
(Stogdill, 1963, 1974) perspectives. Extant research shows that as virtuality increases, the
impact of leadership competencies and behaviors on employee and organizational
outcomes is more pronounced (Gajendran & Joshi, 2012; Gilson et al., 2015; Hill &
Bartol, 2016; Purvanova & Bono, 2009; Zimmermann et al., 2008). Some researchers
have concluded that as the percentage of time people telework increases, leaders should
increase their transformational, inspirational, empowering, and relationship-oriented
leadership behaviors to exert a more significant impact on organizational outcomes
(Gajendran & Joshi, 2012; Hill & Bartol, 2016; Joshi et al., 2009; Purvanova & Bono,
2009; Zimmerman et al., 2008). Building on the transformational leadership research of
Bass and Avolio (1994), Purvanova and Bono (2009) found that transformational
leadership had a more substantial effect on team performance for teams that used
computer-mediated communication compared to teams who communicated face to face.
In contrast, other researchers have emphasized the importance of task-oriented behaviors
for effective leadership, including goal setting, structuring, and task management (Pierce
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& Aguinis, 2013; Vergauwe et al., 2018). I will explore both the skills/competency and
behavior-based approaches.
Skills/Competency Approach
Leadership can be defined as “the ability to use one’s knowledge and
competencies to accomplish a set of goals or objectives” (Northouse, 2019, p. 44).
Mumford et al. (2000) developed a three skills approach to leadership, comprising
problem-solving, knowledge, and social judgment. Problem-solving skills comprise
problem definition, cause/goal analysis, constraint analysis, planning, forecasting,
creative thinking, idea evaluation, wisdom, and sensemaking (Mumford et al., 2017).
Knowledge is “the accumulation of information and the mental structures used to
organize that information” (Northouse, 2019, p. 51). Social judgment skills comprise
perspective taking, social perceptiveness, social performance, and behavioral flexibility
(Zaccaro et al., 2000).
Several scholars have researched the competency-based (alternatively, skillsbased) approach to virtual leadership. Jameson (2013) reviewed literature in educational
technology from 2000‒2010, developing a framework encompassing higher education
leadership competencies, such as communication, trust-building, problem-solving, and
strategic planning. Similarly, Maduka et al. (2018) described 12 virtual leadership
competencies for building successful organizations. These competencies included the
ability to: (a) build team orientation and integration, (b) communicate effectively, (c)
perform appropriate personal characteristics (including self-efficacy, hope, optimism, and
resilience), (d) set goals, (e) provide feedback, (f) coordinate operations, (g) resolve
conflict, (h) use technology, (i) be aware of self and others, (j) make quality decisions, (k)
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monitor changes in environmental conditions, (l) be reliable, and (m) build trust (Maduka
et al., 2018).
Whereas Jameson (2013) and Maduka et al. (2018) proposed a broad framework
of competencies, Roman et al. (2019) proposed a narrower Six E-Competency (SEC)
model focused on the following virtual leadership competencies as displayed through
ICT (information and communications technology): communication, social skills, change
management, technological savvy, team skills, and trust. Like Roman et al. (2019), Van
Wart et al. (2017) examined leadership competencies, such as analytic skills, decision
making, willingness to assume responsibility, energy, flexibility, need for achievement,
continual learning, environmental scanning, technical skills, and change management
skills, in relation to ICT. However, Van Wart et al. (2017) evaluated the importance of
these competencies as components of a model for enterprise-wide ICT adoption. Van
Wart et al. (2019) expanded their model of e-leadership by conducting a single-case study
at a comprehensive public university of approximately 19,000 students. At this
university, instructors primarily used email, a learning management system (Blackboard),
and a file-sharing system (Google Docs) for their communications technologies. The
authors equated e-teaching to e-leadership and cited 15 problems related to effective eleadership within this setting. These 15 problems were distilled into six skill-based
competencies that successful e-leaders needed to master: e-communication, e-social
skills, e-team building skills, e-change management, e-technological skills, and etrustworthiness (Van Wart et al., 2019). E-communication skills included communication
clarity, lack of miscommunication, and communication flow management (Van Wart et
al., 2019). E-social skills included good leader support, which meant tailoring the
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appropriate communication medium (such as face-to-face, telephone, or virtual
conferencing) to the employee (Van Wart et al., 2019). E-team building entailed
motivating virtual teams, holding team members accountable for participation and
contributions, and recognizing the contributions of virtual team members (Van Wart et
al., 2019). E-change management skills involved helping employees navigate transitions
and implementing plans (Van Wart et al., 2019). Finally, e-technological skills included
maintaining awareness and fluency in current virtual communication and collaboration
technologies (Van Wart et al., 2019).
Notably, all models emphasized the importance of technology management and
change management as critical competencies for virtual leadership. Except for Van Wart
et al. (2017), all models emphasized building trust, building teams, and communicating
effectively in the virtual environment as critical competencies for virtual leaders. With
the possible exception of technology management, these competencies are not unique to
virtual leadership; they apply to face-to-face leadership as well.
Behavioral Approach
In contrast to the competency-based (or skill-based) perspective, which focuses
on leader capabilities, the behavior-based perspective emphasizes task- and relationshiporiented behaviors, focusing on “what leaders do and how they act” (Northouse, 2019, p.
73). However, there is a critical connection between leadership skills and behaviors. For
leaders to carry out behaviors, they must assimilate skills in an infinite array of
combinations. Though a leader might claim to have a particular skill, it is not until this
skill is displayed as observable behavior that possession of the skill can be validated. For
example, a leader might claim to be skilled in team building. It is not until the leader
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displays behaviors such as “holds employees accountable for productivity when
conducting annual performance reviews” or “provides positive written and verbal
communication acknowledging successful team performance” that the leader’s teambuilding behavior can be assessed. Thus, leadership skills manifest as behaviors.
The behavioral approach to leadership is grounded in the research of Blake and
Mouton (1964, 1978, 1985), Bowers and Seashore (1966), Cartwright and Zander (1970),
Kahn (1956), Likert (1961), and Stogdill (1963, 1974). Several studies have concluded
that relationship-oriented styles, such as transformational and inspirational leadership,
have a more significant impact on outcomes than task-oriented styles as teams become
more virtual. For example, Chang and Lee (2013) concluded that transformative
leadership was more effective when dealing with conflict in virtual teams than
transactional leadership. Similarly, Lauring and Jonasson (2018) found that employee job
performance improved when leaders adopted inspirational leadership styles. The
inspirational style, rather than management by exception, helped employees to overcome
poor attitudes toward language differences in multicultural teams. Gejandran and Joshi
(2012) found that high-quality leader-member exchange (LMX) relationships, paired with
frequent leader-member communication, helped employees contribute to team decisions
when teams were highly virtual. Ruiller et al. (2019) categorized managerial styles as
either e-communicational or control, corresponding with relationship and task-oriented
approaches, respectively. Ruiller et al. (2019) concluded the "e-communicational mode
appears to positively influence the identification process" such that employees of
teleworking managers using this approach reported higher perceived proximity to their
team members and manager (p. 23).
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Contrary to these studies, Hoch and Kozlowski (2014) found that as team
virtuality increased, the positive correlation between hierarchical leadership (which the
authors posited included transformational leadership, LMX, and mentoring) and team
performance decreased. Additionally, as virtuality increased, the positive relationship
between structural support (rewards systems and information systems), which substituted
for some direct leadership functions, and team performance increased. This suggests that
less transformational, LMX, and mentoring behaviors and more sharing of information
and rewards help increase team performance in the teleworking environment. Similarly,
Eisenberg et al. (2019) found that transformational leadership was not always effective,
especially in highly geographically dispersed teams:
In highly dispersed teams, even a transformational leader may be “too far
removed” to be perceived as someone who is authentic and who genuinely wants
to make a difference. In dispersed teams, transformational leadership is less
helpful than it seems to be for collocated teams. (p. 369)
Han et al. (2020) had similar findings, concluding that transformational leadership was
not effective in highly geographically dispersed teams and that fostering leadership
among virtual team members was more effective.
In addition to relationship-oriented leadership styles, some scholars have also
demonstrated the importance of task-oriented styles. Zimmerman et al. (2008) classified
30 leadership behaviors as task-, relationship-oriented, or both. Task- and relationshiporiented behaviors were rated as more important by employees as the degree of virtuality
increased. The researchers found that for 14 of the 30 behaviors that fell into the taskand relationship-orientated behaviors, the degree of virtuality moderated the relationship
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between setting (virtual vs. face to face) and the perceived importance of the behavior
(Zimmerman et al., 2008). As the degree of virtuality increased, task-oriented behaviors,
such as clarifying tasks, defining roles and expectations, setting goals, and focusing on
outcomes and deliverables rather than activities, were rated significantly more important
by teleworkers than by face-to-face employees (Zimmerman et al., 2008). Madlock
(2012) analyzed the relationship between leadership style (task vs. relational) and job
satisfaction and organizational commitment for teleworking employees and found that
teleworker job satisfaction and organizational commitment positively correlated with the
task-oriented leadership style.
Paradoxical Virtual Leadership
An emerging approach to virtual leadership is paradoxical virtual leadership
(Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). This approach has its roots in eastern philosophy as well as
contemporary paradox theory.
Foundations of Paradox Theory
A paradox is an ancient concept rooted in eastern religion and philosophy. The
Tao Te Ching, written by 6th century Chinese philosopher, Lao-tzu, provides much of the
foundation for paradox theory (see Lao-tzu, 1988/2004). According to Taoist philosophy,
which is based on the Tao Te Ching, "all phenomena cycle into their opposite—day and
night, hot and cold, tight and loose, positive and negative, expansion and contraction, and
so forth" (Davis, 2004, p. 57). Figure 1 shows the Yin/Yang symbol, which encapsulates
opposites and visually represents the Taoist philosophy. Yin, which represents feminine
energy, includes such characteristics as intuition, softness, contraction, and yielding.
Yin’s opposite is Yang, which encapsulates masculine energy, including such concepts as
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assertiveness, expansion, rational thought, and hardness (Davis, 2004). Notably, though
Yin and Yang are considered opposites. “Both contain elements of the other; there is
some yin within yang, and some yang within yin. Moreover, each merges into the other;
as yin reaches its extreme state, it becomes yang, and vice versa. Balance between these
two is important and ensures harmony” (Davis, 2004, p. 57).

Figure 1
Yin/Yang Symbol

Paradox Theory
Contemporary paradox theory, which has its roots in Taoist philosophy, has been
advanced by Lewis (2000) and Smith and Lewis (2011), who reviewed literature related
to and proposed a dynamic equilibrium model of organizing. The Smith and Lewis
(2011) model suggested that a key facet of leadership was to harness the opposing forces
present within paradoxical tensions to facilitate the organization’s improvement. Notably,
Smith and Lewis (2011) explained that paradoxes were different from other
organizational dilemmas because they existed simultaneously; one element of the
paradox did not exist without the other element. The two elements remained in dynamic
tension. Paradox theory is in contrast to contingency theory in which actors seek to
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choose between two elements (“A” or “B”). Within a paradox, actors must choose both
“A” and “B” simultaneously. Recently, Smith et al. (2016) revisited paradox theory with
a leadership application. The authors proposed "dynamic equilibrium" as the appropriate
response for managing paradoxical tensions within an organization. They categorized
leadership paradoxes into three categories: present/future (innovation paradox),
global/local (globalization paradox), and social/financial (obligation paradox). The
authors noted that westerners tended not to view the world through a paradoxical lens.
Instead, westerners addressed paradox from an “either/or” perspective, seeking to find the
“right” answer and making its opposite “wrong” (Smith et al., 2016). Ironically, by
focusing on one tension of the paradox to the other’s exclusion, the opposite tension was
exacerbated (Smith et al., 2016).
Several recent studies have advanced scholarship related to Lewis’ (2000)
paradox theory. Keller et al. (2017) determined that ability to perceive paradox was, in
part, conditioned by culture. The authors suggested that individuals did not always
perceive paradoxes. Keller et al. (2017) conducted two studies to investigate how culture
and conditions interacted to determine whether individuals adopted paradoxical mindsets.
The authors specifically investigated the categories of "cooperation" and "competition.”
One’s culture shaped the tendency to adopt a paradoxical mindset:
Individuals with eastern cultural backgrounds tend to have paradox mindsets and
so tend to use paradoxical frames. In contrast, individuals with western cultural
backgrounds tend not to have paradox mindsets. They tend not to use paradoxical
frames to encode conditions but instead tend to use an “either/or” perspective and
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categorize conditions using one category rather than both of two opposing
categories. (Keller et al., 2017, p. 541)
Thus, eastern cultures were more likely to adopt paradoxical mindsets (e.g., China and
Japan) than western cultures (e.g., the United States and Germany). When the researchers
presented American and Chinese participants with the terms "outperforming" and "outhelping," the Americans were more likely to categorize “outperforming” as a competitive
behavior and "out-helping" as cooperative behavior. In contrast, the Chinese participants
saw these terms through a paradoxical framework, as both cooperative and competitive at
the same time. In the second study, the authors confirmed that Chinese participants were
more likely than Americans to use paradoxical frameworks in practice. When Chinese
participants were confronted with the idea of a colleague outperforming them, they were
more likely to engage in cooperative behavior: out-helping. The Chinese participants
could see how to both outperform and out-help/cooperate and compete. In contrast,
Americans were less likely to engage in cooperative behavior when confronted with a
colleague out-performing them. The Americans saw the situation as either outperform or
out-help/cooperate or compete.
Zhang and Han (2019) developed a new leadership approach: paradoxical leader
behavior in long-term corporate development (PLB-CD). Their results showed that a
long-term (futuristic) orientation by the CEO was an antecedent to PLB-CD and that
average change in research & development investment, market share, and corporate
reputation were consequences of PLB-CD. As part of their study, the authors developed a
psychometric tool to assess PLB-CD and determined that this tool was valid for China.
The authors suggested that the tool may have had utility elsewhere, but because the
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Chinese population was more familiar with Taoist philosophy (including paradox theory),
the study’s population (Chinese) more readily displayed paradoxical behaviors. Thus, the
psychometric tool Zhang and Han (2019) developed may not be suitable for use with
American leaders because of the more limited ability for Americans to perceive
paradoxes.
Pearce et al. (2019) investigated how leaders managed multiple paradoxical
tensions within organizations. The authors coined the term “meta-paradoxical approach,”
which occurred when leaders managed multiple paradoxes simultaneously, maintaining
awareness of overarching paradoxes, rather than focusing on managing single
paradoxical tensions. The authors conducted a qualitative study using semi-structured
interviews of employees in a high-growth retail environment. Four leadership themes
emerged from the study: formal, shared, situational, and paradoxical. The authors
conceived of a meta-paradox, an overarching theme capturing the paradoxes as
mentioned earlier. Managers adopted one of two approaches to address paradoxes in their
work environments: “either/or” or “both/and.” In the “either/or” approach, managers
focused on a short-term view of time and adopted either formal leadership (providing
vision, espousing values, and serving as a role model) or shared leadership (empowering
others, collaborating, and encouraging others’ ideas). In the “both/and” approach,
managers focused on a long-term view of time and displayed both formal and shared
leadership. The “either/or” approach was categorized as situational leadership, whereas
the “both/and” approach was categorized as paradoxical leadership. The authors
cautioned, however, that their results may not have applied to academia: "academic
institutions are typically slow growth organizations with long-term time horizons, and the
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concept of meta-paradoxical leadership might not apply as well in such a context"
(Pearce et al., 2019, p. 10).
Shao et al. (2019) viewed employee creativity through the lens of paradox theory.
The authors investigated the impact of paradoxical leader behavior on employee
creativity. They found that paradoxical leader behavior, workload pressure, and employee
integrative complexity interacted to affect creative self-efficacy. When integrative
complexity and workload pressures were high, paradoxical leader behavior had a strong
positive relationship with creative self-efficacy (Shao et al., 2019). Thus, creative selfefficacy mediated the relationship between paradoxical leadership behavior and
creativity. When workload pressure and integrative complexity were high, paradoxical
leadership behavior increased creative self-efficacy, which subsequently increased
creativity.
Paradox Theory and Virtual Leadership
Purvanova and Kenda (2018) extended paradox theory to the domain of virtual
leadership and offered an emerging approach to leadership: paradoxical virtual
leadership. Counter to competency or behavior-based leadership perspectives that viewed
virtuality as a contextual or moderating variable, paradoxical virtual leadership (PVL)
integrated virtuality into a specific, emerging leadership approach (Purvanova & Kenda,
2018). Whereas the previously discussed studies generally concluded leaders should
adopt such behaviors indiscriminately as virtuality increased, Purvanova and Kenda
(2018) posited that a leader’s critical purpose is to manage paradoxes unique to the
teleworking environment. Specifically, virtual leaders may benefit from adopting a
synergistic approach whereby they acknowledge and simultaneously maximize opposing
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poles of paradoxical tensions (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). Synergistic leaders manage
paradoxical tensions by strategically deploying competencies and behaviors. “Leaders
should balance—not overdo—a variety of behaviors, including vision-oriented and
people-oriented behaviors, as well as operational behaviors and technical skills, as
necessary, to synergize virtuality’s diverse paradoxes," concluded Purvanova and Kenda
(2018, p. 755). For example, virtual leaders may benefit from exhibiting both
relationship-building behaviors and task-oriented behaviors. They can support employee
flexibility and hold employees accountable for performance. They may benefit from
allowing employees to work at any time or place and establish expectations for virtual
synchronous meetings. They may work with team members across multiple time zones to
extend the workday beyond a typical 8-hour day and ensure the work burden is
distributed equally. They may encourage team members not to work 24/7 and to maintain
high standards for timeliness and quality. They may match employees with tasks best
suited for their strengths and ensure tasks are distributed equitably among geographical
regions so that expertise is not concentrated in a particular geographical region. Thus,
according to Purvanova and Kenda (2018), PVL recognizes paradoxical tensions,
synergizes them, and sometimes adopts contradictory behaviors and competencies to
maximize the opportunities within said tensions.
Kearney et al. (2019) demonstrated that when leaders adopted a “both/and”
approach regarding visionary and empowering leadership styles, they increased goal
clarity for followers and subsequently improved follower performance. The authors
determined that both leadership styles (visionary and empowering) interacted to impact
goal clarity, which mediated the relationship between the interaction of these leadership
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styles and follower performance. Thus, the authors demonstrated that leaders enacted
both visionary and empowering behaviors simultaneously to improve follower
performance. Carter et al. (2019) conducted a meta-analysis of the literature on team
design characteristics. They concluded, “not only do leaders need to provide empowering
and transformational approaches, but relational and directive approaches also hold
promise as influential drivers of team performance" (Carter et al., 2019, p. 172).
Virtual Paradoxes: Technology, Geography, and Human Capital
The concept of paradox has been explored in telework by several researchers
(Boell et al., 2016; Gibson & Gibbs, 2006; Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). Purvanova and
Kenda (2018) deduced three paradoxes from the literature telework: technology
dependence, geographic dispersion, and human capital. Each paradox comprised one or
more tensions that virtual leaders may have benefited from recognizing and balancing
(Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). In the analysis below, I will discuss literature supporting
and expanding upon these three paradoxes. I will address each of the component tensions
within the paradoxes, showing how they offer both opportunities and challenges. I will
highlight literature that offers strategies to teleworking employees and their leaders to
optimize these paradoxical tensions.
Technology Dependence
In the technology dependence paradox, there are tensions within touch, data, and
tasks (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018).
Touch Tension
The touch tension captures the challenges and opportunities present in
technology-mediated human communication. In the touch tension, impersonal
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interactions are in tension with less-biased interactions. Though technology-mediated
communication lacks the human connectivity of face-to-face contact, it allows managers
to assess employees solely on their work output, potentially reducing bias in employee
evaluations.
Extant literature has identified the challenges related to the lack of non-verbal
communication (Schaubroeck & Yu, 2017) and the impersonality of technology-mediated
communication (Purvanova, 2013). Though technology-mediated communication lacks
the personal touch of face-to-face communication, it may offer opportunities for lessbiased communication. Koles and Nagy (2014) explored virtual worlds and found that
interactions in these worlds were freer of hierarchies that typified in-person interactions
in the workplace. These interactions also encouraged learning between members and
supported professional development because stressors that typified in-person interactions
were reduced. Koles and Nagy (2014) focused on virtual worlds as “third places,” similar
to neighborhood coffee shops and bars: neutral places where individuals could interact
without the typical boundaries of hierarchies and social status. Stereotypes and cultural
variances may also be de-emphasized in virtual worlds. “We propose that virtual worlds
offer environments in which hierarchical distinctions can be reduced, and certain
obstacles associated with social inequality and potential mistrust can be overcome more
easily” (Koles & Nagy, 2014, p. 181).
The literature identifies several strategies that teleworkers and their leaders may
deploy to optimize the touch tension’s opposing poles. First, virtual team members
should select the appropriate communication technology with the appropriate level of
fidelity (high or low) for the task at hand and use it fluently. Clark et al. (2019) conducted
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a literature review of articles related to virtual team performance and noted that the
appropriateness of communication technology used by the team (functionality and
richness) was a success factor for virtual teams. The review indicated that highfunctioning virtual teams could select communications technologies with appropriate
fidelity levels for the task at hand. For example, performance reviews were conducted
face-to-face or through videoconference, whereas project milestone updates were
completed via email.
Further, leaders who were adept at using technology for communication were
perceived to be more trustworthy by their followers. Norman et al. (2019) conducted a
qualitative study investigating the impact of trust on leaders and followers’ relationships
in teleworking environments. The authors found that followers' perception of the leader's
technological savviness impacted the perception of trust such that leaders who were more
adept at using technology were perceived to be more trustworthy. Of note, the authors
advocated that virtual leaders make use of face-to-face meetings to establish trust when
working relationships are in their infancy.
Second, teleworkers may adopt specialized linguistic strategies to accommodate
the challenges present in virtual communication, including lack of nonverbal
communication. Lockwood and Song (2020) found that in virtual meetings, linguistic
exchanges were facilitated through both extratextual (project plans, meetings minutes,
structures for conference calls, redundant communication, agendas) and intratextual
(slow down the rate of speech, avoid idioms and colloquialisms, avoid contractions,
avoid interrupting speakers, tolerate silence) accommodation strategies. These strategies
worked to ensure successful communication in virtual meetings. Though technology-
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mediated communication lacked the nonverbal fidelity of face-to-face communication,
successful teams used strategies to convey nonverbals virtually. Darics (2020) analyzed
instant messages used in a business setting to determine what strategies leaders used in
teleworking environments to convey nonverbal cues in a text-only channel (e.g., instant
messaging). The author conducted a qualitative study and determined several strategies
were employed, including non-lexical tokens (e.g., “hmm,” “mm,” “oh,” uh,” “um”),
interjections, and laughter (e.g., “hee hee,” “boo,” “yuk,” “oops”), comic strip sounds,
capitalization (all caps or lack thereof), spelling variations to imitate dialect, punctuation
variations (repeats, ellipsis marks, symbols), and emoticons.
Data Tension
In data tension, data overload is in tension with data richness. Though databases
allow employees unlimited access to useful information, the volume of information may
overwhelm employees. Several studies cited the benefits of access to rich data
(Majchrzak et al., 2000; Zhang & Vankatesh, 2017). Tenzer and Pudelko (2016)
explained how virtual team members used cloud-based storage systems to share and
access information across the team. Al-Ani et al. (2011) concluded that centralized
databases facilitated information sharing among virtual team members.
However, rich data also overwhelmed employees (Barley et al., 2011; Bjørn &
Ngwenyama, 2009). Email, in particular, contributed to data overload. Barley et al.
(2011) studied email as a source of stress for employees and found that email contributed
to a sense of overload. The more employees interacted with email, the more overload
they experienced. The employees felt that they were coping better by processing more
email, but it did not reduce their feelings of overload. Email created more work for
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people because it was easy to send an email and, thus, people had to spend more time
processing and filing email. Second, email made it very easy for people to make requests
of other people. Third, email interrupted people and their chain of thinking. Fourth, email
was used to perform tasks that were not initially intended (e.g., coordination, document
distribution, organizing information, managing processes). “The more people depend on
and use email and other electronic media, the longer they work, and the longer they work,
the more likely they are to feel overloaded and overwhelmed” (Barley et al., 2011, p.
889). Study participants blamed email for their long work hours and sense of overload,
but phone calls and meetings also contributed to feelings of overload. Perhaps meetings
and phone calls produced different feelings because they were “synchronous media, they
left no material reminder of unaccomplished work” (Barley et al., 2011, p. 901).
Task Tension
In task tension, work exhaustion is in tension with motivating work. Telework
may be intellectually stimulating yet exhausting, leading to an "always-on" mentality.
Extant literature documented the negative impacts of stress and exhaustion on
teleworkers (Adamovic, 2018; Jimenez et al., 2017; Rupell et al., 2013). Several studies
addressed the impact of stress from interruptions on employees. According to Fonner and
Roloff (2012), “The connectivity afforded by communicating using various media
enables remote work by increasing a sense of presence and connectedness but also
negates the benefits of remote work by generating interruptions that may threaten
teleworkers’ flexibility, focus, and autonomy” (p. 206). Fonner and Roloff (2012)
concluded that video conferencing, instant messaging, and email were significantly
correlated with stress from teleworkers’ interruptions. Darics and Gatti (2019) questioned
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the ethics of constant connectivity but concluded such connection fostered open
communication, belonging, trust, and cooperation. Similarly, Ruiller et al. (2019)
concluded that although over-communication led to feelings of overload, frequent highquality communication between virtual leaders and followers, supplemented by face-toface meetings and effective use of information communication technology, helped
improve employee perceptions of shared identification and proximity. Norman et al.
(2019) echoed this finding, concluding that leaders who displayed savvy in using media
and who communicated frequently were perceived as more trustworthy by their followers
in the teleworking environment.
Ter Hoeven et al. (2016) examined the relationship between communication
technology usage (CTU) and employee well-being. The authors hypothesized
communication technology usage (CTU) “produces a specific set of advantages (i.e.,
resources) and disadvantages (i.e., demands) related to the well-being outcomes of
employee burnout and engagement” (p. 241). Results provided support for the existence
of the practical paradox of technology. CTU was related to increased employee burnout
and decreased engagement due to constant interruptions. Because CTU allowed
employees to interrupt one another (through instant messaging, for example), employees
experienced increased burnout and disengagement. CTU was also associated with
reduced employee burnout and increased work engagement due to the efficiency and
accessibility afforded by CTU.
Though telework can contribute to exhaustion, the nature of telework may also
contribute to increased motivation. Nurmi and Hinds (2016) analyzed teleworking using
the job characteristics model, which held that job complexity was a motivating feature of
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work, which may have been especially true of knowledge workers, such as college
professors. The authors cited several work characteristics that comprised job complexity:
skill variety, autonomy, and task significance. For example, telework required multiple
skills to be enacted, including technological, pedagogical, and communication, especially
when dealing with constituents from different cultures. Teleworkers experienced
autonomy in their roles and had the freedom to work whenever and wherever they
wished. Teleworkers perceived their tasks to have greater significance because of the
impact their roles had on others’ lives.
Successful teleworking managers adopt strategies to maximize the affordances
presented by the task tension. These strategies are intended to combat work exhaustion,
including clear communications policies and rules, and support for employee downtime.
Verburg et al. (2013) studied the conditions that project managers perceived as the most
important for getting work done in telework settings. Results showed four conditions as
most important for getting things done: 1) clear communication policies and rules; 2)
corporate support; 3) trust; 4) technical support. Clear communication policies dictated
how and when employees were to communicate and what kinds of tools should be used,
thus reducing the need for employees to be “always on.” Nurmi and Hinds (2016) found
that though the nature of telework could contribute to increased perceptions of
motivation, “the motivating potential of job complexity was only perceived when
recovery was high” (p. 648). Thus, teleworkers did not perceive their jobs to be
inherently motivating absent significant off-the-job recovery time, which included such
activities as cooking, doing sports, engaging in hobbies, turning off email and chat, using
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a personal computer (instead of work computer), camping, exercising, and visiting
friends (Nurmi & Hinds, 2016).
Ter Hoeven and van Zoonen (2020) concluded that granting employees greater
control over communication could buffer the negative impact of geographical dispersion
on helping behaviors (giving help to co-workers). In some workplaces, employees had
very little control over their communication. They were expected to be available 24/7 and
to respond to instant messages and emails. This lack of control over communication
extended the workday. In contrast, employees who could regulate communication
expectations had more meaningful interactions with their remote colleagues, enhancing
their willingness to assist others. Thus, organizations should consider adopting
organizational norms and policies to articulate technology use norms and provide
employees with more control over this usage. Because CTU was efficient and allowed
employees to access one another easily, employees experienced reduced burnout and
increased engagement.
Geographic Dispersion
In the geographic dispersion paradox, there are tensions within dispersion, time,
and culture (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). Some researchers have found geographic
dispersion to be a challenge when managing virtual teams (Clark et al. 2019).
In virtual teams … problems take longer to detect and solutions take longer to
implement. This means that distance amplifies dysfunction. Moreover, distance
dilutes leadership because influence wanes across time and distance.
Furthermore, distance weakens human relationships and team processes that are
required to work together effectively as a team. (Davis, 2004, p. 48)
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However, Han and Beyerlein (2016) cautioned that researchers should consider the
possibility of team diversity benefits, particularly those related to the diversity of
knowledge and perspective. The analysis that follows will show that geographic
dispersion, like technological dependence, has both opportunities and detriments for
teleworkers.
Dispersion Tension
In dispersion tension, isolation is in tension with flexibility. Employees have the
flexibility to work from anywhere, but sometimes find themselves working alone and
experiencing isolation. Several studies cited the benefits of distributed work
environments, especially regarding flexibility (Ruppel et al., 2013; Verburg et al., 2013).
Choudhury et al. (2019) found that geographic flexibility offered benefits to employees
and their teams. The authors explored a “work from anywhere” (WFA) policy as enacted
by the U.S. patent and trademark office (USPTO). Previously USPTO had a “work from
home” (WFH) policy, which only offered employees flexibility regarding time. With the
new “work from anywhere” policy, employees gained both temporal and geographic
flexibility (Choudhury et al., 2019). "WFA resulted in a 4.4% increase in output
compared to when the worker was on WFH, without affecting the incidence of rework"
(Choudhury et al., 2019, p. 1). The authors also found positive impacts on work output
when employees transitioned from working in-office to WFH (Choudhury et al., 2019, p.
1). Finally, WFA employees sometimes relocated to parts of the country where the costof-living was lower. The authors also found that it was better to allow employees
complete geographic autonomy than middling policies that left employees with a
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piecemeal version of autonomy. It was better to have no WFH policy than a partial one
(Choudhury et al., 2019).
The workplace flexibility paradox described by Cañibano (2019) supported the
geographic dispersion paradox identified by Purvanova and Kenda (2018), particularly
the dispersion and time tensions. Cañibano (2019) conducted a phenomenological case
study exploring employee experiences of workplace flexibility, concluding that
employees experienced flexibility both as a contribution and as an inducement.
Employees were induced to participate in telework arrangements because of the
flexibility offered regarding work time and place. However, the benefits were
counterbalanced through a psychological contract whereby employees agreed to
contribute to the employer by working outside of standard hours and traveling
extensively when necessary. This balance between flexibility and being available to work
outside of standard workday hours was required at this workplace to make teleworking
whole.
Though flexibility is cited as a benefit of telework, it can simultaneously produce
dysfunction, especially feelings of isolation that negate geographic distribution benefits
(Au & Marks, 2012; Breu & Hemingway, 2004; Halford, 2005). Several studies
documented these detriments but also offered strategies for combating isolation. Bartel et
al. (2012) found that the relationship between physical isolation and organizational
identification was mediated by perceived respect. The researchers also found that
“perceived respect is negatively associated with the degree of physical isolation” (Bartel
et al., 2012, p. 743). These findings were true for long-term and short-term employees;
working at the organization longer did not compensate for the detriments of isolation.
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However, Han et al. (2020) found that leadership role effectiveness (including setting and
attaining goals, monitoring and coordinating teamwork, mentoring subordinates and
facilitating group processes, and developing innovations and obtaining resources for the
team) mediated the relationship between geographic dispersion and team performance.
Ter Hoeven and van Zoonen (2020) investigated the relationship between workplace
flexibility and engagement with helping behavior (giving help to co-workers) as a
mediator. The authors determined that spatial flexibility—the ability to work
geographically dispersed—reduced helping behavior, which subsequently had a negative
impact on workplace engagement. However, the authors also determined that granting
employees greater control over communication could buffer the negative impact of
geographical dispersion on helping behavior.
Time Tension
In time tension, coordination challenges are in tension with the extended work
cycle. Clark et al. (2019) categorized time dispersion as a potential virtual team
performance failure factor in their comprehensive literature review. Virtual teams can
work around the clock in global settings, complicating scheduling meetings involving
employees in different time zones (Acsai, 2016). However, this workday style allows
employers to “follow the sun,” such that the workday can be extended across time zones
to facilitate more productivity (Acsai, 2016).
Research highlights several issues related to time as experienced by virtual global
teams. Sarker & Sahay (2004) found that employees working in different time zones
struggled with physiological and social rhythms. When coordinating conference calls
between the U.S. and Norway, American participants were at the start of their workday
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(fresh), whereas Norwegians were at the end of their workday (tired). Also, asynchronous
communication often entailed delayed responses. Emails sent by U.S. participants were
received in the middle of the night in Norway and often resulted in delayed
communication responses, which caused distrust in the team as the lack of immediate
response was interpreted negatively. Saunders et al. (2004) analyzed four different
perceptions of time in global virtual teams and discussed three major problems associated
with different time visions and offered strategies for dealing with these challenges for
global virtual teams. The four different perspectives were clock, event, timeless, and
harmonic. These perspectives can be held by different people, even from the same
culture. The examples that follow are from the study. Those who held a clock time
perspective (e.g., United States, Scandinavia, Germany) viewed time as a scarce
commodity. Those who held an event time perspective (e.g., Japan) viewed time as
unfolding. Those who held a timeless perspective (those of Hindi or Buddhist faiths)
often forgot about the time, becoming engrossed in their work. Finally, those who held a
harmonic perspective (e.g., China) viewed time as concrete, “an aspect of dynamic, living
systems that needs to be explored qualitatively … each second has value” (Saunders et
al., 2004, p. 22). These different time perspectives led to problems in scheduling time
(deadlines), synchronizing time (team rhythms), and allocating time (performance
measures) (Saunders et al., 2004). The authors offered several strategies for addressing
problems related to time in virtual teams, such as developing more awareness of different
time perspectives, developing team norms for communication, meeting attendance,
scheduling, and coordination, and creating an intersubjective time vision, which assigned
team members to tasks based upon their time perspective.
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Similarly, Sarker and Sahay (2004) advocated using the polychronic orientation to
time, which enabled employees to function in the past, present, and future
simultaneously. For example, when reading messages on an asynchronous message
board, employees must navigate messages that have been posted at various times, making
it difficult to track what was said when. For example, it may be more useful to place
individuals with a clock perspective on deadline-driven tasks and those with timeless
perspectives on creative tasks.
Culture Tension
In the culture tension, cultural barriers are in tension with cultural diversity.
Virtual teams can be very diverse, creating challenges related to cultural differences
(Gibson & Gibbs, 2006: Tenzer et al., 2014; Tworoger et al., 2013). Clark et al. (2019)
found cultural diversity to be a potential failure factor among virtual global teams.
However, cross-cultural challenges were partly generational as millennials did not
experience cultural challenges when working on global virtual teams (Velez-Calle et al.,
2020). Shaik et al. (2020) analyzed the struggles facing global virtual teams by
conducting an ethnographic inquiry to assess the relationship between cultural
intelligence and employee engagement. The authors found that the relationship between
cultural intelligence and employee engagement of team members on global virtual teams
was mediated by trust. The researchers also found that global virtual teams struggled with
in-group and out-group classifications. Co-located team members of global virtual teams
(who have opportunities for face-to-face interaction) tended to more readily form ingroups while categorizing their distal colleagues as members of the out-group. Further,
global virtual team members felt pressure to align their work and non-work (national)
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identities. Depending upon whether the individual’s receptivity to this pressure was
aligned, the employee became more or less engaged. With increased cultural intelligence,
global teleworkers were more receptive to alignment.
Cultural differences can also strain communication between members of global
virtual teams. Shaik et al. (2020) found that communication between in-group and outgroup members tended to become more formal and took place primarily by email, which
led to further misunderstanding and lack of trust. Similar to Shaik et al. (2020), Tenzer
and Pudelko (2016) found that asynchronous communication (including email) was a
preferred communication modality among global virtual teams. Tenzer and Pudelko
(2016) found that for team members whose native language was not the majority’s
language, they experienced a more significant cognitive load in communication. These
employees preferred asynchronous communication because they could slow down
communication and more carefully review messages and craft messages.
Despite these challenges, virtual teams leveraged their multinational colleagues’
diversity of expertise and experience (Acsai, 2016; Gibbs et al., 2017; Han & Beyerlein,
2016; Nurmi & Hinds, 2016; Zakaria, 2017). Nurmi and Hinds (2016), for example,
found that global work offered employees significant opportunities to learn from one
another and that such employees perceived their jobs to have greater significance because
of the opportunities afforded by working on a global team. Acsai (2016) cited the
diversity of thought and holistic viewpoints afforded by diverse teams.
Human Capital
Finally, in the human capital paradox, there is tension between low social capital
and high knowledge capital (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). Virtual teams attracted highly
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competent, task-oriented knowledge workers who prioritized work over building
relationships (Rockmann & Pratt, 2015; Schinoff, 2017). Notably, however, the
Rockmann & Pratt (2015) study was conducted at a large high-tech organization, so this
assumption may not be accurate in all sectors (higher education, for example).
Despite the de-emphasis on building social relationships, teleworkers may benefit
from knowledge sharing with their colleagues. Halgin et al. (2015) found that virtual
global employees understood the importance of developing connections with their distal
colleagues, but highly motivated and engaged employees most likely achieved these
connections. Majchrzak et al. (2000) studied how virtual teams used computer-mediated
technology to share and reuse knowledge. However, they found that cataloging
knowledge for reuse took an inordinate amount of effort and that workers failed to
catalog much knowledge, particularly since the project was rapidly evolving and it was
unclear whether the knowledge would be useful later.
Summary
From its foundations at Harvard College in 1636 to present times, higher
education in the United States has undergone significant change. The twenty-first century
has seen significant changes in both student and faculty demographics and composition
and a shift to online learning. As workplaces, including academia, become increasingly
virtual, leaders may benefit from developing an awareness of paradoxical virtual
leadership, including the paradoxes that compose it: technology dependence, geographic
dispersion, and human capital. There are both benefits and costs for teleworkers in
academia. Effective academic administrators may benefit from a better understanding of
research on virtual leadership and the paradoxical tensions they may encounter when
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supervising teleworkers. Echoing research strands in the broader leadership literature,
research in virtual leadership has focused on both competency and behavior-based
approaches. Competency-based approaches have emphasized technological and change
management skills as essential for virtual leaders. Behavior-based approaches have
treated virtuality as a variable that moderates the relationship between leadership
behaviors and organizational outcomes, such as employee satisfaction. However, these
approaches may not adequately reflect the lived experience of virtual leaders. An
emerging approach to virtual leadership—paradoxical virtual leadership—views virtual
leadership through the lens of paradox theory (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018). This
approach, which provided the foundation for this study, identifies three paradoxes that
teleworkers and their leaders encounter: technology dependence, geographic dispersion,
and human capital. Effective virtual leaders may adopt a synergistic approach and help
their employees to manage the affiliated tensions that comprise these paradoxes: touch,
data, task, dispersion, time perspective, and capital.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was to
discover insights as to how higher education administrators at a large online American
university perceived and managed paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership. This chapter will describe the research question, IPA methodology,
recruitment procedures, data collection procedures, and data analysis strategy used in this
study. I will conclude the chapter by addressing methodological integrity and ethical
issues.
Research Question
The following research question guided this IPA study:
How do higher education administrators at a large online American university
experience managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership?
Method
This study employed IPA, a qualitative research method, to describe higher
education administrators’ lived experience as they managed paradoxical tensions inherent
in supervising teleworkers. Qualitative methods, such as IPA, are appropriate for studies,
such as this one, that seek to explore complex concepts in great depth within natural
settings (as opposed to lab settings) and when valid and reliable quantitative
psychometric measurement tools are lacking (Creswell & Poth, 2018). For this study, the
natural setting was the virtual workplace, and the natural way participants worked was by
using advanced information technology, such as Google Hangouts. As there are no
validated and reliable psychometric measurement tools to measure paradoxical tensions
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in the teleworking environment, scholars have called for further qualitative research to
support the development of items for such tools (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018).
Research Design Overview
In IPA, the researcher sacrifices breadth for depth, conducting a painstaking case
by case idiographic analysis (as opposed to nomothetic analysis) of phenomenological
data from each individual. Whereas other phenomenological methods, such as Giorgi’s
(2009) descriptive phenomenology, aim to describe a commonality of experience, IPA
considers individual cases and seeks to describe divergence and convergence between
cases. The IPA process is similar to how an anthropologist conducts ethnographic
research. Like the anthropologist, the IPA researcher is not able to make general claims
about all cultures. However, the IPA researcher does seek to “make links between . . .
their own personal and professional experience, and the claims in the extant literature”
(Smith & Osborn, 2008, p. 56). Specificity, rather than generalizability, is the focus of
phenomenological research (Pietkiewicz & Smith, 2014). Because my goal was to
explore each individual’s unique experience and explain divergences and convergences
between participants rather than to construct a general description of the phenomenon,
IPA, rather than other phenomenological methods, was best suited for this study.
IPA aims to explore the meaning people ascribe to phenomena they experience
and understand how individuals make sense of the phenomena in the context of their
personal and social environments (Shinebourne, 2011; Smith & Osborn, 2008). Rather
than developing an objective depiction of the phenomenon itself (as is the purpose of
descriptive phenomenology), the IPA researcher depicts the phenomenon from the
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perspective of those who have experienced it. Three theoretical principles provide the
foundation for IPA methodology: phenomenology, hermeneutics, and idiography.
Phenomenology
Phenomenology, which refers to both a research method and the philosophical
movement upon which the methodology is based, is rooted in the writings of
philosophers such as Husserl (1859‒1938), Heidegger (1889‒1976), and Merleau-Ponty
(1908‒1961) (Schmitt & Fiedor, 2006). Phenomenologists reject the idea that researchers
can uncover a single, objective reality through empirical study and instead claim "reality
is socially constructed and cannot be understood solely through detached, ‘objective'
modes of study" (Long & Glenn, 2012, p. 249). Phenomenologists reject the subjectobject dichotomy and claim that humans perceive objects through the framework of their
subjective experience. Rather than focusing on objects, phenomenologists create textural
(the "what") and structural descriptions (the "how") of phenomena.
For descriptive phenomenologists, such as Giorgi (2009), determining a
phenomenon’s essence is a subtractive process. “Removing the unessential elements and
searching for constant aspects of experiences allows the researcher to understand the
essential and unvarying elements of the phenomenon under study,” wrote Long and
Glenn (2012, p. 250). Modeled on the writings of philosopher Edmund Husserl, Giorgi’s
(2009) descriptive phenomenological method is a non-empirical approach to
psychological investigation that describes the phenomena’s invariant essence. Giorgi
(2009) argues that empirical investigations ignore the actual phenomenon under
investigation, focusing instead on the phenomena’s causes and effects. “The traditional
psychologist knows precisely and reliably how something which [the psychologist]
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doesn’t know what it is influences something else which [the psychologist] doesn’t know
what it is. [The psychologist] knows only the quantitative relationship between two
unknowns,” explains Colaizzi (1978, p. 56). In contrast, phenomenology requires the
researcher to “return to the things themselves,” as Husserl advocated. Rather than
investigating cause-effect relationships between unknown variables, the phenomenologist
investigates the phenomena directly.
In contrast to Giorgi’s (2009) descriptive Husserlian phenomenology,
interpretative phenomenology draws on the writings of Heidegger (Smith et al., 2009).
IPA seeks not to describe the essential and invariant essence of phenomena. Instead,
interpretative phenomenologists recognize the “phenomenon manifests ontologically in
particular situations and contexts and that understanding the phenomenon is an act of
ongoing interpretation” (Vagle, 2018, p. 16).
Hermeneutics
Hermeneutics, the second theoretical principle underlying IPA, originates in the
interpretation of religious texts but is now known as a general theory of interpretation
(Schmidt, 2006). In IPA, several levels of interpretation occur. First, the participant
actively interprets their personal and social world. As humans live in the world, they
interpret their experiences. Second, the researcher interprets the participant’s
interpretations, a double hermeneutic (Shinebourne, 2011). The researcher seeks to
understand the participant, who is also trying to understand their world (Smith et al.,
2009). Because bias, prejudices, and preconceptions may cloud the researcher's
interpretations, the researcher must take special care to ensure validity. I will address
these concerns in the ethical considerations section below.
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Idiography
Idiography, the third theoretical principle underlying IPA, focuses on the
experience of the individual (Smith et al., 2009). In IPA studies, the researcher treats each
participant as a unique case study. Once the researcher analyzes the first case study and
identifies initial themes, the researcher proceeds to subsequent cases, documenting
similarities and differences in an inductive and methodical analytic process (Shinebourne,
2011; Smith et al., 2009).
Participants
Researchers typically conduct IPA studies on small samples of homogenous
participants with an intensive focus on “theoretical rather than empirical generalizability”
(Smith & Osborn, 2008, p. 56). According to Creswell and Creswell (2018),
phenomenological studies typically include a range of three to ten participants. However,
trends in sample sizes for IPA studies range from three to six participants, though sample
sizes can vary according to the research question and quality of data the researcher
obtains (Shinebourne, 2011; Smith & Osborn, 2008). Turpin et al. (1997) recommended
selecting a range of six to eight participants for IPA studies. More recently, Smith et al.
(2009) recommended four to ten interviews for those seeking professional doctorates.
Notably, Smith et al. (2009) focused on interviews rather than participants as they
considered it acceptable to interview four participants twice to obtain eight interviews.
After receiving IRB approval through Creighton University IRB, and secondary
review from the large online American university (see IRB certificate in Appendix I), I
recruited eight participants from a homogenous pool of department chairs who supervised
teleworking faculty members at a large online American university. This study employed
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both convenience and criterion sampling. I obtained a convenience sample by contacting
the institution’s project manager of academic affairs and accreditation to request a list of
department chairs who supervised teleworking faculty. I estimated approximately 33
individuals at the institution had the job title of “department chair,” teleworked 100% of
the time, and supervised one or more employees (faculty) who teleworked 100% of the
time. I invited these department chairs to participate in the study via a recruitment email
(see Appendix A), which outlined the study’s purpose, explained why I was contacting
them, and shared information on confidentiality and instructions for opting into the study.
The recruitment email included a link to a screening survey (see Appendix B) to
collect the potential participant’s contact information, demographic information, and
affirmation of the participant’s experience of practicing virtual leadership. I did not
include participants in the study if they had not experienced virtual leadership. "To
achieve the ‘essence' of a phenomenon, a participant should respond from a position of
authority to authenticate the phenomenon under investigation" (Long & Glenn, 2012, p.
254). If the participant did not meet the selection criteria, I notified them via email (see
Appendix C). If the participant met the selection criteria, I contacted the participant via
email to arrange a 45- to 60-minute virtual interview using Google Hangouts.
Data Collection
Collection Procedures
I invited participants to participate in a Google Hangout for a semi-structured
interview. Google Hangouts is a video conferencing tool with synchronous video and
audio communication and recording capability. I used videos to capture body language
and expressions. However, it was not a requirement for the institution’s employees to
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deploy their webcams. Therefore, some Hangout recordings were audio-only. Because
the institution’s academic administrators teleworked 100%, I could not interview the
participants face-to-face. Before beginning the interview, I ensured each participant had
reviewed the Participant Information Letter (see Appendix D) and the Bill of Rights for
Research Participants (see Appendix E). I recorded all interviews and sent them to
Rev.com for transcription. Since IPA’s purpose is to interpret each participant’s
account’s meaning, it was not necessary to transcribe pauses and non-verbal utterances
(Smith et al., 2009). I archived the recordings and transcripts on Dropbox, a cloud-based
data storage tool with dual authentication and encryption. The recordings will remain in
the archive for five years.
Data Collection Tools
Creswell and Poth (2018) indicated that researchers should use in-depth and
multiple interviews when conducting a phenomenological study. In this study, I
conducted 45- to 60-minute semi-structured interviews with participants using an
interview protocol (see Appendix F). I conducted a pilot study with eight participants
using a draft interview protocol. Initially, I presented paradoxical tensions to the pilot
study participants and asked them to discuss their experiences. However, after analyzing
the results, I concluded that the questions were too closed-ended and led the pilot study
participants to discuss paradoxical tensions that they may not have perceived without
prompting. As a phenomenological researcher, I did not assume that participants
experienced the paradoxes described by Purvanova and Kenda (2018) and remained open
to the possibility that participants might identify other paradoxes or that data might
dispute the Purvanova and Kenda (2018) paradoxical virtual leadership model. Therefore,
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I revised the protocol to offer participants more open-ended questions that did not suggest
specific paradoxical tensions.
According to Creswell and Poth (2018), interview questions should be “openended, general, and focused on understanding [the] central phenomenon in the study” (p.
165). I asked participants open-ended questions that allowed exploration of the
participants’ lived experience of managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership. To better understand how administrators experienced each of these tensions, I
asked questions designed to elicit stories of the tensions in action. The primary line of
questioning followed this pattern:
•

What is the most significant challenge you face as a virtual leader?

•

You mentioned “X” as a challenge. If we think of that challenge as the “yin,” what’s
the “yang”?

•

Is there an opportunity in tension with that challenge?

•

You mentioned “X” as a challenge and “Y” as an opposing opportunity. How do you
manage the tension between the two? What’s that like?

Data Analysis
Data analysis followed the six-step procedure outlined by Smith et al. (2009). I
used NVivo qualitative data analysis software by QSR International to aid in analysis.
Step One: Reading and Re-Reading
I listened to each participant’s recording and read the transcript several times to
immerse myself in the data.
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Step Two: Initial Noting
I commented freely upon the transcript using NVivo software. Comments
included summary statements, paraphrases, associations, connections, similarities,
differences, echoes, amplifications, and contradictions (Smith & Osborn, 2008). Then, I
constructed a written interview summary for each participant. I emailed each participant a
request for an interview summary review (see Appendix G) as part of the member
checking process, asking the participant to notify me of any changes or updates they
wanted to make.
Step Three: Developing Emergent Themes
In stage three, I transformed my initial notes to a higher level of abstraction by
developing words and short phrases to capture the text’s essence (Smith & Osborn,
2008). I did not limit my analysis to any prefigured codes and was open to emergent
codes. I drafted memos to illustrate my thought process regarding emergent themes.
Step Four: Searching for Connections Between Emergent Themes
Next, I collected the emergent themes from the transcript and organized them into
clusters. Some themes emerged as superordinate and others as subordinate (Smith &
Osborn, 2008). I ensured the transcript’s raw data supported each thematic cluster by
compiling directories of words and phrases to support each theme. I used NVivo to
produce a table of superordinate and subordinate themes for each participant transcript
(see Chapter 4).
Step Five: Next Case
I repeated the previous steps for subsequent cases. This step of the analysis aimed
to identify convergence and divergence between the cases (Smith & Osborn, 2008). If
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themes were repeated in subsequent cases, I coded them accordingly. When I identified
new superordinate themes in subsequent cases, I examined each preceding case again to
determine whether the superordinate themes were present and coded the transcripts again
accordingly.
Step Six: Patterns Across All Cases
Once I completed the individual case analysis, I used NVivo and Microsoft Excel
to construct a final table of superordinate themes (see Chapter 4). Finally, I constructed a
narrative argument supplanted by extracts from the individual transcripts (see Chapter 4).
Methodological Integrity
Creswell and Poth (2018) recommended that qualitative researchers use at least
two validation strategies. This study employed four validation strategies: bracketing,
generating rich/thick descriptions, member checking, and an external audit.
Bracketing
Phenomenological researchers acknowledge their personal history that shapes
their interpretation and engage in reflexivity (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Phenomenological
researchers should set aside their experiences through a process known as bracketing, or
what Husserl refers to as epoché, a suspension of judgment. “Objectivity … requires me
to recognize and affirm both my own experience and the experience of others. Simply
stated, experience is there, for all of us, and it cannot be objectively eliminated,” wrote
Colaizzi (1978, p. 50). Rather than assuming a detached, objective stance, I engaged in
reflexive practice before beginning the study (see Ch. 1). The purpose of bracketing was
not to ignore or forget my experience with the phenomena. Instead, I used bracketing to
set aside my experience before collecting data. Thus, I was able to approach the
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phenomena from the participants’ perspective and without preconceived notions. I
acknowledged my subjective experience, assumptions, and history before investigating
study participants’ experiences. Bracketing helped me perceive the phenomena with a
fresh perspective, as if for the first time (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Rich/Thick Descriptions
Second, I wrote detailed and thick descriptions of the paradoxical tensions the
participants experienced and the settings in which the participants experienced them.
These detailed descriptions may help readers transfer the study’s findings to new settings
(Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Member Checking
Third, this study used member checking. After each interview, I transcribed and
summarized the data. I emailed this summary, which included a preliminary analysis, to
the study participants to solicit feedback from them on my preliminary findings (see
Appendix G).
External Audit
Finally, I engaged an external auditor, Dr. Peggy Hawkins, to evaluate whether
the raw data supported the study's conclusions (see Appendix H). Throughout the
research process, I wrote reflective memos to document critical decisions and rationale,
especially regarding potential codes and themes. These memos, along with the data and
analysis, provided an audit trail of the processes and thinking I followed to reach my
conclusions.
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Ethical Considerations
Institutional Review Board
I obtained approval from both Creighton University’s (see Appendix I) and the
study site’s institutional review boards (IRB). According to Creswell and Poth (2018),
“most qualitative studies are exempt from lengthy review” (p. 151). As this study did not
involve minors or vulnerable populations, it was exempt from lengthy review per the
Federal Policy for Protection of Human Subjects as per 45CFR46.101(b) 2/3. All
participants received an email outlining the study’s benefits, risks, purpose, procedures,
confidentiality standards, lack of compensation for participation, the rationale for the
potential termination of the participants by the researcher, and a disclosure statement (see
Appendix D).
Site Selection and Researcher Bias
I am a member of the same population I studied. My teleworking experiences
allowed me unique insights into paradoxical virtual leadership and helped me put
participants at ease and establish rapport as I conducted interviews. However, conducting
this study could have introduced risks for myself, participants, and the institution if I
reported data that poorly reflected on participants or the institution. I used two strategies
to address these risks. First, I bracketed my experiences. Second, I ensured participant
and organizational confidentiality.
Data Collection and Storage
I disrupted the institution’s employees as little as possible during the interview
process, tailoring my interview schedule to meet participant availability. I did not "lead"
the participants to foregone conclusions or ask closed-ended questions; I used an
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interview protocol that had been reviewed by my dissertation committee and pilot-tested
before the start of formal interviews. I stored my data securely using Dropbox, for which
I enabled dual authentication security measures. I will securely archive data on Dropbox
for five years.
Participant Confidentiality
I could not guarantee anonymity because I was aware of the identity of the
participants. However, I guaranteed confidentiality by removing all identifying
information from the publication of the results, including the institution’s name. I used
participant numbers to describe participants and did not refer to academic departments by
name. I removed the names of departments and other information that readers could use
to identify individuals. If the participants mentioned such identifying information during
the interview, I removed it after transcription.
Summary
Higher education administrators have little guidance in recognizing and managing
paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership. Using IPA, I explored how
higher education administrators at a large online American university experienced
managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership and the meanings they
ascribed to this phenomenon. IPA methodology, founded on the principles of
phenomenology, hermeneutics, and idiography, sacrifices breadth for depth, focusing on
a small number of homogenous participants who have experienced the phenomenon.
Instead of constructing a general description of the phenomenon, I conducted a thorough
case-by-case analysis of each participant’s data, documenting divergence and
convergence among cases.
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I collected data through semi-structured interviews from a convenience and
criterion sample of teleworking academic chairs at a large online American university
who practiced virtual leadership. I ensured data validity by employing bracketing,
rich/thick descriptions, member checking, and an external audit. I followed the six-step
procedure outlined by Smith et al. (2009) for data analysis to create a table of
superordinate and subordinate themes supported by text from the raw data. This table of
superordinate and subordinate themes provided a deeper understanding of how academic
chairs at the institution experienced and managed paradoxical tensions while practicing
virtual leadership.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The purpose of this interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was to
discover insights as to how higher education administrators at a large online American
university perceived and managed paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership. This chapter presents the findings of the study. First, I will present an
overview of the institution where the study was conducted and a discussion of the study’s
sample population. Second, I will provide interview summaries and emergent themes for
each of the study’s eight participants. Third, I will present patterns across all eight cases,
discussing highly recurrent and moderately recurrent themes and deduced paradoxical
tensions. From my analysis of recurrent themes, I deduced the study’s participants
experienced five paradoxical tensions:
•

impersonality/objectivity

•

isolation/connectivity

•

freedom/control

•

data overload/richness

•

cultural barriers/diversity

Fourth, I will discuss three highly and moderately recurrent themes that, although not
directly affiliated with paradoxical tensions, provide context for the study: brick-andmortar vs. on-ground institutions, time zone coordination, and COVID-19. Fifth, in the
findings section, I will answer the original research question for this dissertation in
practice: How do higher education administrators at a large online American university
experience managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership? I will
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close the chapter by comparing and contrasting my findings with prior theories and
research findings.
Institutional Background
The study was conducted at a large, public, online, not-for-profit American
university accredited by the Higher Learning Commission. The institution offers
certificates, associate’s, bachelor’s, master’s programs, and one doctoral program. As of
the 2018‒2019 academic year, the institution enrolled over 25,000 students in over 150
academic programs within several academic divisions. The institution employed over
1,500 faculty members and over 30 academic chairs. Each chair supervised, on average,
approximately 50 faculty members. The institution did not offer tenure-track positions to
faculty or chairs. Faculty were classified as full-time, full-time adjuncts, or part-time
adjuncts. Full-time faculty were salaried and received benefits. Full-time adjuncts
received benefits but received contracts for each teaching assignment and could be
terminated at any time. Part-time adjuncts received no benefits and, like full-time
adjuncts, received contracts for each teaching assignment and could be terminated at any
time. The average faculty tenure was greater than eight years. Nearly 100% of faculty
members held advanced degrees, and just under half held doctorates. Though research
and publication were not requirements for employment at this institution, some faculty
members maintained research and publication activities.
The institution served primarily adult learners. The majority of the institution’s
students were over the age of 30. Approximately two-thirds of the students were female,
and around one-third were military-affiliated. For more than half of the students, neither
parent had attended college, and nearly two-thirds had a child or other dependent. The
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university offered courses on the quarter system. The average class size was
approximately 25 for undergraduate students and approximately 15 for graduate students.
The university operated year-round with one-week breaks between terms and a one-week
break for the Christmas holiday.
Participants
I invited 33 chairs via a recruitment email (see Appendix A) to participate in a
screening survey (see Appendix B). I distributed the recruitment email on Thursday,
March 12th, 2020, at 10:08 a.m. Central Standard Time. Thirteen of the 33 chairs
responded to the screening survey between March 12th and March 28th, 2020. Of note,
12 of the 13 respondents were female. After reviewing the screening survey results, I
excluded the sole male respondent from the study because the respondent indicated that
they did not work from home. The remaining 12 respondents indicated that they worked
exclusively from their homes (teleworkers) and supervised one or more faculty members
who exclusively worked from home (teleworkers). I cross-referenced the list of 12
respondents with a list of employees I obtained from human resources to determine
departmental affiliation; participants from four of six academic divisions had responded.
One academic division was new to the university and, therefore, had yet to employ
chairs. I invited two survey respondents from each of four academic divisions to
participate in semi-structured interviews such that academic disciplines were equitably
represented. The two respondents from each academic division who first responded to the
screening survey were selected for participation. Thus, I selected eight respondents for
participation in semi-structured interviews between April 21st and April 30th, 2020.
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All eight participants were female and self-reported supervising 44‒200 employees each,
as shown in Table 2, which summarizes participant demographics. Participants were nontenured and supervised faculty who were also non-tenured. Tenure, the length of
employment with the institution, was obtained from the institution’s human resources
department as of October 29, 2020 and ranged from 1.5 to 18.78 years. Length of tenure
for Participant 8 was unavailable as the participant was no longer employed with the
institution as of October 29, 2020. The mean tenure for the participants was 12.50 years,
with a standard deviation of 5.638 and a mode of 14.08 (all calculations excluded
Participant 8). Degrees earned by the participants were obtained from the institution’s
public website and included the following: PhD (5), EdD (1), DNP (1), EdS (1), MSN
(1), Med (2), MPH (1), MBA (2), MS (2), BA (1), BS (2), BSN (1), and BSHS (1).
Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of participants who had earned each degree.
All but one participant had earned a doctorate.
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Table 2
Participant Demographics

a

Participant

Title

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair

Work location
Participant
Faculty
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

Facultya

Tenureb

75
≅50
85‒90
70
<100
<200
45
44

15‒20
15‒20
10‒15
10‒15
15‒20
5‒10
1‒5
N/Ac

Participants provided estimates of the number of faculty they supervised during the

semi-structured interviews.
b

The institution did not offer tenure-track positions. Tenure refers to the number of years

employed by the institution as of October 29, 2020. I reported the length of tenure as a
range to protect the anonymity of study participants. This figure represents the total
length of employment with the institution and does not necessarily indicate the length of
time served in the chair role.
c

The institution no longer employed Participant 8 as of October 29, 2020, so tenure

length could not be determined.
Case-by-Case Phenomenological Interview Summaries
In keeping with the IPA’s idiographic focus, I treated each participant in this
study as a separate case study. After each interview, I constructed an interview summary
that I distributed via email to each participant for member checking (see Appendix G). I
emailed the interview summaries to the participants for review between April 23rd and
May 8th, 2020. Participants 2, 4, 6, and 8 confirmed the summary accurately reflected the
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interview content. Participant 5 made a small addition to the summary but otherwise
confirmed the content was correct. Participant 8 sent a follow-up email to contribute
additional content. Participants 1, 3, and 7 did not respond to the summary email.
Participant 1 Interview Summary
Participant 1 was an academic department chair who teleworked from home.
Participant 1 supervised a team of 75 direct reports, including six full-time faculty
members and 69 adjunct faculty members, all of whom were teleworkers. Primarily,
Participant 1 supervised faculty who taught courses that were taken by first-term
students.
Participant 1 considered their position as a department chair similar to those at
more traditional on-ground universities concerning working with faculty, scheduling
courses, supervising curriculum and developing new programs, interacting with students,
supporting student involvement and engagement, and encouraging faculty involvement.
Participant 1 also shared that they supported student clubs and organizations and
developed ideas and projects to help students succeed. Participant 1 indicated that their
role was different from that of chairs at on-ground campuses regarding lack of face-toface interaction, including nonverbal communication. Participant 1 noted that chairs at
more traditional universities had the luxury of being “able to just have a meeting down
the hall, and everyone gets together with coffee and doughnuts in the room.” In contrast,
Participant 1 indicated that, at their university, “We have to do it virtually to be able to
keep everyone engaged. You can’t really reach out and touch someone, so to speak, when
they live 400 miles away. That’s a big challenge and a very big difference.”
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Participant 1 indicated that their biggest challenge as a virtual leader was
communication with faculty and building relationships virtually. However, this challenge
was in tension with an opportunity for greater use of various communication modalities.
Participant 1 found it challenging to build relationships with teleworking faculty who, in
turn, had to build relationships with remote students. Communication occurred primarily
through Google Hangouts, instant messaging, email, and phone calls. The lack of face-toface communication made the role of Participant 1 as a virtual leader more challenging,
especially when Participant 1 attempted to relate to direct reports more personally. For
example, Participant 1 cited a recent story of a student who had been impacted by
COVID-19. The student, a nurse in the New York metro area, had been working long
hours and had reached out to the student’s instructor, one of the direct reports of
Participant 1, regarding the need to submit late work due to extenuating circumstances.
The instructor did not accommodate the student in a way Participant 1 felt was ideal. The
instructor lived far from the pandemic’s U.S. epicenter, so Participant 1 had to take more
time to explain to the instructor what the student was experiencing. Participant 1 shared
that they felt the situation would have been easier to address in a face-to-face setting
because all of the parties involved would have been able to observe body language and
nonverbals. “Even if you use Google Hangouts and things, you can see each other’s face,
but sometimes you can’t really appreciate the situation by not having that one-on-one sit
down across the table situation,” said Participant 1. Participant 1 hoped the instructor
would have been better able to understand the student’s situation, collect all details and
facts, and have more empathy. Ultimately, the instructor allowed the student to submit
the final two assignments, and the student passed the course. As a follow-up, Participant
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1 sent out an email to faculty, reminding them of the extenuating circumstances
surrounding COVID-19 and asking faculty to remain flexible with student expectations
during the pandemic. Participant 1 felt optimistic about the outcome of this email because
Participant 1 received feedback from several faculty members. These faculty indicated
they were already flexible with students. Thus, Participant 1 concluded that the situation
with the inflexible faculty member was an outlier.
Though Participant 1 cited communication as a challenge in the teleworking
environment, Participant 1 noted that teleworkers could leverage various communication
modalities, such as email, text, and Google Hangouts. Participant 1 conducted start-ofterm faculty calls in which Participant 1 leveraged several of these modalities. During
these calls, which were held in Google Hangouts, Participant 1 helped faculty build
camaraderie and shared essential information. These calls also facilitated knowledgesharing among faculty members. “It makes me feel really good that they are wanting to
share with each other,” said Participant 1. “If one faculty member picks up a tip and idea
from someone else and they use it, and they can [help] one or two students, then it just
makes me feel really, really good that they’re communicating.” For faculty members who
could not attend the meeting synchronously, Participant 1 distributed an email afterward,
summarizing the call. The email included the PowerPoint presentation used in the call.
Thus, multiple modalities were used by Participant 1 to communicate with the faculty.
Another significant challenge faced by Participant 1 was the ineffective
dissemination of new policies, procedures, and initiatives by senior administration
directly to faculty members without adequate notice to Participant 1. However, this
challenge was balanced by the opportunity to be innovative regarding curriculum because
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the initiative was related to the curriculum. Recently, a new plagiarism policy was
distributed without advance notice to Participant 1. Though the policy was eventually
well-received by the faculty, Participant 1 felt the policy’s distribution could have been
handled more effectively by senior administration. “Sometimes [there are] initiatives that
are introduced and we kind of run with them without thinking [them] through, so that’s
kind of a challenge,” Participant 1 said.
Another example Participant 1 cited was related to a new initiative at the
university launched without proper input from critical stakeholders. Though Participant 1
shared that they thought the effort would be a positive development for the university,
Participant 1 felt that obtaining more input from critical stakeholders could have led to a
more successful initiative launch. Participant 1 shared that one of their challenges was
“being able to balance both the need of what we’re doing, and in all fairness, do what
they [senior administrators] expect me to do as my job … and try to get over the hurdles
and make it successful.” This lack of coordination was made more challenging by the
initiative’s urgency. “We need to have something put together, so you’re hurrying up
trying to figure something out without even having the complete picture of where we’re
going,” Participant 1 shared.
Participant 1 mentioned their most significant benefit as a virtual leader was the
flexibility to work from home. Still, this benefit was in tension with the challenge of
coordinating meetings with colleagues and direct reports who lived in different time
zones. Given the location of Participant 1, Participant 1 would face a significant commute
if they had to report to a physical campus. Other benefits for Participant 1 included the
ability to collaborate with distal colleagues and students. Participant 1 cited one instance
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of working with a faculty member who spent summers in Great Britain. Though
coordination of meetings and communication with this faculty member took a bit more
effort (especially given the difference in time zones), the employee successfully worked
at this geographical distance. Participant 1 explained:
[The faculty member] did [their] job superbly like [they] always [do], whether
[the faculty member] was here, whether [the faculty member] was there. The only
issue that we had was if something came up and I had to get a hold of [the faculty
member], I had to be really conscious of what the time was.
Given that Participant 1 already coordinated meetings with faculty who lived in various
U.S. time zones, Participant 1 was already conscious of scheduling meetings at times that
were convenient for team members. Collaborating with the faculty member in Great
Britain was not a burden for Participant 1.
One other benefit of geographic dispersity cited by Participant 1 was the
opportunity to work with students who lived in different countries who shared unique
perspectives with fellow learners. Though this experience is not directly related to the
phenomenon of virtual leadership, it does serve to illustrate the Participant’s experience
of teleworking. Participant 1 cited a positive experience working with a student serving in
the armed forces and stationed in Afghanistan. The student shared experiences with other
students when participating in online discussion boards and through synchronous
seminars. The student’s participation in these seminars required the student to be awake
at 3 a.m. (Afghanistan time) to participate. The student went outside so as not to disturb
fellow service members’ sleep. The student’s willingness to participate in the live
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seminars at this inconvenient time demonstrated to Participant 1 (and potentially other
students) the student’s dedication to learning. Participant 1 shared the following:
I just thought that that was such dedication and such motivation that has always
stuck with me, that the student took so much energy to do that to be able to get up
in the middle of the night to attend once a week with [the student’s] classmates. It
meant that much to [the student] to be able to do that. Obviously, we have
alternate assignments that [the student] could have done, but [the student] felt the
value of doing that. It’s always impressed me that [the student] did that.
Participant 1 felt that the student’s participation at this inconvenient time and place
helped reinforce the message that students could overcome obstacles. “I think it helped
drive home the fact that you look for plan B, C, and sometimes even D to make things
happen,” shared Participant 1.
Participant 2 Interview Summary
Participant 2 was a department chair who has been in their role since 2003.
Participant 2 supervised around 50 faculty, both undergraduate and graduate, and was
responsible for 34 different courses in various subject areas. Participant 2 had 10 fulltime faculty who reported to them, and the remainder were adjunct faculty. Participant 2
and their employees were teleworkers.
Though Participant 2 had never served as a chair at an on-ground university, they
believed their role as a teleworking chair was different from on-ground peers in several
ways. First, at on-ground schools, full-time faculty took turns with the chair’s role, and
the dean had responsibility for supervising, coaching, and evaluating faculty. Second,
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Participant 2 believed their role was different because they could enter online classes to
view activity rather than observe courses being taught physically.
The biggest challenge facing Participant 2 as a teleworker was that they could not
meet with employees face-to-face. This limitation made it more challenging to build
relationships with faculty. Though Participant 2 communicated with direct reports via
email and Google Hangouts, they recalled earlier times in the organization when
departments met face-to-face at bi-annual retreats. These retreats were held in
conjunction with graduation and offered the opportunity to interact with adjunct faculty,
some of whom eventually became full-time faculty. The retreats also provided a chance
to get to know employees and colleagues personally, which facilitated an enhanced
working relationship that had carryover benefits within the teleworking environment.
Participant 2 shared the following:
[You] just know things about [colleagues and faculty] that you talk about in a
social setting when you’re together for a retreat that you just don’t really ever get
to in a virtual setting, you know? We have plenty of phone calls or meetings,
Hangouts with faculty now, but yeah, you just don’t have as much of that
downtime, that social time that you get when you meet in-person.
Participant 2 shared that the relationships with teleworker colleagues that were based
upon a strong foundation built through face-to-face interaction were of higher quality:
Those early times, we still did get together in-person. So, I think that was the
foundation of the relationship, if that makes sense. I feel like those that I really
just met virtually, it’s just not quite the same level as those that were in-person.
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Not having these opportunities to interact face-to-face has made it more
challenging to communicate with and develop relationships with faculty.
Participant 2 provided an example of an adjunct faculty member who recently had a death
in the family and wanted to take some time off. Because Participant 2 had never met this
faculty member in person and did not know the faculty member well, Participant 2 used
extra caution when communicating with the faculty member via email, particularly
concerning timing:
I felt like I had to be extra careful about how I approached [the faculty member]
because I didn’t want to have that email come in some time when [the faculty
member had] just had a horrible day, and then [the faculty member] says, “Forget
you. I don’t need to teach for [institution name removed] anymore.” … It’s just
harder to gauge some of these things when you aren’t face to face with people.
Though relationship-building was made more difficult by lack of face-to-face interaction,
Participant 2 believed that a potential benefit of asynchronous communication was that it
allowed Participant 2 to consider communication messaging and timing more carefully:
We have the luxury of being able to take a little time to respond back because
we’re not in-person, you know? Somebody comes up to you in a break room and
says something you have to immediately respond. If you get that email, you can
take a break, go get a cup of water, or whatever. Just think about it before you get
right back to someone if something comes in like that. Sometimes, I think people
just react more in-person sometimes than when you can think through things.
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However, Participant 2 also shared that sometimes faculty and students share
communication more freely in the teleworking environment than, perhaps, they would
share in a face-to-face setting:
They just say things that you wouldn’t go up to somebody in-person and say, you
know? I’ve had that happen with students before, whether in my own class or
other faculty where you just think, “Oh, I know this student. If they were in a
traditional classroom, they wouldn’t walk right up to the instructor and say this.”
Yet they’re saying this by email because it’s so much easier to do that. I think the
same thing happens sometimes with our faculty because they … Especially if
somebody doesn’t take a little time to calm down after they see something or hear
about something that’s not what they want to hear. Sometimes they’ll just shoot
off an email … And I think that’s the problem in a virtual environment because
they probably wouldn’t have said a lot of those things face-to-face.
Also, Participant 2 shared that interactions with employees were less impacted by gossip
and emotion, which fostered objectivity. “Sometimes too many emotions or things like
that getting involved can sometimes be a hindrance,” shared Participant 2.
One strategy Participant 2 employed to facilitate communication and knowledgesharing in the department was developing a Google Site. This site includes photos and
bios of faculty, recordings of meetings, calendars with important term dates, a list of
courses in the department, course lead contact information, policies/procedures,
professional development resources, and human resources and payment information.
Participant 2 also archived all email communications on the Google Site to be referenced
by faculty. Though the site was primarily used as a data repository, it also fulfilled a
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team-building role, an area of deficiency cited by the university in its annual survey of
employees:
That’s an issue that always comes up on those surveys. You know, the [survey
company name removed] surveys and those types of things where they ask about
faculty. Do you feel connected? And usually, that’s our lowest score because they
aren’t together, they don’t all know each other well. So, I felt like, yeah. That the
website would provide some kind of community building engagement amongst
faculty.
The most significant benefit afforded to Participant 2 as a teleworker was the
ability to enjoy work/life balance and the flexibility of working at home. Participant 2
shared that the flexibility allowed for fulfilling personal and family obligations, including
assisting family members with medical appointments. However, this flexibility seemed to
come at the cost of being available for work 24/7. Early in their career as a teleworker,
Participant 2 used a dial-up connection for Internet access. When Participant 2 turned the
dial-up connection off at the end of the day, they had more separation between home and
work life. Now Participant 2 enjoys constant Internet connectivity, which allows them to
maintain communication with direct reports even when fulfilling personal obligations,
such as shopping. Given the pandemic, Participant 2 found that the boundaries between
professional and personal life were more blurred than previously. Despite the pressures of
being responsive 24/7, Participant 2 had acclimated and did not wish to return to in-office
work:
I’ve just done it for so long that I don’t really think that it’s that challenging
anymore. Of course, the stay at home order [due to the pandemic] and all this the
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last month or so has made it a little bit more challenging, because again, we
homeschool and that sort of thing, but, yeah. I don’t know that I would have it any
other way anymore just because I’m pretty used to this, and I don’t think I’d want
to have ... Also, to have to go sit in an office from eight to five.
Though Participant 2 often worked in the evenings and on weekends, they
allowed direct reports the freedom to manage working hours:
I think they all have different styles. Some I know aren’t as responsive say in the
evenings or weekends or whatever else, and that’s their right to set those hours
that they’re working or not as long as it’s not three days without a response or
something. But I guess I respect their rights to each have their own ways of
managing these things. There are some that if I happen to be up on a Saturday
morning trying to get a few things done and they’re immediately responding back,
and then there are others that I just know it won’t be until Monday morning that I
get a response. So, I don’t know that they would say that I really help them
manage that. I think they do for themselves, and my expectations are that they are
responsive at some point, but just because I am on a lot more and that sort of thing
doesn’t mean that I expect all of them to be.
In addition to enjoying flexibility with working hours and time, Participant 2
reported flexibility concerning geographic location. When the children of Participant 2
were younger, the family could vacation any month of the year, and Participant 2 would
take work along. Now that the children of Participant 2 were school-aged, the family’s
travel was more limited. A potential downside of geographic flexibility was that work
could intrude upon vacation time. “Are you really relaxing and enjoying things? Maybe
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not … I take vacation time, but because I’m teaching a class with an overload, then I’m
still teaching seminars in the evening or whatever,” Participant 2 shared.
Participant 2 also shared an interesting perspective on gender and their
computer’s video camera for video conference calls. Participant 2 noted that females in
the department tended to appear on camera less often than males. “I think it’s women
having to do hair and makeup, and whatever else to feel comfortable being on camera,
versus … I feel like a lot of times, men have their cameras on more than women,”
Participant 2 shared. Participant 2 did not mandate that faculty turn on webcams.
However, Participant 2 did indicate that using a webcam could be beneficial for
employee evaluations because the camera allowed for the transmission of body language
lost by not having face-to-face interactions.
Participant 3 Interview Summary
Participant 3 had been with the organization for nearly 11 years. Participant 3 held
a Ph.D. in educational leadership and research and master’s degrees in curriculum &
instruction, applied mathematics, and business administration. Participant 3 had a dual
major undergraduate degree in special and elementary education. Participant 3 supervised
a department of 85‒90 employees, 16 of whom were full-time; the remainder were
adjuncts. The role of Participant 3 included supervision, scheduling, oversight,
curriculum design, and departmental operations. Participant 3 also served as the logistics
chair for an online conference sponsored by the university department. Participant 3
occasionally taught courses for the university.
Participant 3 considered their job similar to chairs at more traditional universities
concerning the importance of communication and relationship building. “The number one
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thing, whether it’s brick and mortar or whether it’s online, is communication and
relationships with the people that work for you,” Participant 3 explained. Participant 3
cited a favorite author, John C. Maxwell, and offered a lesson paraphrased from
Maxwell’s writings (Maxwell, 2007):
Leadership is influence—nothing more, nothing less. If you can influence people
to do what they need to do to be successful, then you have done your job. And
you can’t influence people if you haven’t first built a relationship with them.
Participant 3 considered their job different from chairs at more traditional
universities concerning the lack of face-to-face communication and nonverbal
communication. Participant 3 noted a paradoxical benefit to this lack of face-to-face
communication, however. Participant 3 explained that it was easier to deliver bad news to
or have difficult conversations with employees in the teleworking environment because it
allowed Participant 3 to control emotions more effectively. “I am a very softhearted
person, and I’ve had to have difficult conversations with people face-to-face, and I
always end up in tears because I just do,” Participant 3 explained.
The most significant challenge for Participant 3 concerned building community
and encouraging knowledge-sharing. Because the employees of Participant 3 had limited
personal interaction opportunities, it was challenging to encourage them to share
knowledge, such as best teaching practices and ideas for course revisions. Sometimes this
lack of communication led to siloed thinking or even double work. For example, two
faculty members inadvertently developed nearly identical teaching resources. Participant
3 helped solve this dilemma by creating a Google spreadsheet to track resource
development. This centralized resource ensured that faculty were not inadvertently
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creating the same resources. Participant 3 shared that creating solutions, such as the
Google spreadsheet, was important because such solutions helped ensure resources,
including time, were being used efficiently. “The more that we can free up instructors to
have the time to do personal outreach [with students], then that’s a big part of my job is
helping them use their time wisely,” Participant 3 shared.
One of the ways Participant 3 facilitated personal outreach was through texting.
Participant 3 shared that they regularly texted their students (at least once per week)
rather than relying on email alone. Participant 3 noted that texting students resulted in a
better response rate and more instructor/student interaction. Interestingly, Participant 3
shared that although this technique had been very successful with students, Participant 3
did not use this communication technique with direct reports.
Participant 3 encouraged knowledge sharing and relationship development
through monthly faculty meetings. These meetings were held in Google Meet. Because
the department included faculty from different time zones, Participant 3 held monthly
meetings twice. The first meeting was held at 12:00 p.m. EST and the second meeting
was held at 8 p.m. EST. The evening meeting tended to meet the needs of faculty who
had “day jobs” and were strictly teaching in the evenings. Faculty were only required to
come to one of the meetings. Still, some attended both meetings because they enjoyed the
interaction with colleagues. Relationship-development was facilitated during these
meetings through the communal celebration of birthdays and work anniversaries and fun
activities, such as photo contests.
Though Participant 3 cited community-building as their most significant
challenge, this challenge was in paradoxical tension with employees’ ability to spend
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more time with their family, friends, and non-work communities. Though the employees
of Participant 3 had more limited opportunities to build community in the workplace, the
employees simultaneously had opportunities to develop community elsewhere. This
opportunity primarily was provided as a result of the time savings experienced by not
having to commute to a campus-based job:
When we’re working virtually, there’s no commute; there’s no time missed … so
all of that time then translates into time that they could spend on their students,
time that they could spend with their family, time that they could do projects in
their community, time that they can use any way they want.
Participant 3 encouraged employees to take advantage of the freedom and
flexibility of teleworking. Participant 3 achieved this through several strategies. First,
Participant 3 encouraged faculty to participate in the organization’s virtual health and
wellness fair, which helped inform employees about the benefits of teleworking and how
faculty could take advantage of these benefits. Although Participant 3 was good at
encouraging faculty to focus on health and wellbeing, Participant 3 sometimes neglected
their own (Participant 3) health. Participant 3 had recently been hospitalized because
“they thought I was having a stroke,” Participant 3 shared. “I’m fine,” Participant 3
explained:
Turns out, my blood pressure shot through the roof, like really high. And all of the
symptoms that I had were related to that, and it was just caused by stress. And so I
don’t always do a very good job of balancing, but you have to learn to let it go
and just know that every day you do the best that you can and that if you make
yourself sick, it’s not going to get it done anyway, so you might as well just
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accept your limitations. But that’s not something I’m very good at accepting
because I’m a very type-A personality.
Second, Participant 3 supported policies that encouraged flexible choices regarding
grading, teaching, and vacation for faculty. A recent change in grading policy permitted
faculty to avoid grading student work over the weekend. However, some faculty chose to
do so despite the policy change. The faculty responded positively to this policy change
because it gave the faculty a choice over how faculty decided to spend time. “Whether
it’s adult students or adult employees, adults want to be able to choose what happens in
their lives. And so that’s why we wanted to give them choice. And we do a lot of things
giving them choice,” Participant 3 shared. Also, Participant 3 supported a policy whereby
faculty changed teaching tracks every year. When switching tracks, faculty were allowed
to take a three-week vacation uninterrupted by teaching or university commitments.
Finally, Participant 3 encouraged faculty to engage with family and community. The
department regularly sponsored photo contests that focused on community participation.
“One of my instructors sends pictures of [their] goats, and we always look forward to the
pictures of [their] goats,” explained Participant 3. These light-hearted activities
demonstrate to employees:
[Faculty] are more than simply an employee of the university, that the members of
the department care about each other as people and care about what’s going on in
each other’s lives and communities and just want to see everyone find that
work/life balance because it’s tough. It’s really tough.
Participant 3 explained that there was a misconception about work/life balance among
people who have not worked as a teleworker:
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I actually heard an HR person once say, “Oh, those people that work virtually,
they understand work/life balance because they work from home,” and I thought,
“You so have never worked from home.” Because if you think working from
home makes finding work/life balance easy, you’ve never done it. Because it’s so
much harder.
Another challenge of teleworking cited by Participant 3 was the multicultural
composition of their team. Participant 3 explained that although their team comprised
U.S. citizens (or those approved to work in the U.S.), several employees came to the U.S.
from other countries and continents, including India, Mexico, and Asia. Some of the
challenges of working with a multicultural team included interpreting accents and
maintaining awareness of holidays and other cultural traditions. Participant 3 did not
press employees to disclose their nationalities. However, if employees choose to share
their nationalities, Participant 3 saw it as an opportunity to learn about the culture and
celebrate its holidays. Participant 3 explained that some cultures have norms about when
technology can and cannot be used (Jewish orthodox, for example), and Participant 3
respected those norms. Sometimes multiculturalism led to more significant
misunderstandings and challenges, however. Participant 3 cited an example of a male
employee of Japanese heritage who did not wish to be publicly honored by a woman for
the employee’s work. The perception of Participant 3 was that this situation resulted from
the employee’s issues regarding gender:
It was a gender thing on [the employee’s] end. [The employee] had big problems
with female leadership, and that’s actually why [the employee] no longer works
here. Not that I held that against [the employee], but [the employee] was
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insubordinate because [the employee] didn’t have to listen to me because I was a
woman. And eventually, [the employee] didn’t work for me anymore. Because
I’m sorry if I’m a woman, but I’m still your direct supervisor, and when I say
things have to be done a certain way, then they have to be done a certain way.
Despite such challenges, Participant 3 viewed having a multicultural team as an
opportunity to learn about other cultures. This opportunity was not afforded to Participant
3 as an employee at an on-ground institution. Participant 3 grew up about an hour south
of New Orleans on the bayou and shared the following:
If you’re not born on the bayou, you’re not likely to live on the bayou. But those
people who are born on the bayou, they’re born on the bayou, they live on the
bayou, they die on the bayou. I am really unusual that I don’t live there anymore
and haven’t for a long time … People in those communities tend to spend their
entire lives there. I never had an opportunity working land-based to supervise
people who weren’t born on the bayou, lived on the bayou, and were likely to die
on the bayou.
Participant 3 admitted that they were at a disadvantage when they first started working
for the organization and made some mistakes. Still, Participant 3 had learned to ask
employees more questions. Participant 3 learned more about their employees and the
cultures from which they came. “It gave me an opportunity to learn, it gave them an
opportunity to share, and it really helped us build a relationship that I hope will last and
has made the department stronger,” Participant 3 shared.
Participant 3 shared that they and their assistant chair collaborated closely in
managing the department. Participant 3 saw themself as the “disciplinarian” and their
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assistant as the “mama.” The assistant to Participant 3, whom Participant 3 hired because
the assistant had strengths in areas Participant 3 did not, played a more maternal and
gentler role on the team. Participant 3, in contrast, played the “heavy” role. Again, this
was by design. “I have always been a fan of you hire to your weaknesses and that way
you have more opportunity to cover more area through the strengths of other people,”
Participant 3 shared, “[The assistant chair] and I being so different, we approach things
very differently, and we really work together as a team to build the department. On paper,
I’m the supervisor for the team, but I can’t imagine doing it without [the assistant chair],”
Participant 3 said.
Participant 3 cited several uses of technology that were used to support
teleworkers. When revising courses, the department relied upon Google Documents for
sharing revision documents. These documents were cloud-based and collaborative. The
documents allowed faculty to review course content in real-time, providing feedback to
course developers through the tool’s commenting feature. Though primary responsibility
for content development was by the course leader, other faculty readily reviewed content
and provided feedback. This process “helps the faculty feel like their input is appreciated
and valued because [faculty] are not given the product at the end; [faculty] participate all
along the way,” shared Participant 3. Participant 3 also developed a database to schedule
faculty, track course metrics, analyze longitudinal data, and complete annual employee
evaluations. The database helped the department to improve metrics significantly.
Though Participant 3 offered to share the database with other chairs, the other chairs did
not take interest due to the heavy workload required to maintain the database. Currently,
the database was only viewable by Participant 3 and their assistant.
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Participant 4 Interview Summary
Participant 4 was a department chair who supervised approximately 70 faculty
and oversaw both undergraduate and graduate degree programs. Faculty were located in
approximately 30 states. Participant 4 had been employed by the institution for about
three months, having previously worked for both on-ground and online institutions.
Participant 4 believed their role was more similar to on-ground chairs than most
on-ground administrators would think. “Face-to-face department chairs would feel that
their jobs are a lot different than mine online. But I feel as though my job is probably
more similar than they would think it is,” Participant 4 shared. Participant 4
acknowledged that this difference in perception could partly be a function of the
academic subject area. However, Participant 4 believed that online institutions managed
online learning better than on-ground institutions. Online institutions, including the
institution of Participant 4, had better data analytics and techniques for supporting student
engagement. Other differences between online and on-ground campuses included more
significant opportunities for face-to-face meetings at on-ground campuses, including
social activities.
The greatest challenge faced by Participant 4 was finding ways to build
community among faculty. Participant 4 fostered community-building by holding
optional weekly meetings using Google Hangouts. These meetings were held in both the
morning and afternoon to accommodate participant schedules. Participant 4 used several
creative techniques to spark discussion and participation during these meetings. For
example, Participant 4 once invited participants to speak by order of height, which
faculty found novel and nonthreatening. Some faculty responded positively to these
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weekly meeting opportunities. However, others had been less receptive, preferring to
“come in, do the work and leave … they don’t have a need to connect with others,”
shared Participant 4. Given the current global pandemic, faculty members had been more
receptive to meeting opportunities because of the need to connect with others and share in
a collective (albeit challenging) experience. Participant 4 shared the following:
My team has gotten to know me in a less formal way, and I think it’s really
brought us all closer together. It’s not a positive thing, the pandemic that is, but I
think it’s given us … I don’t know. It’s an unintended positive consequence of
something very awful.
Participant 4 felt that the community of instructors was built more rapidly in this
pandemic environment. This feeling was a bittersweet one for Participant 4. Participant 4
was happy that the community could be built (which Participant 4 would have done
despite the pandemic), but sad because the pandemic, a tragic event, sped the
community’s development and led to deeper employee connection.
A challenge faced by the employees of Participant 4 was a sense of isolation.
Though Participant 4 did not personally experience isolation, Participant 4 acknowledged
that some employees worked outside the home and held adjunct teaching positions as
secondary income sources. Given the pandemic, many employees were suddenly forced
to telecommute. “They work outside the home, so some of them, this is their secondary
employment, or they are single. They’re not married,” Participant 4 shared. “They don’t
have anybody else in the home with them. Social isolation psychologically can be very
damaging to people if they don’t have anyone else to talk to or [they’re] alone,”
Participant 4 explained. Participant 4 shared that there was a misconception that remote
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work was tailored to introverts. “It’s not a job for introverts,” Participant 4 shared. “I
think a lot of folks think you have to be introverted or want to be introverted to work
from home. But I don’t think that’s true. I think people think that introverts are drawn to
this. I’m not sure that that’s true.” Though isolation was a negative aspect of remote
work, it was coupled with a more significant opportunity to engage in virtual
socialization.
Participant 4 shared that, though they worked to combat isolation by providing
opportunities for connection, Participant 4 felt it was important to ask employees what
type of engagement employees sought. Meaningful engagement could look different to
different people. When Participant 4 first became a chair, they began by having one-onone calls with employees and asked employees what sorts of engagement would be
meaningful. Some faculty wanted more opportunities to influence processes, particularly
curriculum development processes. Other faculty sought more community connections,
including online get-togethers.
The most significant benefit afforded to Participant 4 as a virtual leader was the
ability to think asymmetrically. Participant 4 defined asymmetric thinking as “thinking in
different patterns, thinking differently, like different ways of solving problems.” Rather
than relying on past patterns for solving problems, asymmetric thinkers looked for new
possibilities.
Participant 4 proceeded to explain how on-ground campus problems tended to be
solved through symmetrical thinking. In contrast, online problems were solved through
asymmetric thinking. In on-ground universities, there seemed to be more resistance to
new ideas. In contrast, online schools were marked by more innovation and openness to
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new ideas. On-ground campuses tended to do things because “this is the way we’ve
always done it,” Participant 4 explained. Participant 4 provided an example of how the
department had engaged in asymmetric thinking to solve a seminar scheduling dilemma
that impacted student retention. Participant 4 and faculty analyzed the data related to
student seminar attendance and developed a novel solution to be piloted at the institution.
These types of problems kept Participant 4 engaged in their role as a chair:
You can’t just always use a checklist, and these are not leadership jobs for people
that like to have lists and you go to work every day and you just have a list you’re
going to check off and call so-and-so and work through your email. It’s not that
kind of leadership job. It’s definitely a job where you have to think outside the
box.
Participant 5 Interview Summary
Participant 5 had been with the institution since 2005 when Participant 5 began
their career as an adjunct professor. Participant 5 eventually was promoted to an assistant
chair and ultimately to chair. Participant 5 supervised just under 100 faculty members, 19
of whom were full-time; the remainder were part-time adjuncts. All of the employees of
Participant 5 were teleworkers. Notably, one of the employees of Participant 5 lived in
the same city as Participant 5, and they occasionally saw one another.
Participant 5 considered their role similar to chairs at on-ground campuses
concerning the department’s leadership and the implementation of policies. Differences
included a lack of peer review and a centralized curriculum development process. All
courses were taught online, and there was no face-to-face contact with students or
faculty. Participant 5 indicated that the institution did not have tenure-track positions.
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Participant 5 felt that on-ground campuses tended to rotate the chair position amongst
full-time faculty. Participant 5 also noted that budgetary processes tended to be
centralized under the dean. According to Participant 5, service requirements and
committee work were all completed virtually.
The most significant challenge faced by Participant 5 was making personal
connections with faculty members given face-to-face interactions were not possible:
It’s hard to break down the virtual barriers that are there, that there’s just a
missing connection that you simply, no matter how hard you try or if you talk to
them on the phone, things like that, or if you’re in Hangout, I think you can’t
completely get that same type of one-on-one connection that you can face-to-face.
Participant 5 gave an example of a particular employee having performance issues.
Though Participant 5 felt that the employee was a “diamond in the rough,” Participant 5
continued to struggle to help the employee improve performance and felt that if they
(Participant 5) could interact with the employee face-to-face, they (Participant 5) might
have been able to have a more significant impact on the employee’s performance. “I
think it would be different if I was a campus chair and [the employee] was a campus
faculty member,” Participant 5 explained. “I would be able to meet with [the employee]
one-on-one, there’d be a face, one-on-one contact, I’d be able to go into [the employee’s]
classroom,” Participant 5 shared. Participant 5 also felt that if the employee was on
campus, the employee could observe other instructors for ideas on improving teaching.
“I’m pretty sure [the employee] doesn’t have the peer support that [the employee] needs
virtually, even though I’ve tried to provide that for [the employee],” Participant 5
explained.
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Though the most significant challenge faced by Participant 5 was developing
personal connections with faculty members, Participant 5 felt this was offset by faculty
members’ opportunity to make connections as a community. Participant 5 provided
several examples of community-building. These examples were primarily faculty-driven,
not chair-driven. The examples illustrated the shared leadership style of Participant 5.
Participant 5 cited collaboration on a course development in which teams of subject
matter experts collaborated to develop course content. Participant 5 provided another
example in which faculty collaborated to conduct pre-interviews of potential new hires.
“I haven’t been in the front teaching in a long time, so [faculty] really know what’s
expected. So, they’re the experts, and I’m happy to let [faculty] lead and give [faculty] an
opportunity in that situation,” Participant 5 shared. The feelings of Participant 5 about
shared leadership were bittersweet. Though Participant 5 was happy to offer faculty and
the assistant chair opportunities for professional and personal development through a
shared leadership model, Participant 5 worried that they (Participant 5) might be losing
connection with their direct reports:
I feel frustrated because I feel like I’m losing ground. But I’m prouder of the fact
that the full-time and [assistant chair] have opportunities to develop and become
leaders. I feel like that’s more important … I think it’s still important for me to
have a connection, but I feel proud of the fact that my faculty, and the assistant
chair, have had those opportunities.
Participant 5 missed having opportunities for connections with students that might
have come with work on a ground-based campus. Participant 5 noted that their direct
interactions with students came as a result of the escalations of problems. Though
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Participant 5 could observe online teaching by visiting virtual classrooms, Participant 5
missed personal connections with students from on-ground interactions and classroom
teaching. However, Participant 5 cultivated personal relationships with students by
sponsoring a student organization. Participant 5 noted that the organization sponsored a
virtual service project to raise money for the Red Cross.
The most significant opportunity afforded to Participant 5 was the ability to work
with a geographically diverse faculty. Geographic dispersion allowed Participant 5 to
offer scholarship and teaching opportunities to faculty, no matter where faculty were
located geographically. Participant 5 provided an example of a faculty member who
traveled abroad. Though this faculty member had to get up in the middle of the night to
teach seminars, their performance was otherwise not impacted by their remote location.
The faculty member’s remote location also allowed the faculty member to integrate
unique experiences into the classroom. Other geographic dispersion benefits included
faculty ability to align their research interests with geographic location.
The biggest challenge related to geographic dispersion was the need for
Participant 5 to be mindful of differing time zones when scheduling meetings and
seminars. Participant 5 adopted a “both/and” mindset concerning flexibility and
connectivity:
I want to be able to provide faculty a schedule that is amenable and kind to them
and doable, and at the same time, I want to be able to provide opportunities for
faculty to share their research and their unique opportunities within our learning
community.
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Participant 5 shared that they supervised a diverse department, especially regarding
academic disciplines. Participant 5 noted that different academic disciplines offered a
diversity of opinions and an approach to research and thinking. Participant 5 provided
examples of faculty members sharing research during monthly meetings as well as
sharing work.
Another significant benefit of teleworking cited by Participant 5 was the
flexibility afforded by teleworking. Participant 5 noted that this flexibility provided
Participant 5 the ability to help care for ailing family members and attend to personal
matters, such as exercise and doctor’s appointments. Though Participant 5 saw flexibility
as an opportunity, flexibility had a hidden cost in that Participant 5 seemed to struggle
with work/life balance. Participant 5 indicated that they could easily work all day long
and on weekends. Participant 5 noted that their home office was not separated from the
rest of their home, so it was easy to work long hours:
I feel like I’m always on … because I’m the chair that if my faculty need me and
it’s Sunday at 5:00 [p.m.], then I’m going to be there for them. And I want to be,
but there are times that I feel like I don’t step back from the job because it’s in my
house.
Though Participant 5 encouraged faculty to be conscious of work/life balance and
promoted healthy work habits, Participant 5 admitted that they (Participant 5) did not
always follow their own (Participant 5) advice. “I’m a huge promoter for them. But when
it comes to myself, I don’t always follow my rules,” Participant 5 said. Though
Participant 5 encouraged work/life balance among faculty, Participant 5 explained that
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they (Participant 5) still held high expectations concerning meeting deadlines. Participant
5 took pride in not missing deadlines and held faculty to the same high standards.
Participant 5 concluded the interview by describing the frustration experienced
between upper-level administration and Participant 5. Participant 5 stressed that this had
only happened once in their 10 years as chair and that this was a rare occasion in which
leadership did not hear their (Participant 5’s) voice. “Overall, the support of the
leadership and their willingness to listen has been outstanding,” Participant 5 explained.
A unilateral decision was made by upper-level administration concerning the removal of
textbooks from courses and replacing them with faculty-written content. Participant 5 felt
that this was not in the best interest of student learning. Though Participant 5 would have
liked to have communicated with upper-level administration face-to-face, Participant 5
admitted that the initiative taking place in a telework setting did not ultimately impact the
outcome. “To be honest, I don’t think it really mattered whether I was virtual or not, I
was just not heard,” Participant 5 shared. Participant 5 explained that it was difficult to be
“heard” in a teleworking environment, especially when attending a large virtual meeting
where other attendees outranked Participant 5. In departmental meetings, Participant 5
was careful to listen to colleagues to understand their viewpoints. If Participant 5 held an
opposing view, Participant 5 communicated it professionally: “I may not always agree. I
let people know that I don’t think this is the way to go, and here’s my reasons why.”
Participant 6 Interview Summary
Participant 6 began working for the institution as an adjunct before being
promoted to the assistant chair role. Participant 6 held that role for several years before
being promoted to chair. Participant 6 had just under 200 direct reports, including one
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full-time faculty member and six full-time adjuncts; the remainder were part-time
adjuncts. Participant 6 and all of their direct reports were teleworkers.
Participant 6 considered their role similar to chairs at more traditional on-ground
institutions regarding observation of adjunct teaching and seminars, evaluating faculty,
conducting faculty meetings, supporting initiatives, and being available to meet with
faculty. “I don’t see a difference because that’s one of my main goals as a chair has been
in community building, collaboration, and connecting with my faculty, making sure I
have a personal relationship with each of them,” Participant 6 explained. The role of
Participant 6 was different from chairs at more traditional universities because Participant
6 could not meet with direct reports face-to-face.
Participant 6 struggled to balance meeting requirements versus fostering job
satisfaction and connectivity with employees. There are “certain things that [chairs] must
do to ensure fidelity, to ensure integrity, to ensure that [chairs] are meeting the guidelines
and policies as required by the organization or university and our duty for accreditation
and our duty as educators,” Participant 6 explained. For example, faculty needed to be
present in classes for specific numbers of days, be active in the discussion board,
facilitate seminars, teach the appropriate content, and behave professionally. “Then I
think there’s the … best practices of what we do, how we provide students support and
how we teach content with freedom within the boundaries of our courses,” Participant 6
continued. Participant 6 held faculty to the expected standards yet wanted faculty to feel a
balance between meeting requirements and feeling supported and engaged:
I want the community part of it, too, and that’s the enjoyment piece is making
sure that in addition to all those things that I am required to make sure that
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[faculty are] doing, that I’m also providing [faculty] an environment where
[faculty] feel supported and have freedom as an instructor, their ideas are valued,
and that they’re contributing in building a real community, even for those people
that this is part-time.
Sometimes, however, Participant 6 had to provide employees with “tough love.” “I
understand my role in administration, and then I understand my role with faculty and that
I have to do one to meet the other and vice versa,” Participant 6 explained. Participant 6
provided examples of two situations in which they (Participant 6) had to confront faculty
regarding substandard performance. Rather than let these situations harm long-term
relationships with these employees, Participant 6 framed the situations as growth
opportunities for Participant 6, causing Participant 6 to rethink the onboarding and
placement processes.
Participant 6 navigated the paradox between meeting expectations and fostering
engagement by seeking employee input and displaying shared leadership. Participant 6
provided an example of a recent initiative whereby the faculty were charged with
removing third-party applications from courses that were non-compliant with institutional
requirements, especially concerning student privacy protection. Some of the faculty
volunteered to serve on a collaborative team to vet compliant applications and suggest
alternatives for non-compliant applications. This project increased employee connectivity
and engagement. Another example Participant 6 provided was the development of
professional learning communities. These groups regularly discussed topics focused on
the department’s goals, including student persistence, student engagement, and faculty
engagement. Learning communities met virtually using a tool that offered audio and
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video interaction and breakout rooms for smaller group discussions. Meeting notes were
kept, and meetings were recorded for asynchronous viewing by those who could not
attend in real time. These communities further demonstrated the commitment of
Participant 6 to shared leadership. “I found that the more I put it in their hands,
obviously, the more invested they get, the more ownership they have,” Participant 6
shared. “These are department guidelines and expectations … Now I feel like I can kind
of step back, and they’re driving the bus now, and it’s good,” Participant 6 explained.
Another challenge shared by Participant 6 was helping faculty make sense of
course metrics. Faculty tended to focus more on negative student comments instead of
seeing the bigger picture:
I think often, our faculty look through those student comments, and they reflect,
and they’re happy for the positive ones. But so often, the focus can be on that one
negative comment, which maybe has no relation to the faculty member at all, but
a certain situation that a student was upset about and took it out on the survey.
It was important for faculty to recognize “not just the one comment that keeps them up at
night, but the other comments that are showing the work that they’re doing is effective.”
Participant 6 tried to coach faculty to reflect objectively upon course metrics and
constructively and positively use student feedback. Participant 6 was also mindful of not
overloading employees with information: “I try to mindfully … compile information and
stagger how I send it.”
One paradox with which Participant 6 struggled was the tension between
connectivity and work/life balance. Employees desired connectivity, yet they found that
their jobs sometimes interfered with work/life balance. Participant 6 tried to be mindful
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of communication patterns and channels so as not to overwhelm employees with too
many emails or synchronous meetings. Instead, Participant 6 focused communication
using electronic bulletin boards. When faculty became overwhelmed, the faculty did not
hesitate to contact Participant 6. Participant 6 cited the story of a particular full-time
faculty member who was struggling to manage a life issue. Though the employee
eventually had to step down to an adjunct teaching position, Participant 6 felt the
personal and professional relationship with the employee was strengthened:
[The experience] allowed for us to build trust and respect outside of the working
relationship. I think that for any collaborative work together with people, you
have to put in that time. I think it was maybe a little bit about putting in that time,
too, is showing that I was going to be there no matter what [the employee] was
going through and would help no matter what. That built that sense of trust and
that [the employee] could take the risk to share and feel safe.
Participant 6 regretted that they (Participant 6) could not support the employee through
face-to-face contact, such as meeting for coffee or walking together. Though Participant 6
felt that nonverbals could have been communicated more effectively face-to-face,
Participant 6 was unsure if face-to-face interaction would have impacted the situation’s
outcome.
The most significant benefit afforded Participant 6 as a virtual leader was their
connectivity to people. Participant 6 did not feel restrained by barriers or social norms
that may have hindered connectivity on more traditional on-ground campuses:
I almost feel that there’s a sense of community just because of what we do
virtually. It’s already sort of there. It’s okay for me to email someone to ask them
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a question or ask them for their input on something or ask them to meet on
something, because that’s what we do all day long.
Participant 6 provided two examples of connections made with colleagues that resulted in
successful conference presentations. At one notable conference, the team of which
Participant 6 was a part was able to discuss an immediate plan for piloting an initiative.
In contrast, on-ground colleagues (from other institutions) attending the conference
explained, “This is a great idea. But we’re going to have to get approval from this, this,
this, this, and this.” Participant 6 felt that change initiatives at on-ground campuses were
slower, with more isolation experienced by departments. Though on-ground campuses
have more significant opportunities for face-to-face contact, Participant 6 felt that these
opportunities did not necessarily lead to greater connectivity between colleagues. It was
possible to be around people physically and yet not feel a connection to them. In contrast,
though Participant 6 was geographically separated from colleagues, Participant 6 felt a
personal and professional relationship with colleagues. Participant 6 recalled working as
an on-ground adjunct, where Participant 6 felt less connection to colleagues:
When I was an adjunct in on-ground campus, I went to campus for my class, and I
left campus and went to campus for the meeting, and I left campus. There was no
reason for me to be there any longer than I was.
Collaboration, for Participant 6, meant more than communication. “Collaboration is more
than communication. It’s about trust, respect, sharing a vision, learning from other
perspectives, intellectual diversity, and communication, but communication with depth,”
Participant 6 shared. This depth took time and effort. “You don’t just get that from an
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email, the correspondence, or from an adjunct in one class for 10 weeks on a campus
where you don’t see anyone else but your students,” Participant 6 explained.
Participant 7 Interview Summary
Participant 7 had worked in their field for 20 years and had been in academia for
the past 10 years. Participant 7 served as an administrator for six years. Participant 7
supervised a team of about 45 teleworking faculty members, seven of them full-time, four
full-time adjuncts, and the remainder part-time adjunct.
Participant 7 had been a chair on-ground and as a teleworker and saw similarities
between these roles. Similarities included collaboration on projects and providing support
and encouragement to faculty. However, Participant 7 noted that face-to-face interaction
was limited in the teleworking environment and that the primary means of
communication was via email. “I would equate sending an email to someone to walking
to their office to ask a quick question,” Participant 7 remarked. Participant 7 also
indicated that observation of classroom teaching was quite different in the virtual world.
However, Participant 7 did suggest that they were more accessible to students through
email communication and telephone than Participant 7 would have been if Participant 7
were “in an office space walled off from student access.”
The most significant challenge Participant 7 faced as a teleworker was building
relationships. “In the virtual setting, you have to make it a point to really get to know
people and try to understand where they’re coming from and try to understand challenges
that they had in the past that they currently have,” Participant 7 explained. “And try really
hard not to read into anything and to assume noble intent,” Participant 7 explained. “So,
when your primary mode of communication is through email, a lot can be lost within the
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email that wouldn’t normally get lost if you were sitting face-to-face with someone,”
Participant 7 said. Participant 7 provided an example of a faculty member whose email
communication was perceived as short, abrasive, passive-aggressive, and condescending.
Participant 7 learned to approach this employee’s emails assuming “noble intent.” That
is, Participant 7 assumed that employees sent communications without an ill will:
It felt like each email exchange I had with [the employee] I was perceiving
hostility. Instead of just allowing the emails to be neutral, I was interpreting it in a
negative way. So that was a growth point for me was to learn how to really look at
these communications and understand, just assume noble intent.
Though building relationships was a perceived challenge, Participant 7 felt that
this provided Participant 7 an opportunity to improve communication with faculty.
Participant 7 ensured communication was regular, remained accessible to faculty, and
responded quickly to communication and problems. Participant 7 provided an example of
a student issue occurring over the weekend in the online classroom. By stepping in to
help resolve such issues during “off hours,” Participant 7 built a rapport with faculty.
A challenge of virtual leadership cited by Participant 7 was in managing
flexibility with employees. Participant 7 expected full-time faculty to be available during
core business hours. Still, Participant 7 sometimes found that full-time faculty failed to
attend planned departmental meetings, often with no excuse and little advanced warning.
Participant 7 was respectful of differences in time zones when scheduling meetings—
Participant 7 scheduled meetings far in advance (usually a year in advance). Still,
Participant 7 found that some of the employees did not attend. Participant 7 did not
expect employees to be sitting in front of their computers 24/7. Still, Participant 7
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expected employees to participate in meetings during core business hours. Participant 7
cited an example of an employee who abused flexibility by pursuing external
employment:
If [this employee] were reporting into a physical setting, [the employee] would
not have the flexibility to pursue other work during the normal business day. It
would be blatantly obvious if someone were pursuing another job when they’re
supposed to be in the office.
Participant 7 felt that this was disrespectful to the institution and the employee’s position.
Participant 7 explained that had this situation unfolded at an on-ground campus, the
situation would have been more easily remedied. It would have been evident to all that
the employee was not doing the employee’s job. In the teleworking environment, it was
more difficult to “prove” that an employee was not performing as expected.
The most significant opportunity afforded Participant 7 was the ability to work
from anywhere. Participant 7 came from a military family. The career of Participant 7 as
a teleworking administrator allowed Participant 7 career continuity even though the
family of Participant 7 sometimes had to relocate due to the employment of the spouse of
Participant 7. Participant 7 indicated that they (Participant 7) worked reasonably regular
hours, though some days went a lot longer. Participant 7 leveraged geographic flexibility
by occasionally traveling with their spouse while maintaining their (Participant 7) work.
Though Participant 7 enjoyed this flexibility, Participant 7 noted a possible downside:
There was an unspoken perception that employees should not be working while traveling
or that employees should be working from the same consistent place all of the time. “And
I think those are some ingrained expectations that are left over from being in a brick-and-
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mortar institution,” Participant 7 explained. “I think there’s a perception that if you’re
taking calls or answering emails or online while you’re in transit that you’re not as
available or you’re not as focused on work as you should be,” Participant 7 said.
Participant 7 did not take this negative perception with faculty: “For all I care, they’re on
the moon. Yes, if you’re getting the job done, you’re available when you’re supposed to
be; I don’t mind where you are.”
Another benefit of telework was the succinctness and thoughtfulness afforded by
asynchronous communication through email. “I think that [email is] more likely to be
read more, gone through more, taken in a bit more because that is our primary mode of
communication in the online world,” Participant 7 explained. Though Participant 7
frequently leveraged email, Participant 7 admitted a downside was that Participant 7
could not readily communicate with faculty face-to-face:
In a traditional setting, if I wanted to, I could physically walk to everybody’s
office and say, “Hey, we’ve got this coming up. What do you … think we should
do? What do you want to do? What would you like to see out of this?” And I
would get a response because I’m there. I’m in their face. That doesn’t have the
same weight through email, unfortunately.
When using email, Participant 7 sometimes had to prompt employees to respond to
emails, mainly if they were uncomfortable answering in a group setting.
Participant 7 leveraged Google Hangouts, instant messaging, text messaging, and
telephone to communicate with faculty in addition to email. Participant 7 cited instances
of several faculty members with whom Participant 7 text messaged regularly. Participant
7 felt that the relationship with these individuals was more robust due to texting rather
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than email. “I think with the texting, it’s a little more familiar. So, there seems to be more
of a relationship there for somebody to be willing to text and ask a question; they feel
safer being able to do that,” Participant 7 explained. Participant 7 viewed the faculty’s
willingness to text Participant 7 as a positive experience. Participant 7 cited an example
of a recent student situation involving the student’s diagnosis with COVID-19. The
situation was resolved using text messaging with the faculty and the student. However,
Participant 7 carefully followed up the text message with an email communication
documenting the decisions made:
I think if you have a situation like that, and you have a failure to follow it up with
an email, then you’re leaving a gap there. So, it’s really important to make sure to
fill that gap and to have that, because a text is, it’s not proprietary for the
institution. It’s personal. We want to make sure that anything that we’re doing in
support of the student we have it well documented. So, following that up with an
email is one way to really make sure we do that.
Participant 7 concluded the interview by sharing professional development that
Participant 7 had undertaken to become more effective at leading in the teleworking
environment. Participant 7 had become certified in emotional and conversational
intelligence. Though this training was specific to working in a physical office, Participant
7 translated these learnings into the online environment. For example, though
conversational intelligence was geared toward in-person conversations, Participant 7
applied the learning to email communication. Participant 7 was mindful of words and
phrases that could trigger emotional responses for employees.
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Participant 8 Interview Summary
Participant 8 was a department chair supervising 44 instructors. Three instructors
were full-time, ten were full-time adjuncts, and the remainder were part-time adjuncts.
Participant 8 was responsible for setting schedules, managing course revisions, setting
policies and procedures, and disciplining when necessary. All of the direct reports of
Participant 8 were teleworkers. Notably, Participant 8 had only ever taught online.
In comparing their (Participant 8) role to on-ground chairs, Participant 8 noted
several differences. On-ground instructors tended to have research requirements that the
institution of Participant 8 did not have. Though instructors were involved in some
committee work, the work was more limited in scope and accomplished faster.
Participant 8 noted that they and their instructors could not interact with students face-toface and held virtual office hours. “Somebody can call me, or somebody can email me,
but I don’t have people knocking on the door that I’m face-to-face with, which is kind of
sad in a way that you don’t get as much face time,” Participant 8 noted. This lack of faceto-face contact made it more challenging to reach out to students struggling with
coursework or considering leaving the university. However, Participant 8 explained that
their (Participant 8) role was in many ways similar to on-ground chairs: “I think if you
looked at it on paper, it would look pretty much the same. It’s just how it plays out in the
different venues.” The responsibilities were the same, but how the duties were carried out
was different.
The most significant challenge faced by Participant 8 was communicating with
instructors. Though Participant 8 regularly communicated through email, Participant 8
found that not all instructors read their email. Participant 8 addressed this situation by
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distributing the information through other communications channels, including faculty
meetings. Sometimes, Participant 8 gained faculty attention by emailing them using their
personal email or through instant messaging. “The most effective, if I really need
something, is their personal email, because people check their phones every five
minutes,” Participant 8 explained. Participant 8 described a particular challenge related to
ensuring faculty completed required professional development hours. Participant 8
repeatedly emailed faculty to ensure they completed these hours. Sometimes Participant 8
resorted to using ultimatums, such as “You’re not going to be able to teach if . . .”
Though email communication could be challenging, Participant 8 noted several hidden
benefits. First, email was a convenient asynchronous communication tool, allowing
Participant 8 to communicate without “[tracking] somebody down to talk to them.”
Participant 8 noted that it could be challenging to reach instructors by telephone,
especially since many of them had other jobs. Second, Participant 8 could regulate
communication frequency and content effectively using email:
[Faculty] know if I’m emailing them, I’m not giving them a bunch of trivia. I
don’t over-communicate with them, but I communicate a lot more than other
chairs do. I know that for a fact. So, I think that they know that what I’m telling
them is important.
Participant 8 also noted that asynchronous communication allowed students to think more
carefully before responding. This experience is not directly related to the phenomenon of
virtual leadership. Still, it does provide additional context regarding the Participant’s
practice of asynchronous communication in the virtual environment, in this case, with
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students rather than faculty. Participant 8 provided an example of students in the online
classroom responding to discussion boards:
That’s a huge advantage to not be synchronous and to not to be put on the spot
like that. You answer in your own time within the timeframe of the week. But you
get a chance to put in a really solid response there.
Another benefit of teleworking was the ability to interact with students all over
the country and world. Similar to the asynchronous communication example mentioned
previously, this experience is not directly related to the phenomenon of virtual leadership
but does provide context as to how the participant experienced geographic dispersion and
cultural diversity in the virtual environment, in this case with students rather than faculty.
The students of Participant 8 brought diverse viewpoints to the classroom, particularly in
online discussion boards. Participant 8 cited a particular example of interacting with
students regarding the current global pandemic. Because the students were from various
states in the U.S., Participant 8 asked students to post histograms indicating when the
coronavirus peaked. This diversity of perspective came at a hidden cost, however.
Because the university had open admissions requirements, it admitted students who may
have had more difficultly communicating through the written word:
We might have somebody coming back to school for the first time after 30 years,
because our students are adult students. They’re not 20-year-olds. We might have
somebody who doesn’t speak English very well. We have some people that can’t
write a coherent sentence, and that’s a stressor, more for instructors than for me,
but it most definitely can be a problem with that wide divide of ability within the
classroom.
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In addition to email, Participant 8 used Google Docs for communication,
especially when scheduling instructors for teaching. Participant 8 claimed to manage the
communication challenge effectively and attested that it did not cause Participant 8 undue
stress. “I get a little annoyed once in a while, but generally speaking, I just expect it and
go with the flow on it. I’m not a person who gets real stressed,” Participant 8 shared.
The most significant opportunity afforded to Participant 8 was the freedom to
work whenever Participant 8 wished, to set their own schedule. However, this freedom
came at the cost of working 24/7:
It can be hard to just shut it down at 5 o’clock and walk away. It can be hard not
to check in on the weekends. I’ve finally gotten really good at not looking at
anything when I go on vacation. [Faculty] have my phone number, so if they
really need me, they can call me.
Participant 8 helped employees manage this paradox by reinforcing that they did not need
to be available 24/7. Managing this paradox was challenging because the university did
not operate on a traditional schedule. “We get a week at Christmas, and otherwise, we’re
running all the year round,” Participant 8 said. Participant 8 encouraged faculty to take
vacations but noted that faculty often did not take advantage of this benefit. “They don’t
take vacations. They don’t take sick days. They don’t take any of their things,”
Participant 8 shared. “I really encourage them, because I’m a big believer in care for the
caregiver … I don’t think it’s good for them not to take the time that they’re given. So, I
encourage them to take this time,” Participant 8 explained. Participant 8 set an example
by always taking the vacation time Participant 8 earned.
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Participant 8 considered their most significant success at the university their role
in building a team:
I have built a very strong team where just about everybody at least knows who
everybody else is. And some people have very close relationships, some work
really close together, and new relationships form all the time when people are
together on a committee or a course revision, or they’re mentoring somebody
who’s teaching a course for the first time. … I brag about my team all the time. I
have a great team, and I think my team is better and communicates better than any
other team.
One of the ways Participant 8 built a strong team was through peer mentoring.
Participant 8 provided an example of pairing a new instructor with a more seasoned
instructor. Participant 8 also shared an example of collaboration that took place during
monthly faculty meetings as well as between instructors who happened to be teaching the
same courses on different tracks:
We’re not in any kind of competition with each other, and since we’ve got three
instructors teaching the same course on different tracks, it makes sense for them
to communicate and share whatever resources they come across. And they have
quarterly meetings also with the course lead and the instructors that teach those
courses, so they are communicating on a regular basis about any changes in the
course and that kind of thing. So, they are formally as well as informally sharing
the information.
Participant 8 was pleased that instructors were generous and willing to share resources
and felt that it benefited students. In addition to sharing resources, instructors were
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known to volunteer: “My team is known to volunteer. If the school wants something, and
they need volunteers, my people will have their hand up. We’re known as the volunteers,
so that kind of thing makes me really proud of my people.”
After the interview, Participant 8 emailed to explain that supervisors did not
always recognize teleworking administrators’ work:
While ground chairs’ work is viewed by surrounding faculty, deans, students, etc.,
the online chair does many things that are not ‘seen’ by their deans. For instance,
I do a lot of mentoring and counseling of my faculty, but no one can ‘see’ it. I also
have meetings and share information with my faculty that the dean doesn’t know
about—not because it’s hidden, but because I feel it is part of my job to do these
things and I am not looking for glory, so I do not broadcast them.
Participant 8 provided an example of a recent meeting with the dean in which the dean
admitted to not being aware of all of the duties Participant 8 had been fulfilling. “If I
were a ground chair, the dean would see my interactions with those around me, and
probably give me credit for it. Instead, I have to prove myself,” Participant 8 explained.
As of October 29, 2020, Participant 8 was no longer employed by the institution.
Emergent Themes in Each Case
The eight interview summaries provided a detailed description of each
participant’s experience of managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership. These summaries reflected the completion of Steps 1 and 2 of the six-step
IPA data analysis process. In Steps 3 and 4, I developed emergent themes and searched
for connections across emergent themes for each case. In Step 5, I moved to the next case
and repeated Steps 3 and 4. Superordinate and subordinate emergent themes for each of
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the eight cases are presented in Tables 3–10. From the themes in Tables 3–10, I deduced
paradoxical tensions experienced by the participants. Having identified the paradoxical
tensions the participants experienced, I answered my research question: How do higher
education administrators at a large online American university experience managing
paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership?
Table 3
Participant 1 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Differences
Similarities

Chair as intermediary: admin vs. faculty

Policy impacting first-term students

Communication

Challenges and opportunities related to
Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual
• Lack of nonverbals

COVID-19
Diversity

Types of

Geographic dispersion
Peer-to-peer connectivity
Time

Strategies for managing; coordination

Turning negatives into positives
Work/life balance

Downtime
Flexibility
• Avoidance of commute
• Time/place of work
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Table 4
Participant 2 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Differences
Similarities

Communication

Challenges and opportunities related to
Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Face-to-face
• Retreats as opportunities for
• Things not said face-to-face
Gender issues and
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual
• Difficult developing relationships
• Lack of nonverbals
• Less exposure to gossip/politics
• Loss of communication meaning
• Objectivity of communication

COVID-19
Data

Google sites: connection/communication
Overload vs. richness

Freedom and choice
Peer-to-peer connectivity

No expectation to work together
Fostering

Work/life balance

Availability
• 24/7 work expectations
• Working on vacation
Flexibility
• Personal and professional mix
• Time/place of work
Strategies for managing
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Table 5
Participant 3 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Differences
Similarities

Communication

Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Gender issues and
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Meetings
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual
• Difficult developing relationships
• Lack of nonverbals

COVID-19
Data

Databases
Objectivity of
Overload vs. richness

Diversity

Language of appreciation: public/private
Learning/connecting through
Strategies for managing
Types of

Freedom and choice

Faculty feedback and iterative process
Lack of
Providing opportunities for

Geographic dispersion
Peer-to-peer connectivity

Desire for
Detriments of not having
Fostering
Knowledge-sharing through
Reduction of redundant work because of

Shared leadership

“Both/and” leadership
Role of assistant dept. chair in
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Subordinate

Time

Downtime
Saving
Shifting
Strategies for managing
Time zone coordination challenges

Work/life balance

Availability
• 24/7 work expectations
Difficulty modeling
Flexibility
• Avoidance of commute
• Time/place of work
Health issues and
Strategies for managing
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Table 6
Participant 4 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Asymmetrical thinking
Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Differences
Similarities

Communication

Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Gender issues and
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Meetings
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual
• Difficult developing relationships
• Lack of nonverbals

COVID-19

Connection through isolation because of
Impact of on work/life balance

Data

Problem-solving with

Freedom and choice

Providing opportunities for

Geographic dispersion
Peer-to-peer connectivity

Personality and the need for

Work/life balance

Availability
• 24/7 work expectations
Flexibility
• Time/place of work
Separation of work and life
Strategies for managing
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Table 7
Participant 5 Themes
Superordinate
Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Subordinate
Differences
Similarities

Chair as intermediary: admin vs. faculty
Communication

Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Meetings
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtuality
• Difficult developing relationships
• Lack of nonverbals

COVID-19

Impact of on work/life balance

Diversity

Types of

Geographic dispersion

Opportunities afforded by

Military

Opportunity for connection to students
Spouses

Peer-to-peer connectivity

Curriculum development and
Lack of
Research and

Shared leadership

Bittersweet feelings regarding
Faculty and
Role of assistant chair in

Time

Time zone coordination
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Work/life balance

Subordinate
Availability
• 24/7 work expectations
Difficulty modeling
Flexibility
• Benefits of
• Time/place of work
Separation between work/home
Strategies for management of
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Table 8
Participant 6 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Differences
• Freedom from barriers/fear
• Speed of change
Similarities

Chair as intermediary: admin vs. faculty

Personal vs. professional roles
“Tough love” as an example of

Communication

Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Meetings
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual communication
• Avoiding over-communication
• Difficult developing relationships
• Fluidity of
• Lack of nonverbals in

COVID-19
Data

Faculty input and feedback as a type of
Effective distribution of
Effective use and interpretation of

Freedom and choice

Academic
Providing opportunities for
Requirements vs.
Strategies for managing

Geographic dispersion
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Superordinate
Peer-to-peer connectivity

Subordinate
As a job benefit
As freedom
Community of virtuality as example of
Connection through isolation and
Fostering
Knowledge sharing through
Meaning of
Personality and the need for
Professional learning communities and

Reflective practice
Shared leadership
Time

Avoidance of redundancy
Double counting
Importance of for building relationships
Saving
Shifting

Turning negatives into positives
Work/life balance

Availability
• 24/7 work expectations
Benefits of
Lack of separation between work/home
Strategies for managing

Time

Avoidance of redundancy
Double counting
Importance of for building relationships
Saving
Shifting
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Table 9
Participant 7 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Brick-and-mortar vs. Online universities

Differences
• Freedom from barriers online
• Student communication online
Similarities

Communication

Camera use
Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Email
• Assume noble intent when reading
• Documenting SMS via
• Expectations regarding response
• Strategies for obtaining response
• Succinctness of
Face-to-face
• Relationship development speed
• Spontaneity of
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Meetings
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual
• Difficult developing relationships
• Difficulty managing loafing
• Loss of meaning

COVID-19

Support for students impacted by

Geographic dispersion

Career continuity afforded by

Military

Career continuity and

Peer-to-peer connectivity

Project collaboration as an example of

Professional development
Reflective practice
Shared leadership

Meeting scheduling by faculty

Time

Core business hours
Time zone coordination
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Subordinate

Turning negatives into positives
Work/life balance

Availability
• 24/7 classroom/work expectations
• Accessibility of chair
• Faculty lack of
• Unspoken expectations regarding
Benefits of
Culture shift regarding
Flexibility
• Time/place of work
• Faculty abuse of
• Personal and professional mix
Lack of separation of work/home
Negative perceptions of supervisors
Strategies for managing
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Participant 8 Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

Brick-and-mortar vs. online universities

Differences
Similarities

Communication

Channels (oral, written, multimedia)
Medium (email, SMS, face-to-face, etc.)
Strategies for managing
• Avoid over-communication
• Multiple channel use
• Nagging
• Ultimatums
Synchronous vs. asynchronous
Virtual
• Lack of face-to-face
• More thoughtful communication
• More personal communication
• Perceptions of loafing
• Student communication difficult

COVID-19

Support of students impacted by

Data
Diversity

Student academic ability

Freedom and choice
Geographic dispersion
Military

Military students in courses

Peer-to-peer connectivity

Volunteerism as an example of

Professional development
Student retention
Surrogate chair
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Subordinate
Availability
• 24/7 work expectations
• Tethered to job by technology
Flexibility
• Adjuncts have other jobs
• Attire/grooming
• Low stress
• Pets
• Time and place of work
Strategies for managing
• Core business hours
• Encouraging downtime
• Vacations
Patterns Across All Cases

In Step 6, I looked for patterns across all cases. I entered all superordinate,
subordinate, and sub-subordinate themes into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for each
participant and tabulated each theme’s recurrences across the transcripts, resulting in a
master table of themes (see Appendix J). When working with larger sample sizes (over
six), Smith et al. (2009) recommended creating a recurrence table and determining an
appropriate recurrence threshold. Table 11 illustrates highly and moderately recurrent
themes for this study. I defined high recurrence as recurring in seven or eight cases.
Highly recurrent superordinate themes included brick-and-mortar vs. online universities,
communication, COVID-19, freedom vs. control, geographic dispersion, peer-to-peer
connectivity, and work/life balance. As expected, brick-and-mortar vs. online
universities, was a highly recurrent theme because I directly asked all participants to
make this comparison as a way to establish rapport and to determine how participants
viewed their role as a chair. I defined moderate recurrence as recurring in four to six
cases. Moderately recurrent superordinate themes included data, diversity, shared
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leadership, and time. I classified themes recurring in one to three cases as low recurrence.
As such, these themes were excluded from the discussion that follows. However, the
individual participant summaries addressed these themes.
Table 11
Highly and Moderately Recurrent Superordinate and Subordinate Themes Across Cases
Superordinate and Subordinate Themes

Recurrence

Participants

High
High
High

All
All
All

High
High
High
High
Moderate

All
All
All
All
3, 4, 5, 6, 7

High

All

Data

Moderate

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8

Diversity

Moderate

1, 2, 3, 5

Freedom vs. Control

High

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Dispersion

High

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Peer-to-peer connectivity

High

All

Shared leadership

Moderate

3, 5, 6, 7

Time

Moderate

1, 3, 5, 6, 7

High
High
High
High

All
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8
All

Brick-&-mortar vs. online
Similarities
Differences
Communication
Channels
Medium
Sync/Async
Meetings
COVID-19

Work/life balance
Availability
Flexibility
Managing

Note. High indicates recurrence in 7‒8 cases. Moderate indicates recurrence in 4‒6 cases.
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After coding and analyzing the highly and moderately recurrent themes, I
identified which paradoxes, if any, the participants had experienced. It bears repeating the
definition of a paradox here: Smith and Lewis (2011) defined a paradox as having
“contradictory yet interrelated elements (dualities) that exist simultaneously and persist
over time; such elements seem logical when considered in isolation, but irrational,
inconsistent, and absurd when juxtaposed” (p. 386). Thus, paradoxical elements must
exist simultaneously for a paradox to exist; one element does not exist without the other.
Participants sometimes identified challenges and opportunities that I did not classify as
paradoxes (see Table 12) because they did not meet the Smith and Lewis (2011)
definition requirements.
Rather than directly asking participants about paradoxical tensions, I took a less
directive approach and asked participants to discuss their most significant challenges,
followed by “hidden” opportunities within these challenges. I then reversed the
questioning, asking participants about their most significant opportunities or benefits,
followed by “hidden” challenges within those opportunities/benefits. I intended to
cultivate a paradoxical mindset in the participants without calling attention to specific
paradoxes identified in the literature. This approach also allowed the possibility that
participants did not experience paradoxes or experienced paradoxes of which they were
not fully aware. Table 12 summarizes the challenges and opportunities identified directly
by the participants, along with coded themes. These challenges and opportunities do not
necessarily represent paradoxes; some participants identified challenges and opportunities
that were not in paradoxical tension. Analysis of Table 12 helped me to deduce
paradoxical tensions experienced by the participants.
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Table 12
Challenges and Opportunities Identified by Participants with Coded Theme(s)
Participant

Challenge

Opportunity

Coded theme(s)

1

Communicating &
building
relationships with
faculty

Multiple
communication
modes

Communication

1

Initiatives that come
from higher
administration

Creativity in
achieving success
of the initiative

Freedom & choice;
chair as
intermediary

1

Time zone
coordination

Flexible work
time/place

Time; dispersion;
work/life balance

2

Building relationships

Regular/objective
communication
with faculty

Communication

2

24/7 work

Flexible work
time/place

Time; dispersion;
work/life balance

3

Building peer-to-peer
community

Having work/life
balance; engaging
with non-work
community

Peer-to-peer
connectivity;
work/life balance

3

Cultural differences

Learning about
different cultures

Diversity

4

Building community

Speed at which
Peer-to-peer
community building
connectivity;
happened during
dispersion; COVIDpandemic
19

4

Isolation

Virtual socialization

COVID-19;
Dispersion

4

Linear thinking

Asymmetrical
thinking

Asymmetrical
thinking
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Challenge

5

Weaker chair/faculty
relationships

5

Disconnect with
students

5

Opportunity
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Coded theme(s)

Peer-to-peer
connection and
collaboration
Connect with students
through virtual
organizations

Peer-to-peer
connectivity

Time zone
coordination

Faculty live/work
anywhere; research
opportunities

Time; dispersion;
work/life balance

5

24/7 work; lack of
home/work
separation

Flexibility;
achievement of
much work

Time; work/life
balance

6

The number of
requirements

Academic freedom;

Chair as intermediary:
admin. vs. faculty

6

Isolation

Connection;
community of
virtuality

Dispersion; peer-topeer connectivity

7

Building relationships
is time consuming
virtually

Accessible and
regular
communication

Communication

7

Time zone
coordination

Flexibility

Time

7

24/7 work; negative
perceptions of
others

Work from anywhere

Time; dispersion;
work/life balance

7

No instant feedback
due to lack of faceto-face
communication

Time to think about
responses because
no expectation of
immediate response

Communication

Military
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Participant

Challenge

Coded theme(s)

7

Documenting student
interactions and
other
communication
gaps

Immediacy of
communicating
through texting

Communication

8

Ensuring faculty
receive and
understand
communication

Multiple
communication
modalities

Communication

8

24/7 work

Time freedom

Time; work/life
balance

8

Varied ability level of
students

Diversity of opinions
and perspectives of
students/faculty

Diversity

I analyzed both highly and moderately recurrent themes and deduced that
participants experienced five paradoxical tensions, as displayed in Table 13. Analysis of
highly recurrent themes suggested that participants experienced three affiliated
paradoxical tensions: impersonality/objectivity, isolation/connectivity, and
freedom/control. The superordinate communication theme and its subordinate themes of
email, face-to-face, strategies for managing, and virtual, suggested a paradoxical tension
between impersonality and objectivity. The geographic dispersion and peer-to-peer
connectivity superordinate themes collectively suggested a paradoxical tension between
isolation and connectivity. The work/life balance and freedom/control superordinate
themes, as well as the shared leadership theme (moderately recurring), suggested a
paradoxical tension between freedom and control. Though I had initially categorized
work/life balance as separate paradoxical tension (flexibility/availability), upon further
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analysis I determined that this tension was a sub-tension within the freedom/control
paradox; flexibility was affiliated with freedom and availability with control.
After completing my analysis of highly recurrent themes, I analyzed moderately
recurrent themes for affiliated paradoxical tensions and deduced that participants
experienced two affiliated paradoxical tensions: data overload/richness and cultural
barriers/diversity. The superordinate theme, data, suggested a paradoxical tension
between data overload and data richness. The superordinate theme, diversity, suggested a
paradoxical tension between cultural barriers and cultural diversity. Though moderately
recurring, shared leadership was connected to the freedom/control paradox (see the
previous paragraph). The superordinate theme, time, did not indicate a paradoxical
tension. COVID-19 amplified or reduce paradoxical tensions.
Table 13
Highly and Moderately Recurrent Superordinate Themes and Deduced Paradoxes
Superordinate themes

Recurrence

Deduced Paradoxes

Brick-&-mortar vs. online

High

N/A

Communication

High

Impersonality/objectivity

COVID-19

High

N/A (amplifies/reduces tensions)

Data

Moderate

Data overload/richness

Diversity

Moderate

Cultural barriers/diversity

Freedom/control
Work/life balance
Shared leadership

High
High
Moderate

Freedom/control

Geographic dispersion
Peer-to-peer connectivity

High
High

Isolation/connectivity

Time

Moderate

N/A
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Highly Recurrent Themes and Experience Managing Paradoxes
Highly recurrent superordinate themes occurred in seven or eight cases. They
included the following: brick-and-mortar vs. online universities, communication,
COVID-19, geographic dispersion, peer-to-peer connectivity, and work/life
balance. From these highly recurrent themes, I deduced participants experienced the
following three paradoxical tensions: impersonality/objectivity, isolation/connectivity,
and freedom/control.
Communication: Impersonality/Objectivity
The superordinate communication theme suggested that participants experienced
paradoxical tension between communication that was both impersonal and, at the same
time, more objective. Impersonal communication was marked by a lack of face-to-face
nonverbal cues, challenges in developing relationships in the teleworking environment,
and loss of communication meaning. However, communication in the teleworking
environment was more thoughtful, objective, and less prone to gossip and politics.
Sometimes communication in the teleworking environment allowed participants to mask
their nonverbal reactions from faculty selectively.
Impersonality
Communication Channels and Modalities. Participants used multiple
modalities and channels for communication, including oral, written, and multimedia.
Multiple modalities of communication were seen as a benefit of telework. “We have such
opportunity for many modalities for our communication, so many different ways to
communicate,” shared Participant 1. Channels were categorized as synchronous or
asynchronous. Synchronous channels included telephone, Google Hangouts, Google
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Chat, Adobe Connect, instant messaging, and Bongo. Department meetings frequently
occurred in Google Hangouts. However, some participants struggled to facilitate
interaction due to the impersonality of communication in these forums. Participant 4 had
a strategy for encouraging interaction.
Participant 4
Well, we use Google Hangouts, and, in the beginning, it was a struggle because it
would end up that my assistant or I would do most of the talking. So, I was
struggling to get other folks to share their experience. I'm not particularly shy, so
when I couldn't get others to share, I mean, you can't line people up based on age,
that would be inappropriate. So, I did it based on smallest to the tallest one. So, I
had people type in their height. That seemed okay because I typically am the
smallest, like four, not even five feet tall. So, I had people type their height in the
chat box and we went from tallest to smallest. And for whatever reason, people
like that; height is not really offensive to anyone.
Email. Given the university's online nature, asynchronous communication was
prevalent, with email given particular importance as it was the primary form of
communication. “The primary means of communications is to email someone. So, I
would equate sending an email to someone to walking to their office to ask a quick
question,” remarked Participant 7. However, other forms of asynchronous
communication were employed, including sharing communication through Google
Documents, Google Sites, Kaltura videos, email distribution lists, and distribution of
meeting recordings.
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Email was particularly problematic for many participants; it was a stress source
that required constant monitoring and response to obtain "inbox zero." “I tend to be kind
of an inbox zero kind of person,” shared Participant 2. “So [when] my emails [start]
getting over about 20 I start feeling a little stressed out,” Participant 2 explained. An
email was open to misinterpretation, especially regarding tone; information and meaning
could be lost. Email could arrive at inopportune times, be ignored, be sent to individuals
outside the official chain of command and include "trigger" phrases that might upset
readers or be open to misinterpretation. Sometimes readers "read" intentions into an email
that were not intended by the sender. Participant 7 used a strategy of assuming "noble
intent" when reading an email. This strategy allowed Participant 7 to assume no ill will
when reading faculty email. Recipients sometimes inappropriately responded with "reply
all," resulting in extra and unwanted communication. Other email problems included
difficulty obtaining timely responses from faculty members or ensuring that faculty read
their email. One participant offered strategies for obtaining responses, including
delivering ultimatums and even sending emails to personal email addresses to obtain
responses. However, these challenges were offset by some advantages. Participants
perceived email to be more objective, allowing participants to craft succinct and
thoughtful messages before sending, whereas phone calls could put participants "on the
spot." However, email did not always result in more objective communication as some
participants noted faculty or students made remarks via email that they would never have
made face-to-face.
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Participant 2
Tone on email isn't always completely clear. … I didn't want to have that email
come in some time when [the employee] just had a horrible day. … We have the
luxury of being able to take a little time to respond back because we're not inperson … Somebody comes up to you in a break room and says something you
have to immediately respond. If you get that email you can take a break, go get a
cup of water or whatever. Just think about it before you get right back to someone
if something comes in like that. So, I feel like that's a luxury we have. Sometimes
we get those random just unplanned phone calls, so you are more on the spot … I
feel like it's easier to remain calm and think through things because we have that
luxury since a large of percentage of our communication is via email. … If they
were in a traditional classroom they wouldn't walk right up to the instructor and
say this. Yet, they're saying this by email because it's so much easier to do that.
Participant 3
I used to send more emails and I found that you send emails and send emails and
you get very few responses if any, and a lot of times it seems like those emails are
going off to nowhere and they're being ignored.
Participant 7
When your primary mode of communication is through email, a lot can be lost
within the email that wouldn't normally get lost if you were sitting face-to-face
with someone. … I have a faculty member that I'm thinking of specifically right
now and [the faculty member is] very short and succinct and sometimes seems
abrasive in email, not just to me but also to students and to other faculty members.
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It comes across as condescending because the email would be worded along the
lines of "well as we've already discussed before," or "as I'm sure you will
remember I mentioned," something along those lines that comes across as
passive/aggressive language, but that's not [the employee’s] intent. Getting to
know the person a little bit better I came to understand that [the employee is]
afraid that [the employee] would be in trouble for not having mentioned it earlier
or not having brought this up previously. So, [the employee is] just wanting to
make sure to remind people that [the employee] has already brought this subject
up. [The employee] has already tried to discuss this and just wants whoever [the
employee is] emailing to remember that [the employee] had done that. So, it
wasn't meant as a passive/aggressive attack, but that's how it came across. So,
once I got to know that person a little bit better and built more of a rapport with
[the employee], I would open an email and not read it assuming there is
passive/aggressive intent there. … It was interesting because I like to think of
myself as open and I try not to judge people, but it felt like each email exchange I
had with [the employee] I was perceiving hostility instead of just allowing the
emails to be neutral I was interpreting it in a negative way. So that was a growth
point for me was to learn how to really look at these communications and
understand, just assume noble intent.
Participant 8
Another one of my strategies is I'll email them on their personal email so that in
case they're not logging in today and I need them today, because they'll answer
their personal email.
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Participant 8
That's a huge advantage to not be synchronous and to not be put on the spot like
that. You answer in your own time within the timeframe of the week. But you get
a chance to put in a really solid response there.
Text Messaging. Text messaging, though used less frequently, was technically an
asynchronous form of communication. However, text messaging exhibited some
synchronous communication characteristics, as it was used to facilitate nearly real-time
interaction. Several participants reported that text messaging had unique advantages over
email because it was perceived as more personal, perhaps allowing participants to
compensate for communication’s perceived impersonality in the telework setting.
Participants explained that texting was more personal because to text someone was to
have more immediate interaction with them. Whereas email could be "piled up" and read
later, text messages generated more instantaneous responses. The back-and-forth nature
of text messaging combined with emoticons made text messaging a more personal
interaction and seemed to facilitate more back-and-forth interaction than email. Texting
also seemed to be more immediate and could be used to troubleshoot student emergencies
outside of core working hours and on weekends. However, participants were careful to
supplement text interactions with email documentation because texting was not
considered an official university communication.
Participant 7
[Faculty] know that they can text me at any time they need to. And I want them to
feel that I'm accessible and that I will respond quickly. … out of the seven full
time faculty, I have probably four that routinely text me just to check in, just to let
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me know how things are going, to ask a quick question. And the relationship does
feel a little bit closer with those four because they're willing to reach out. … I
think with the texting it's a little more familiar. … I think that when you text
someone you feel like you have a closer relationship with that person than when
you just solely rely on email. … I think [when] you have a [student] situation like
that and you have a failure to follow it up with an email then you're leaving a gap
there. So, it's really important to make sure to fill that gap and to have that,
because a text is, it's not proprietary for the institution. It's personal. We want to
make sure that anything that we're doing in support of the student we have it well
documented.
Difficulty Building Relationships. One of the most significant challenges the
participants faced was building relationships in a teleworking environment absent faceto-face interaction. This deficiency seemed to limit the speed with which participants
could develop faculty relationships and the depth of these relationships. Participants
suggested that Google Hangouts were a poor substitute for nonverbal communication
observed in face-to-face interactions. Though camera use in Google Hangouts allowed
for nonverbals, it also facilitated multitasking, whereby participants could appear to be
fully engaged in the meeting while engaging in other tasks.
Participant 4
In face-to-face settings, [relationship-development] happens a lot faster because
you can read facial expressions, you can retell them, you can bring cookies in. I
mean, it does happen a lot faster. When I went to go back to work at a brick and
mortar, you get to know people a lot quicker and you know that from of being a
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human being, right? You go to the store, you see people, you give a smile. There's
just something warm and familiar about being around other humans.
Participant 5
It's hard to break down the virtual barriers that are there, that there's just a missing
connection that you simply, no matter how hard you try or if you talk to them on
the phone, things like that, or if you're in Hangout, I think you can't completely
get that same type of one-on-one connection that you can face-to-face.
Participant 7
I'm on camera, but just because I'm on camera doesn't mean I'm looking at you on
camera. It means the computer is still here. It's still a distraction. So, I could be,
either trying to answer a couple of emails real quick or getting IM messages
coming across from someone about something. While it's good to be on camera
it's also sometimes a distraction as well.
Several participants also commented on the value they placed on retreats that the
university formerly held. These retreats helped establish relationships that could then
foster fruitful interactions later on in the telework environment. Especially valuable was
the social aspect of downtime at retreats. Absent these face-to-face interactions,
participants sometimes struggled to develop relationships with their faculty.
Participant 2
I guess it's just not quite as deep of a relationship somehow. … [You] just know
things about them that you talk about in a social setting when you're together for a
retreat that you just don't really ever get to in a virtual setting. …You just don't
have as much of that downtime, that social time that you get when you meet in-
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person. … So, I think that was the foundation of the relationship … I feel like
those that I really just met virtually, it's just not quite the same level as those that
were in-person.
Objectivity
Lack of face-to-face communication provided some advantages, supporting more
objective communication. Participant 2 indicated that communication was freer of gossip
and politics. “Sometimes I think people just react more in-person sometimes than when
you can think through things,” shared Participant 2. The telework environment seemed to
slow communication pace, allowing for more thoughtful and carefully considered
communication.
Participant 2
There's not as much of an opportunity for workplace gossip or those types of
things, because you don't have that component … I don't tend to just pick up the
phone and call colleagues and talk about everything that's going on and, "Oh,
what do you think about ... Can you believe they said that in this meeting?" Or
whatever else. I feel like in the workplace in a traditional setting where you're
seeing each other face to face there's just naturally more of that. … Sometimes too
many emotions or things like that getting involved can sometimes be a hindrance.
Participant 3 preferred to deliver bad news to employees without face-to-face interaction
to mask nonverbals.
Participant 3
One of the things I really like about being a virtual leader, is when you have to
deliver bad news or when you have to have difficult conversations with people.
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It's actually easier in the virtual world because we're not sitting in the same room
across from each other. I am a very softhearted person and I've had to have
difficult conversations with people face-to-face, and I always end up in tears
because I just do.
Experience of Managing the Tension
While practicing virtual leadership, participants experienced the management of
the tension between impersonality/objectivity as a challenge, stressor, frustration, and a
struggle. Sometimes participants felt ignored, condescended to, or even “triggered” by
abrasive communication. Regarding the perception of time, relationship development felt
slower (a negative perception), but the pace of communication was also perceived to be
slower (a positive perception), resulting in more thoughtful and objective communication.
Participants felt a loss of information and clarity in virtual communications and a lack of
depth, warmth, and emotion in personal relationships. However, participants also shared
positive aspects of managing the tension, seeing the tension as an advantage, a growth
opportunity (to assume “noble intent”), and even a “luxury” (to take one’s time when
responding to messages). Communication was perceived as calmer (slower pace), more
thoughtful, easier (as when delivering bad news to an employee), and sometimes more
immediate (as with text messaging).
Geographic Dispersion and Peer-to-Peer Connectivity: Isolation/Connectivity
Paradoxically, participants were simultaneously isolated and connected. That is,
they were geographically dispersed and physically isolated from one another, yet they
experienced a sense of community and peer-to-peer connection as a result of their shared
experience of isolation. COVID-19 seems to have amplified this paradox such that the
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increased isolation experienced by employees during the quarantine paradoxically
increased their connectivity with one another. Participant 6 also seemed to indicate that
even if Participant 6 were on campus teaching, it would be possible to be physically
present with colleagues and yet experience isolation.
Isolation
Participants reported that they had faculty members living and working across the
United States. “I think I have faculty in … 30 States,” shared Participant 4. Participant 3
said, “We have folks in the department from all over the country.” “I have employees all
across the time zones of the United States, in the continental U.S.,” said Participant 7.
Some participants reported faculty members who traveled to foreign countries for
extended periods, taking their work and scholarship with them. “I know one of my
faculty … goes to Britain every summer … [the faculty member] did [their] job superbly
like [they] always [do], whether [the faculty member] was here, whether [the faculty
member] was there,” said Participant 1. “I have one faculty member who loves to travel,
in fact, [the faculty member is] in Europe most of the time and [the faculty member is]
able to do [their] academic career and be able to travel at the same time,” shared
Participant 5. “I'm still doing the same job. I'm still performing the same tasks and the
same leadership role. It's just somewhere different,” said Participant 7. So long as
participants and faculty had internet accessibility, they could complete their work
anywhere, including on vacation. “You could even still be working and be at the beach,”
shared Participant 2.
Participants told stories of faculty members working from Great Britain, South
Korea, Vienna, and Thailand. Students, especially military students, also experienced
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geographic dispersion. Though geographic dispersion stories sometimes focused on
working in foreign countries, participants also reported more localized geographic
dispersion, such as working while in transit, at the doctor's office, at a café, or a coffee
shop. “I was able to just take my laptop and sit in the waiting room,” said Participant 2,
commenting upon working at the doctor’s office. “I'm okay with my faculty working
wherever they want to be as long as they're available when they need to be,” said
Participant 7. “For all I care, they're on the moon. Yes, if you're getting the job done,
you're available when you're supposed to be, I don't mind where you are,” explained
Participant 7.
A benefit of geographic dispersion was faculty members' ability to connect
research interests with their geographic location. Participant 5 shared, “[faculty member]
is the one who travels to Europe. … [the faculty member] brings those experiences into
the classroom and shares that with [their] students and [they] also [share] it with the
faculty.” “So, their research many times is tied to their local area … and they bring it in,
and they showcase it to the rest of the faculty, or they use that information,” continued
Participant 5. “To be able to have faculty that are able to live anywhere, and that I can
provide them scholarship opportunities, teaching opportunities … no matter where they're
located is exciting for me,” said Participant 5. Geographic flexibility also provided some
participants career continuity that would not otherwise have been available to them,
particularly for spouses of military service people who needed to relocate frequently.
Participant 7
That is what kind of prompted my transition to a virtual leader is my [spouse] was
relocated. At the time [my spouse] was active duty military. So it wasn't that [my
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spouse’s] job is more important than my job. It was "Okay, we're a military
family. We've known this for years and this is what we do." And so fortunately I
was able to transition into a virtual leadership role instead of losing the position
altogether.
Connectivity
None of the participants mandated their faculty to work together; however,
participants mentioned that faculty frequently sought peer-to-peer connectivity. “I think
for the most part, everybody just does their work and operates on their own so much
because [for] so many faculty, it's just them and the students. They're not really having to
do a lot with other faculty,” shared Participant 2. “Some virtual employees will tell you
they don't have a need and don't have a desire to connect with others. They come, they do
their job, they want to collect a paycheck and that's it,” said Participant 4. “Then, they
just want to go on their merry way,” continued Participant 4. Nevertheless, participants
mentioned that many faculty experienced a need to connect both personally and
professionally. Examples provided by the participants mentioned faculty sharing best
practices, course revision and development plans, content (videos, PowerPoint
presentations, ancillary course materials), personal information, committee work output,
research interests, and student retention strategies.
Participants fostered connectivity in a variety of ways. Some participants created
Google Sites to allow faculty to share personal information, such as bios and photos, and
professional information, such as curated course content. Some participants fostered
faculty-driven professional learning communities or established mentoring relationships
between faculty. Many participants held regular faculty meetings, emphasizing sharing
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personal (birthdays, photos, celebrations) and professional (research) content. Some
participants explained that personality moderated the need for peer-to-peer connectivity.
One participant explained that introversion and extroversion influenced the need for peerto-peer connectivity; individuals sometimes reverted to their opposite preferences during
times of crisis (pandemics, for example). Some faculty preferred to focus on their jobs
and had little need for peer-to-peer connectivity. Others had a high need for peer-to-peer
connectivity, sometimes attending duplicate faculty meetings to connect with peers,
especially during the pandemic.
Participant 1
I've got all these wonderful faculty members that have these fantastic ideas that
they want to share, and it makes me feel good that they're coming up with these
new ideas … that they are wanting to share with each other. And if one faculty
member picks up a tip and idea from someone else and they use it and they can
help one or two students, then it just makes me feel really, really good that they're
communicating to each other.
Participant 2
Some [faculty] choose to only come to one [meeting] and that's all they're
required because the content is identical. But we have some that come to both
meetings … And the ones that come to both tend to be the ones that they want to
be able to visit with everybody in the department and just say “hi” and see what
everybody's up to and celebrate with the entire department anything that's going
on.
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Participant 3
Not everyone responds the same way to community-building in virtual settings.
So, for some folks, getting together once a month to chit-chat is meaningful and
that's something that they like to do. Some people find that to be an inordinately
large waste of time. They just want to come in, do the work and leave. And they
don't have a need to connect with others.
Participant 4
Myers-Briggs tells you what you lean towards, not what you are, but in times of
stress it has people go the opposite way. So, I'm extroverted, but in times of crisis
… you swing the other way. … I think a lot of folks think you have to be
introverted or want to be introverted to work from home. But I don't think that's
true. I think people think that introverts are drawn to this. I'm not sure that that's
true.
Participant 5
There's a lot of collaboration, there's a lot of teamwork and there are a lot of
projects that get done in collaboration. … I feel like faculty are getting what they
need from each other and they're building a strong online community.
Participant 6
We're now in our second year of doing professional learning communities. The
first year we did it, we met just a couple of times as a full faculty. The rest of the
year, they were meeting in these small groups based on student mentoring. There
was teaching ideas and research and presentations. So, they met in these three
groups. I had volunteers that facilitated them. So, it was totally faculty led.
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Participant 8
I have built a very strong team where just about everybody at least knows who
everybody else is. And some people have very close relationships, some work
really close together, and new relationships form all the time when people are
together on a committee or a course revision or they're mentoring somebody
who's teaching a course for the first time. … I love that my people are generous
and willing to share and that they're not coveting their information and not sharing
it, because they all want to do the best with the students, and by sharing these
resources, "If I give you this, you might give me the next thing you come across,"
and it doubles or triples the amount of resources we have to teach a course. So, I
love it. I'm very happy that my people are willing to be so generous.
Experience of Managing the Tension
While practicing virtual leadership, participants experienced the management of
the tension between isolation/connectivity as both negative and positive. Participants
experienced a sense of community and peer-to-peer connection due to their shared
experience of isolation; COVID-19 amplified this paradox such that the increased
isolation experienced by employees during the quarantine paradoxically increased their
connectivity with one another. Participants shared that managing the paradox was
sometimes challenging and difficult. However, positive experiences of the paradox far
outweighed negatives, with participants reporting experiencing the paradox as an
opportunity (to build community and continue their careers regardless of geographic
location), a source of excitement (to allow faculty to continue teaching and research no
matter where they were located), and a source of security (being able to work from home,
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protected from COVID-19). Participants expressed positive emotions such as “love” (for
the fact that faculty were generous and willing to share ideas), happiness (that faculty
were connected), “feels good” (when faculty members want to be connected), and
generosity.
Freedom and Control
Participants indicated that they provided ample freedom and opportunities for their
faculty to make choices. “Whether it's adult students or adult employees, adults want to
be able to choose what happens in their lives. And so that's why we wanted to give them
choice. And we do a lot of things giving them choice,” shared Participant 3. Participants
gave faculty choices about when and where they wished to work, how they managed their
work schedules, how much personal information they wished to share, when they wished
to attend meetings, when they completed grading, whether they chose to deploy their web
camera when participating in virtual meetings, how much public recognition they wished
to receive, and when they wished to teach. Faculty managed their workdays and were not
expected to work 24/7, even if the participants worked outside of the standard workday.
Participant 2
Some I know aren't as responsive say in the evenings or weekends, or whatever
else and that's their right to set those hours that they're working or not as long as
it's not three days without a response or something. But I guess I respect their
rights to each have their own ways of managing these things. … Just because I am
on a lot more and that sort of thing doesn't mean that I expect all of them to be.
One participant invited, but did not mandate, their employees to share photos and bios on
a Google Site. Faculty were required to participate in meetings, but they were often given
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choices over which meetings to attend. Several participants held “duplicates” of the same
meeting to accommodate varying schedules. “They pick and that way they can choose
what's the best time,” shared Participant 3. If faculty could not attend meetings in realtime, they could view meeting recordings later. Grading policies at the university had
recently changed to give faculty more freedom over when they completed grading. “If
you choose to grade over the weekend just to get it out of the way, great, knock yourself
out, but you now have the choice that your weekends are yours,” shared Participant 3.
Work/Life Balance: Flexibility/Availability
Participants indicated faculty enjoyed great flexibility, but flexibility came at the
cost of needing to be available at all hours of the day, every day. So long as employees
maintained availability (answered email, were available during core business hours, and
attended meetings), they enjoyed great flexibility. However, when employees were not
available, participants saw it as an abuse of an unwritten expectation. Participants
expected faculty to be flexible (i.e., work when they want) and be available (i.e.,
complete all their job responsibilities, including being available to students and attending
division meetings).
Flexibility. Nearly all participants expressed that flexibility of time and place of
work was a benefit of teleworking. This flexibility allowed participants and faculty to
work any place they chose, including while traveling or vacationing. “I could still be
working but go take a few months and be somewhere else. … I've had faculty who do
that. … one of them spends a month in California in the winter and … doesn't take time
off. Just keeps working,” shared Participant 2. Geographic flexibility could be enjoyed
throughout the workday, with many participants reporting that they or their faculty
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exercised, ran errands, attended doctor's appointments, or carried out familial obligations.
“I definitely have that mix of the personal things and professional going on throughout
the day,” shared Participant 2. Other participants echoed this experience.
Participant 5
I do have the flexibility if I don't have a meeting but I can go out and exercise, I
like to walk, things like that, garden, I don't do a lot during the day but I try to
force myself to step away from my office. So, I feel like I have a little bit of
flexibility.
Participant 8
If I have a slow day, I could go take a walk at lunchtime and take my phone with
me and just check it now and again. That's wonderful. People go to the gym, ... I
can go to a doctor's appointment. So, you've got a lot of that flexibility.
Besides geographic flexibility, participants enjoyed time flexibility, planning their
workdays as they best saw fit.
Participant 8
If I want to work at 7 o'clock in the morning, I can do that. If I want to wrap
something up at 10 o'clock at night, I can do that. But then if I want to go off on a
tangent from something I've read, I can do that. I don't have a class I have to teach
at 10 o'clock, because I don't teach any classes. I can go off on that tangent, I can
spend some time doing some light research. If I have some kind of project, I could
do that then, too. But it's the freedom to set my own schedule and to be able to
work a schedule that really works for me. I like to get up early in the morning,
and it's very quiet in my house when I get up early, so I can get a lot done. I can
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get all those emails taken care of by 7 o'clock and move on to something else. But
that has another side too, it's a two-edged sword.
The avoidance of a commute allowed participants and faculty to allocate the saved time
elsewhere. “If I was working at a university, I would be commuting at least 45 minutes to
an hour each way … So, for me, that's huge to be able to do this from home,” remarked
Participant 1. Another participant echoed this.
Participant 3
When we're working virtually, there's no commute, there's no time missed … So,
all of that time then translates into time that [faculty] could spend on their
students, time that they could spend with their family, time that they could do
projects in their community, time that they can use any way they want. They can
meditate.
Some participants opted to work early hours, others opted to work late hours, and many
reported working on weekends. “I don't know that there's even been a weekend that I
haven't done some work. … Evenings and that sort of thing. I guess it's that habit of
always checking,” shared Participant 2. “It can be hard to just shut it down at 5 o'clock
and walk away. It can be hard not to check in on the weekends,” lamented Participant 8.
Availability. Though participants indicated they enjoyed generous geographic
and time flexibility, this flexibility was simultaneously coupled with an expectation of
availability. “We do hold our full-time faculty … to the expectation that they're available
during a set of core business hours,” explained Participant 7. Participants also felt the
need to be available to their faculty and students, not just during core business hours. “I
feel like because I'm the chair that if my faculty need me and it's Sunday at 5:00 then I'm
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going to be there for them,” shared Participant 5. “I think it's very important to be open
and be available to assist when needed,” echoed Participant 7. “The one time you are
there on a Saturday evening and you can answer a question and help someone out of a
bind or help facilitate a fix to an issue then it does increase that relationship,” explained
Participant 7. Many participants indicated that they always had their cell phones with
them so that the faculty could contact them when necessary, even in the evenings or on
weekends or vacations. “If I need to run up to the store, I can still have my phone so if
somebody pings me, then I can respond,” said Participant 2. Technology facilitated
availability, leading to a 24/7 "always on" mentality that many participants struggled
with, some at high personal cost to their health. Participant 2 shared, “We've got it pretty
much all the time 24/7 … It's just always there so that's the challenge I guess … it's hard
to sometimes define, ‘Okay, I'm done working for the day.’” Participant 8 shared, “It's
like, ‘This can't run without me. I'm really important, so I have to check in all the time.’”
Technology provided participants the freedom to work anywhere at any time;
however, this meant participants were working everywhere and all the time, even on
vacation. “I think a lot of people didn't always take time off when they were on a
vacation … you're still doing meetings or working. … Are you really relaxing and
enjoying things? Maybe not,” shared Participant 2. This stressor harmed the health of at
least one participant.
Participant 3
I ended up in the hospital because they thought I was having a stroke. Turns out
my blood pressure shot through the roof, like really high. And all of the symptoms
that I had were related to that and it was just caused by stress.
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Some participants reported that their home office's design was such that there was no
division between work and home life. “I think maybe [it was] easier back when I worked
in an office and could leave that at work compared to this where pretty much seven days
a week there is work there,” shared Participant 2. Participant 5 indicated that their office
lacked a door, so they could easily walk by their computer and begin working, especially
when their spouse was out of town.
Participant 5
I have a hard time because my office is in my home that it's easy for me if I get
bored or especially if my husband is gone all weekend or on a drill, you know
what I mean? Or he's in military orders or something. It's super easy for me to
work all day long and on the weekends, so it's a challenge for me. … I don't have
a door on the front of my office, I have a door on the back of my office. So, I
always am walking past my office, so it's easy for me to put in really long hours. I
have to be conscious of that; I don't always win that battle.
Managing the Tension. Participants managed the tension between flexibility and
availability by taking vacations and learning to turn off their technology while on
vacation, and delegating email to others. “I've finally gotten really good at not looking at
anything when I go on vacation,” shared Participant 8. Participant 8 had learned to limit
the total amount of time spent working.
Though participants often struggled with their work/life balance, they reported
several techniques to help their faculty maintain work/life balance, including encouraging
faculty to take time off for vacation and family obligations. “We strongly encourage them
to take the weekends off,” shared Participant 3, though Participant 3 admitted to never
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doing this while teaching. “We strongly encourage them to participate in things with their
family and with their community,” Participant 3 added. However, due to the nature of
how terms were scheduled, vacations could be challenging to plan. “They need that time,
they've earned that time, yet they don't take it,” said Participant 8. Participant 3 employed
a technique known as "track jumping” to facilitate vacation-planning for faculty.
Participant 3
One of the things that we have done and continue to do, even though it is a major
challenge, is we... I hate to use the word require because that's such a strong word,
but we "require" all of our full-time faculty to track jump … the overwhelming
majority of the full-time instructors track jump every year. So, they are actually
on vacation with no classes running, no email responsibility, no meeting
requirements, for three weeks. And they love that because they don't have to feel
like they abandoned their classes to take vacation. They don't have to feel like,
"Oh, let me just check my email before we go to Disney," kind of thing. Because
there's no students looking for them, I'm not looking for them, my assistant's not
looking for them. They have nothing to be responsible for because their term
ended and then they left to go on vacation, and when they come back, they're still
in the prep week for the next term. So, there's nothing going on that they have to
be responsible for at the university while they're out.
Another participant contacted faculty members who were struggling with work/life
balance and helped them to shift revisions so that the work could be more equitably
distributed.
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Participant 6
I did have a full-time faculty member that I started seeing… I mean, just the work
and the attentiveness and that kind of stuff changed a little. I could see something.
So, I just called [the faculty member] up and said, "What's going on? You okay?"
There was a life issue in that, and we worked together through it for about a year
or so, and I did what I could and helped balance revisions for that whole time, like
push revisions around and keep the schedule.
However, the participant acknowledged that most faculty members had to manage this
balance for themselves. “I don't know that [faculty] would say that I really help them
manage [work/life balance]. I think they do for themselves and my expectations are that
they are responsive at some point,” said Participant 6.
Though participants encouraged faculty to take advantage of flexibility, they
coupled flexibility with an expectation of availability. Faculty were expected to be
available during core business hours, respond to email (generally within 24 hours), and
attend required departmental meetings. Participant 7 reported that they scheduled these
meetings a year in advance to help faculty manage the expectation.
Participant 7
I've tried to schedule those meetings as far in advance as I possibly can. So, my
one-on-one calls with my full-time faculty are scheduled for the entire year in
advance. So, they know, without fail, on the first Monday of every month that
whatever time we have previously determined they will have a call with me. I try
to schedule our full faculty meetings. I've also scheduled those a year in advance.
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However, Participant 7 cited one faculty member who abused the flexibility/availability
expectation. The faculty member chose to focus on a secondary career and failed to
respond to email or attend meetings as required. This situation left Participant 7 feeling
like they and the institution had been disrespected, but Participant 7 felt powerless to
remedy the situation because it was difficult to prove “loafing” in a teleworking
employment situation whereas it would have been obvious in a face-to-face setting.
Participant 7
I feel like I'm paying for someone to do a job and they're not honoring that
commitment to do that job. It's not respecting the institution. It's not respecting the
position. It's frustrating because there are lots of very good faculty who would
love to have the same position, who would bend over backwards to be available
and to do the work.
The Chair as Intermediary: Administration and Faculty
Participants were caught between the upper administration, which exerted control,
and faculty, who desired freedom, just as faculty were caught between the participants
and their students. Upper administration tended to view the organization as a business,
whereas the faculty viewed it as an educational institution. The participants were often
stuck between, fulfilling both entities’ needs and viewing the institution as a business and
an educational institution.
Participant 1
I think being as a department chair, you're almost in the middle of … You're that
person that values your faculty and your students, but then also you have the need
to respond to the needs of the university. So, you're kind of right smack in the
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middle of all of that. I think that you know and understand and can appreciate the
business side of it and understand where we are coming from as far as university
and that, but then also you're on the side of the faculty and the students and
making sure that they're being successful, as far as I can see it.
The upper university administration sometimes unilaterally distributed policies,
procedures, and initiatives without gathering appropriate input and stakeholders'
feedback. Participants cited examples of textbook initiatives and plagiarism policies that
were unilaterally or ineffectively deployed. Sometimes these policies were vague and
unclear; other times, they were distributed directly to faculty without the participants
having awareness in advance (plagiarism policy).
Participant 1
I think probably another biggest challenge is policies and procedures sometimes
that are handed down or dictated from higher up or administration and things, and
it may not necessarily be as well-communicated … Just recently, we had the new
plagiarism policy that came down and we learned about it when we all read the
Monday Morning Minutes that came out. And it's not that it probably wasn't
communicated out to us and different things, but we weren't, as chairs, aware that
it was coming out as quickly as it did.
Participant 5
I feel like that was a real frustration for me, but I followed suit because I knew
that the university had a bigger plan and I was fine about that, but personally I
was frustrated. I think that's really the only time I've been super frustrated here at
this job because I just feel like [the textbook initiative] was a bad move.
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The university had official policies regarding grading and late work, but these
sometimes had to be interpreted flexibly to meet student needs (for example, during the
pandemic). The participants functioned as intermediaries between the upper
administration and the faculty, attempting to ensure the university’s business goals'
success while meeting the faculty and students’ needs. Thus, the participants had to exert
control over faculty to ensure requirements were met and that university initiatives were
achieved while at the same time ensuring that faculty enjoyed academic and other
freedoms.
Participant 1
The most important is making sure students are receiving an excellent education
to be able to be successful. But I do understand that there needs to be policies and
procedures and processes and initiatives and all that from the business standpoint
to make that happen. So, it is kind of a give and take there.
Participant 6
[There are] certain things that we must do to ensure fidelity, to ensure integrity, to
ensure that we are meeting the guidelines and policies as required by the
organization or university and our duty for accreditation and our duty as
educators. Then I think there's the, for lack of a better word, I guess the best
practices of what we do, how we provide students support and how we teach
content with freedom within the boundaries of our courses and that. I think what I
meant with that is that what is required of you, that checklist from the faculty
handbook of what all faculty have to do. You need to be present in your classes,
this many days at least, or you need to be active as discussion board facilitator or
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[in the] classroom, attending all of your seminars, teaching the appropriate
content, being professional and all of those things that are required of us, whether
it's accreditation, the course content or departmentally, right? What I try to do as a
leader is provide them that balance between those requirements.
Shared Leadership: Ceding Control
Several participants ceded some control by sharing their leadership role with
assistant chairs and faculty. One participant hired an assistant precisely because the
assistant displayed strengths in the participant’s weakness areas.
Participant 3
[The assistant chair] and I are very, very, very different in personality and that's
intentional. I don't hire to my strengths, that's useless. If I already have a strength
in that, we don't need more. I have always been a fan of ‘you hire to your
weaknesses’ and that way you have more opportunity to cover more area through
the strengths of other people. And [the assistant chair] and I being so different, we
approach things very differently and we really work together as a team to build
the department. On paper, I'm the supervisor for the team, but I can't imagine
doing it without [the assistant chair]. [The assistant chair is] what I call the mama
of the department. [The assistant chair] never plays the heavy role ever. … [The
assistant chair is] mama, and mama is very gentle and [the assistant chair is] the
friendly reminder and [the assistant chair is] always in that motherly role. [The
assistant chair] doesn't take on the role of disciplinarian in any way, shape or
form. That's always my role.
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Other participants allowed faculty to take leadership roles, delegating responsibilities for
pre-interviewing potential new hires or allowing faculty to facilitate professional learning
communities.
Participant 5
I said, "You're on the front lines, you know what is expected from a faculty
member come up with some questions." And I was absolutely blown away, they
did the video interviews and all of their recommendations were spot on and it just
worked out more fabulous. … I haven't been in the front teaching in a long time,
so they really know what's expected. So, they're the experts and I'm happy to let
them lead and give them an opportunity in that situation.
Participant 6
I've learned in the past few years to really put it in their hands and say, "You have
just as much a say in this. In fact, I would prefer your say in this because you're
the ones doing the work with the students. I'm overseeing it."
For participants, this delegation often led to positive feelings but could also create
bittersweet feelings.
Participant 5
I've given my assistant chair a lot of opportunities to step up into the chair
position when I was dean this past year. [The assistant chair] has really stepped up
into the chair position many, many times and is very capable to do it. In fact, [the
assistant chair is] really amazing. And I've stepped back to let [the assistant chair]
grow professionally, right? And so, I think that's attention, too, because as [the
assistant chair] rises, that's good for the fact that we're going to get connection,
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but then I'm losing that connection. Does that make sense? So that might be a
problem. So, I have to find a balance there. I feel frustrated because I feel like I'm
losing ground but I'm prouder of the fact that the full-time [faculty members] and
[the assistant chair] have opportunities to develop and become leaders. I feel like
that's more important then, I mean, I think it's still important for me to have a
connection, but I feel proud of the fact that my faculty, and the assistant chair
have had those opportunities.
Experience of Managing the Tension
While practicing virtual leadership, participants experienced the management of
the tension between freedom/control as primarily negative, but with some positive
benefits. Participants experienced the management of this paradox as a frustration,
demanding (being “on” 24/7), tough, hard, a “battle,” a “balancing act,” difficult, and a
struggle. Participants sometimes felt abused, challenged, stressed (to the point of
experiencing health issues), powerless, disrespected, taken advantage of, ignored,
bypassed, and stuck “in the middle” or serving as an “intermediary.” Participants felt a
sense of duty (to remain in control and remain available) but also a sense of personal
freedom regarding time and place of work. The experience of “freedom,” however,
seemed to compensate for the negative aspect of managing the paradox; all participants
expressed freedom of time and place of work as one of their most significant benefits.
When discussing the topic of shared leadership (a method of ceding control to others),
participants experienced positive emotions such as happiness and pride, but also
“bittersweet” feelings as they recognized providing growth opportunities for others was
positive, and yet the loss of control could lead to feeling negative emotions.
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Moderately Recurrent Themes and Experience Managing Paradoxes
Moderately recurrent superordinate themes occurred in four to six cases. They
included the following: data, diversity, and time. From these themes, I deduced that
participants experienced two paradoxical tensions: data overload/richness and cultural
barriers/diversity.
Data: Overload/Richness
The university collected a wealth of data, which could be used to inform decisionmaking within the university. However, data could be overwhelming to participants due
to the volume of information and the various online storage locations of data within the
university’s online ecosystem. “We have so many different websites and guides, and
everything else,” lamented Participant 2. Participants provided course metrics and end-ofterm survey results to faculty. However, faculty sometimes focused on negative
comments rather than sifting through data to see the positive impact they had on students.
Participants helped faculty to use data constructively and positively.
Participant 6
I think often, our faculty look through those student comments, and they reflect,
and they're happy for the positive ones. But so often, the focus can be on that one
negative comment, which maybe has no relation to the faculty member at all, but
a certain situation that a student was upset about and took it out on the survey.
Right? So, I think, for them, it was a good feedback as of recognizing not just the
one comment that keeps them up at night, but the other comments that are
showing the work that they're doing is effective. To see the bigger picture and
then also to use it to their advantage as well … For me, reflection is one of our
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greatest tools. So, I try to impart that to them, too, is that you use it for what you
need both constructively and positively.
Another strategy employed by participants to help faculty avoid becoming overwhelmed
by information was consolidating data in centralized locations, such as Google Sites and
Google Docs. For example, one participant developed a Google Site to consolidate
faculty information, term-start and term-end dates, calendars, course lists, course lead
contact information, policies, procedures, professional development opportunities, pay
scale, and human resources information. “I think [faculty] like it and then when I send
those updates each week I just link to those reminders and remind them about the
[Google Site],” shared Participant 2. The Google Site also played a role in peer-to-peer
connectivity by allowing faculty to share photos and bios. “I felt like … the website
would provide some kind of community building engagement amongst faculty. At least
to feel like they know others,” continued Participant 2. Some participants consolidated
information within Google Documents, which allowed for cloud-based and centralized
storage of information needed by faculty, such as course schedules and ancillary
materials. “Years ago, I created a Google Drive with all of the courses in my department
and all of the course leads could then add the resources by course out there,” shared
Participant 2. Participants used other strategies to distribute data while avoiding
overwhelming faculty.
Participant 6
I try to mindfully kind of compile information and stagger how I send it or do... I
like to try to do different ways of sending information. Instead of just a really
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lengthy email, I'll post five post-its on a bulletin board and then send them the
bulletin board link.
Participant 8
I'll share articles with them or things that they might be able to share with their
courses, things like that, but I don't do it every day, and I don't send 10 things out
in a day. I just try to keep it fairly constant so that they know I'm here, and I'm
thinking about them and giving them resources or information.
Participant 3 developed an internal database (accessible to only Participant 3 and the
assistant chair of Participant 3) to track course metrics, schedule faculty, and consolidate
information for faculty evaluations. Participant 3 noted that the database allowed
Participant 3 to improve overall metrics in their program.
Participant 3
I do a lot of databases. Because I use the database when I'm scheduling faculty, I
run everything through a database. So that is very objective. Who we're
scheduling into what class. I don't give classes to you just because you're my
friend. It's objective. Who does the best job teaching this particular course and is
available at the time that we need? … That's how classes are scheduled. It does
everything I have. It tracks all the metrics in every single course, for every single
term and looks at it over time so that we can do longitudinal data on that. It tracks
instructors that teach particular courses in their end of term surveys. I use it for
scheduling. I use it for doing the end of the year annual evaluations on both fulltime and part-time faculty. It does everything. … It is so worth it because we have
used it to improve the metrics in the department. We have lowered the
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[unsuccessful rate] in every single course in the department, in some cases double
digits lowered the [unsuccessful rate] in the last seven years that I've been chair.
Experience of Managing the Tension
While practicing virtual leadership, participants experienced the management of
the tension between data overload/richness as an opportunity (for reflection on data and
more objective decision-making), but also as contributing to a feeling of being
“overwhelmed.”
Cultural Diversity: Barriers/Benefits
Diversity simultaneously provided benefits while introducing barriers. Participants
reported many types of diversity: cultural, age, race, sexual orientation, military/civilian,
ethnic, religious, geographic, nationality, and academic discipline. “So, you have people
from just everywhere. I think that's huge when you're talking about working remotely,”
shared Participant 1. “We have folks on the team that are obviously from the United
States. We have some from India, we have some from Mexico,” shared Participant 3. “In
my department when I think of diversity, I think of the diverse disciplines that I have
because it's extremely diverse,” shared Participant 5.
Barriers of Diversity
Diversity could cause potential issues, such as requiring sensitivity to holidays,
celebrations, and technology use (Jewish Orthodox, for example). “You have to be really
careful about holidays,” shared Participant 3. “I try really hard to make sure that I am
inclusive as it relates to celebrations,” continued Participant 3. Participant 3 reported an
issue regarding a male employee of Asian descent who struggled with being recognized
publicly by the employee’s female supervisor. “[The employee] was of Japanese heritage.
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And [the employee’s] biggest problem is [the employee] didn't want to be recognized in
public by a woman. Specifically, [the employee] told me that,” Participant 3 shared.
Participant 3 responded to this issue by adopting a “language of appreciation,” asking
employees how they wished to be appreciated and what forum (private or public).
Participant 3 wanted to support employees in the way the employees wished to be
supported.
Participant 3
I had done something a while back with the team on languages of appreciation
and it's where they're given the opportunity to state how they want to be
appreciated instead of me as a leader, assuming what they would want. I actually
asked them, "What do you want?" And that way, we're meeting everybody's needs
without making those kinds of assumptions. … I had always assumed that when
someone did a good job or that when you were recognizing someone to kind of
call them out in the group in front of the entire group to say, "Hey, attaboy, great
job.” And when we did the languages of appreciation, one of the things that came
out of that, that I was shocked about, was how many people indicated that they
would prefer a one-on-one phone call from me saying, "Attaboy," instead of being
recognized in a public meeting. I try to be aware of that situation.
Benefits of Diversity
Generally, participants saw diversity as an asset. Cultural diversity made student
discussion boards more interesting.
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Participant 8
You have students from all over the country, sometimes all over the world, so you
get a much wider variety of responses to discussion questions than you would if I
was in a classroom up the road in the college, because it would be people from
just around me. I love that worldwide perspective.
Academic discipline diversity brought interesting dialogue and research opportunities to
the department.
Participant 5
I feel like that's extremely one of our biggest advantages of our department in all
those areas, particularly in the variety of disciplines because not only are they
studying different disciplines, and I don't want to stereotype but I'll just do it.
Historians think differently than philosophers and sociologists and art, and I know
that's a very broad statement but it's true, like they have different types of focus
and the way they do their research is different. … I think there's an interest to see
some of their scholarship that they present, if the sociologists can give them some
aspects on the way they view it and give some tips to the historians versus the art
historians or the literature people, you know what I mean? It makes such a
beautiful learning community and there's such acceptance that I think that's a huge
asset in the department and I feel very proud about that.
One participant reported that cultural diversity represented an opportunity to learn
and grow. Participant 3, born on the bayou of Louisiana, might never have had an
opportunity to interact with such diverse faculty had Participant 3 not taken a job as a
teleworking employee. Teleworking allowed Participant 3 to interact with diverse people.
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Participant 3
I never had an opportunity working land-based to supervise people who weren't
born on the bayou, lived on the bayou, and were likely to die on the bayou. I’ve
grown quite a bit and I believe the 11 years that I've been here, I didn't know
much about other cultures and really was at a disadvantage when I first started
with the university and I made some mistakes. And I've learned since to ask a lot
more questions on the front end and the asking has a double benefit. It allows me
to learn and to be more effective in leading those members of the team, but it also
gives those members who are from different cultures and backgrounds an
opportunity to share about themselves.
Experience of Managing the Tension
While practicing virtual leadership, participants experienced the management of
the tension between cultural barriers/benefits as an opportunity (to learn and grow), an
asset, and as an advantage. Participants felt a sense of pride in their diverse teams, finding
the teams interesting, especially regarding the sharing of scholarship. However,
participants felt a heightened need to maintain awareness, particularly of holidays,
celebrations, and other cultural differences. This heightened awareness was not perceived
negatively but did require effort and inquisitiveness.
Highly and Moderately Recurrent Themes Unaffiliated with Paradoxes
Three themes were not directly affiliated with paradoxes. The brick-and-mortar
vs. online universities superordinate theme did not indicate a paradox but did provide
participants an opportunity to differentiate their roles from those of on-ground chairs,
providing a foundation for subsequent probing questions in each interview. Time zone
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coordination did not suggest a paradox because participants did not struggle with a
competing tension. The COVID-19 theme did not suggest a paradox; it did serve to
amplify paradoxical tensions.
Brick-and-Mortar vs. Online Institutions
I asked participants to describe similarities and differences in their roles compared
to chairs at brick-and-mortar institutions. Though I did not affiliate this theme with a
paradox, the discussion provided the foundation for each interview by establishing
rapport and identifying potential topics of importance for each interviewee that I could
explore during the interview. Participant 8 shared, “I think if you looked at it on paper, it
would look pretty much the same. It's just how it plays out in the different venues.”
Participants shared that their roles were similar regarding supervising, supporting,
encouraging, observing, and evaluating faculty. Other similarities included the
supervision of programs, implementation of policies, curriculum development, and
course scheduling.
Participant 1
We still work with our faculty; we still schedule courses. … Probably student
interaction, student involvement and engagement, encouraging faculty to be
involved, possibly clubs and organizations. …Working with peers, I think
collaborating with our peers and our fellow chairs and administrations, coming up
with ideas and projects that would help our students, and program development,
program ideas.
Participants cited differences more frequently than similarities, however.
Participants reported that their university had no daily commute, no tenure-track
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positions, no research requirements, no peer review, and limited school breaks compared
to brick-and-mortar institutions.
Participant 5
Well, all our courses are online, obviously. We don't have any face-to-face, we
don't have tenure track, obviously. … Performance tends to be not only the chair's
responsibility but also peer review, and we don't do that here.
Participant 8
On ground, instructors tend to have research requirements that we don't have here.
We do some research, but it's self-initiated. …When you're on ground and your
students all leave, yeah, you can spend a lot of time grading papers and things like
that too, but it's not there all weekend, it's not there on your vacations, you get
breaks during the year and everything. But we don't get that. We get a week at
Christmas, and otherwise, we're running all the year around.
Because faculty and staff were geographically dispersed throughout the U.S. (and
in some foreign countries), the university had minimal face-to-face interactions and
limited opportunities for social interaction or spontaneous communication with faculty,
which made developing relationships more challenging. “You can't really reach out and
touch someone, so to speak, when they live 400 miles away. That's a big challenge and a
very big difference,” shared Participant 1. Other participants shared the following:
Participant 6
I think just two dimensionally, it's different because there's no face-to-face.
There's not a lot of opportunity for face-to-face. …There's non-verbals and facial
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expressions, smiles, and that type of thing that can make a difference in how a
relationship looks.
Participant 7
Whereas, in the traditional type of institutions we're all sharing office space.
[There are] constant interactions whether it be walking to the coffee room going
to get coffee. There's always physical interaction within a shared office space and
you don't have that same level of interaction or communication within the virtual
space. …It's easier or quicker, maybe not always easier, but it's definitely quicker
to build relationships, I feel, in the traditional setting because you do have more
access to people and you have more touchpoints of communications with people
throughout a traditional week, if you will.
Whereas on-ground institutions emphasized in-person recruitment of students at
college fairs and cultivation of family and student relationships through on-campus
events, the online university offered virtual facsimiles of such events.
Participants viewed the online university as more progressive, data-driven,
standards-focused, engaging, flexible, receptive to change, and faster-acting than brickand-mortar universities, with chairs and faculty experiencing the freedom to experiment
with teaching strategies and other initiatives.
Participant 2
It's much more flexible in a virtual environment than if I was in a traditional
office.
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Participant 4
We definitely here are so much more progressive. … We have standards. We
have very, very high standards. …when I look at online learning at the brick and
mortar campuses, they struggle with things like student engagement … struggle
with things like basic metrics. … many brick-and-mortar campuses aren't even
using dev analytic tools like that.
Participant 6
I definitely feel that when there's an idea or a need, we can do things. We can
implement things into classrooms. We can try things with students. Yeah. I think
that there's an energy surrounding that where people want to hear innovation.
Participant 8
We have a little more freedom than they do. Whether we're teaching or doing
other work, our timeframe is more of our own.
Participants perceived on-ground universities to operate with a "we've always
done it this way" mentality. “I think in ground campuses, there's always that idea of,
we've always done it that way,” shared Participant 4.
Participants perceived communication at the online university as freer from
barriers and more fluid than communication at on-ground universities.
Participant 6
It's okay for me to email someone to ask them a question or ask them for their
input on something or ask them to meet on something because that's what we do
all day long, versus like me being in North Oregon or something at some small
school trying to reach out to a school. … Fewer barriers because barriers don't
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exist in that sense, in the sense of the on ground. … I'm sure that could happen in
any organization. But for me, it feels like no one's afraid to ask those questions.
Maybe it's the word barrier, where it's okay to … I'm going to email this person to
see if they want to meet about something … there’s still protocol, chain of
command to be respected, but there's more fluency.
Participants perceived the online university to operate 24/7, with students working
in online classrooms at all hours of the day and on all days of the week. Though faculty
could communicate with students using technology, they could not ask students to "see
me after class," the way on-ground instructors could, making contact with struggling
students more challenging.
Participant 7
In a brick and mortar institution you may have a class that's being taught two days
a week for three hours at a time. That's the only time the students are on campus.
That's the only time the instructor has interaction with the students. However, in
the virtual world the students have access to the classroom 24/7. The students are
in the classroom 24/7. They're engaged. They're posting in their discussions.
They're doing their assignments, completing their learning activities, taking
quizzes at all hours of the day.
Participant 8
It's harder for us to reach out to a student that's struggling or needs some help or
some correction, because we can't just track them down and say, "Hey, stay after
class with me." We've got to get them to respond to us.
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In contrast, participants perceived brick-and-mortar universities as more "9 to 5,"
with set times for faculty-student classroom interaction. Participant 5 shared, “It's more
9:00 to 5:00. Less administrative work and less faculty oversight than I have here.”
Curriculum development at the online university was centralized. Participant 5 shared,
“Curriculum decisions are primarily mine because our curriculum here is kind of, I don't
want to say pre-made, but it's ready to go.” Participants noted that the online university
did not rotate the chair role as is sometimes practiced at brick-and-mortar institutions.
Participant 5 shared, “At the campus level there's a rotation and as you noticed, I've been
a chair for a decade.” Participant 2 shared, “I believe that in a traditional university it's
much different where full-time faculty sort of take turns with that role of being a chair.”
Participants also indicated that they observed and evaluated instructors in the online
classroom, not in a physical classroom.
Participant 7
Observations for courses are also done quite differently as I can't go and sit in on
their classroom and listen to their lecture and watch their interaction with students
and that dynamic. So, I do that virtually. I go into the courses and see how the
interactions are going between the faculty and the students.
Finally, one participant observed that there might be a negative perception of onground chairs regarding their online counterparts. Participant 4 shared, “Ground campus
faculty would see our roles as being more different than I see our roles as being. …
people on ground would definitely say that our work is different, or their work is more
different than ours.” Participant 4 added, “And I think that they would think that [their
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role] is harder than ours, too. I'm positive. I think they think that we stay home and cook
food and do laundry all day.”
Time Zone Coordination
With geographic dispersion may come time zone coordination issues. However,
none of the participants expressed significant problems accommodating differences in
time zones. Thus, although time coordination was a moderately recurring theme, I did not
connect it to the experience of a paradox. “I was able to coordinate different meetings and
it was a little bit more challenging when you take into consideration the time zones,”
shared Participant 1.
Participant 5
I just have to be cautious that I don't do a 9:00 a.m. full-time faculty meeting with
people in Oregon, that would be pretty mean … it'd be 6:00 a.m. for them. So, I
guess that would be a challenge, just to make sure that as far as scheduling, with
meetings and I don't want to give my Eastern faculty an 11:00 or 12:00 a.m.
seminar course.
Participant 3 indicated that they offered multiple meetings (duplicates) so that faculty
could select the meeting time most convenient for them (faculty).
Participant 3
Because so many of our folks have daytime jobs and because we're spanning the
entire country and different time zones, we actually do the meeting at noon
Eastern, and again at 8:00 p.m. Eastern. It's the same meeting.
Some faculty viewed meeting recordings asynchronously. “A lot of the meetings aren't
attended live. They're watched later when [it works] out for them,” shared Participant 2.
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The university had live seminar requirements for all courses, so faculty members had to
make themselves available to students to conduct these seminars. Meeting the seminar
requirement was more challenging for faculty members traveling or living abroad, but not
insurmountable or problematic.
Participant 5
One of my full-time faculty members is in … Hungary right now. [The faculty
member is] full-time and I had been very blunt with [the faculty member], so [the
faculty member has] been traveling for years, so it's been a thing, but [the faculty
member] really has to get up at 2:00 and 3:00 in the morning and teach those
seminars and [the faculty member] does it, [the faculty member] has [done] a
beautiful job. I've had faculty, I've had military spouses in South Korea before,
I've had them in Thailand, I've had faculty in Hawaii. So I just tell them let me
know what the best time is, like the military spouse I had in Thailand, [the faculty
member] really liked it because the seminars were like 8:00 a.m. in the morning
and it was great because [the faculty member] dropped off [the faculty member’s]
kids at the military school, and then came back and was able to teach the seminars
in the morning.
COVID-19
All participants referenced COVID-19 during the interviews. Though this topic
was not directly addressed in the interview protocol, it was a frequent discussion topic
because most of the United States had entered quarantine in March 2020, shortly before I
conducted the interviews. The COVID-19 theme in itself did not indicate a paradox.
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However, I observed that this theme served to amplify or reduce paradoxical tensions,
either making the tension greater or reducing the tension.
Freedom/Control
When a student and faculty were engaged in a freedom/control struggle regarding
course requirements, COVID-19 exacerbated the tension. Students with COVID-19
needed more flexibility and freedom from requirements. However, some faculty members
held these students to official university policies regarding attendance and participation.
Participants had to help reduce this tension by giving the students more freedom and
releasing faculty members from the institution’s controlling policies.
Participant 1
[A student with COVID-19] reached out to the faculty member, and the faculty
member wasn't as giving as I had hoped that [the faculty member] would be as far
as late policies and being able to accept late work and things under the
circumstances, the extenuating circumstances and things. … But I was able to
explain to the faculty member the situation, and [the faculty member] did
eventually come back and give the student a little bit better flexibility, I guess is
the word, to be able to help the student get through the crisis.
Participant 7
We had a recent situation where one of our students who was diagnosed with
[COVID-19] and as soon as [the student] emailed [the student’s] instructor and let
[the instructor] know the faculty member turned that around and texted me and
said, "Okay, what do we need to do for [the student]?" So, I said, "Okay, here are
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the things that we're going to do. [The student] obviously can't go into [location
removed] so we're going to make as many accommodations as we can."
Participant 8
Right now, we are being very lenient with things. We're extending deadlines,
we're giving incompletes to those students who are impacted by the virus. We're
trying to track who they are so we can check on them and see how they're doing.
It's a trying time, but it just exacerbates what we're always going through, but now
we've got this one big thing that's affecting everybody.
Work/Life Balance
COVID-19 meant children and significant others were at home, adding more
tension to the work/life balance tension and sometimes leading to increased interruptions.
“The stay at home order and all this the last month or so has made it a little bit more
challenging, because again, we homeschool and that sort of thing,” shared Participant 2.
Participant 3 received a phone call from their child during the interview. “That's my
[child], but I'm going to mute it because [my child] calls me all day long. … [My child is]
just on quarantine and so [my child has] got way too much time on [their] hands,” shared
Participant 3.
Participant 4
Many of our faculty have somebody who is unemployed in their house and they're
homeschooling their children and they have a spouse that's working from home,
which that kind of upends things, right? So now you're not home alone anymore.
You're working and there's noise in the house.
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Participant 8
Working online, you'd think that the coronavirus business wouldn't have affected
us as much because we're used to working online. We do it every day, but I'm not
used to doing it every day with everybody else in the house, because they're
usually gone. "No, I can't go have a cup of coffee right now because I'm doing
something. I've got a job; I've got a real job here."
Isolation/Connectivity
Two participants suggested that the increased isolation they and their faculty
experienced during the COVID-19 quarantine simultaneously led to greater connection.
Ironically, rather than feeling more isolated, participants and their faculty felt more
connected in their shared experience of isolation. Thus, COVID-19 reduced the
isolation/connectivity tension.
Participant 4
My team has gotten to know me in a less formal way, and I think it's really
brought us all closer together. It's not a positive thing, the pandemic that is, but I
think it's given us... I don't know. It's an unintended positive consequence of
something very awful. … Because of the pandemic, because we are all so isolated
in our homes and because of the social isolation, people have a greater need for
connection. And because everyone is so... I mean, everyone is isolated. People
have a greater need for connection.
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Participant 6
Am I less isolated, even in this isolation, because of the connectivity, or would I
be less isolated if I was an adjunct at four campuses around my area going to one
leaving and going to one leaving? Well, I'm around people, but am I connected?
Findings
Findings indicated that participants experienced paradoxical tensions both
positively and negatively. Whereas some participants were not fully aware of the
paradoxical tensions they encountered, others adopted a “both/and” strategy to manage
paradoxical tensions.
How Participants Experienced Managing Paradoxical Tensions
Participants experienced managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership as both positive and negative. Whereas participants experienced the
impersonality/objectivity and isolation/connectivity tensions as both positive and
negative, participants experienced the data overload/richness and cultural
barriers/benefits tensions as primarily positive. Participants experienced the
impersonality/objectivity tension as a challenge, stressor, frustration, and struggle, but
also as an advantage, a growth opportunity, and a “luxury.” Participants experienced the
isolation/connectivity tension as a challenge and an opportunity, a source of excitement
and security. Participants primarily experienced the data overload/richness tension as an
opportunity, but also as contributing to feelings of being overwhelmed. Participants
experienced the cultural barriers/benefits tension as an opportunity, an asset, an
advantage, and as a source of pride. Only the freedom/control tension was experienced as
primarily negative. Participants experienced the freedom/control tension as a frustration,
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a demand, a “battle,” a “balancing act,” a difficulty, and a struggle. Participants used
words and phrases such as powerless, disrespected, “taken advantage of,” ignored,
bypassed, and “stuck in the middle” to describe their experiences managing this tension.
However, many participants reported that their most significant benefit as a teleworker
was the freedom to choose when and where they worked. This temporal and geographic
freedom served to compensate participants for their burdens in managing the
freedom/control tension. Though the COVID-19 theme in itself did not indicate a
paradox, this theme served to amplify or reduce paradoxical tensions, either making the
tension greater or reducing the tension.
To address these feelings, participants employed several different strategies to
manage these paradoxical tensions. Participants leveraged various communication
modalities within the impersonality/objectivity tension, including text messaging and
Google Hangouts. One participant “assumed noble intent” when reviewing employees’
written communication. Within the isolation/connectivity tension, participants supported
faculty temporal and geographic freedom while fostering peer-to-peer connectivity.
Within the freedom/control tension, participants provided ample faculty freedom in
choosing when and where to work, yet maintained faculty availability expectations.
Participants held faculty to university expectations and allowed faculty decision-making
freedom. Within the data overload/richness tension, participants modeled appropriate
data usage and kept faculty from becoming overwhelmed by regulating the flow of
information and consolidating data in centralized locations. Within the cultural
barriers/benefits tension, participants maintained awareness of cultural traditions and
were sensitive to how employees wished to be recognized (publicly vs. privately).
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Lack of Awareness of Paradoxes
Not all participants were fully aware of the paradoxes they encountered. Rather
than directly asking participants about paradoxes, I first asked them about their most
significant challenges and then asked about hidden opportunities (or benefits) within
those challenges (see Table 12). My purpose was to foster a paradoxical mindset in the
participants without directly suggesting paradoxes. Several participants failed to identify
paradoxes fully. Participants readily mentioned the challenges they experienced.
However, when asked to identify hidden opportunities within stated challenges, some
participants explained that the opportunity was to improve within the challenge area. For
example, Participant 2 shared that their most significant challenge was, "I have a lot of
faculty I haven't met face to face. So, it makes it harder to build that relationship." When
asked about the opportunity hidden within this challenge, Participant 2 shared, "I’ve tried
to communicate a lot with faculty." Though Participant 2 identified an opportunity and
challenge, they were not in paradoxical tension. Though the two tensions exist
simultaneously and persist over time, they are not irrational, inconsistent, or absurd when
juxtaposed, nor are they mutually exclusive.
Similarly, Participant 7 identified "building the relationships" as their most
significant challenge. Participant 7 then identified the following opposing opportunity:
"To make sure to have regular communications, regular touchpoints, and accessibility,
responding quickly, answering questions succinctly, getting to the bottom of issues
quickly that are brought forward." Similar to Participant 2, Participant 7 failed to identify
a paradox fully. Though building relationships is a challenge, the opportunity to
communicate is not in paradoxical tension with this challenge.
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Adopting a “Both/And” Strategy
Several participants adopted a “both/and” strategy to manage paradoxical tensions
inherent in their roles. For example, Participant 5 adopted a “both/and” strategy for
managing flexibility/availability (a sub-tension within the freedom/control paradox):
I want to be able to provide faculty a schedule that is amenable and kind to them
and doable, and at the same time, I want to be able to provide opportunities for
faculty to share their research and their unique opportunities within our learning
community.
Participant 3 demonstrated a “both/and” strategy in managing the freedom/control
paradox. Participant 3 delegated the faculty support role to an assistant chair, who
cultivated faculty freedom. Participant 3, in contrast, held faculty accountable to
university expectations (control).
Discussion
My findings primarily provide support but also challenge the findings of
Purvanova and Kenda (2018). The participants experienced tension between the
impersonality and objectivity of communication, which aligns with the touch tension
cited by Purvanova and Kenda (2018). Participants reported being overwhelmed by
email, which supports the findings of Barley et al. (2011). Several participants also
discussed the importance of establishing face-to-face relationships as a foundation for
future telework, lamenting that the university no longer held in-person retreats. This
finding aligns with the findings of Norman et al. (2019), who confirmed the importance
of face-to-face meetings in the early stages of developing teleworking relationships.
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Participants (and faculty) experienced tension between data richness and overload, which
aligns with the findings of Purvanova and Kenda (2018). Aligned with the findings of
Tenzer and Pudelko (2016), participants used cloud-based storage systems to distribute
information to their virtual teams. The data also support the findings of Hoch and
Kozlowski (2014), who found that as virtuality increased, the relationship between
structural supports (rewards systems and information systems) and performance
increased. Study participants provided databases and other structural supports (Google
Sites) to help facilitate teleworking faculty's successful work.
Whereas this study’s participants experienced a tension between freedom and
control, Purvanova and Kenda (2018) did not find a paradoxical tension between freedom
and control. However, the freedom/control paradox has been cited in studies of nonteleworking employees (Lempiälä & Vanharanta, 2018). It may be that the
freedom/control paradox is not unique to telework. Whereas Purvanova and Kenda
(2018) found work exhaustion to be in tension with motivating work (the task tension),
this study’s participants experienced work exhaustion in tension with flexibility. Four of
the eight participants cited flexibility (freedom to choose when and where they worked)
as their most significant benefit. However, participants simultaneously characterized the
24/7 availability expectation (“control”) that accompanied their roles to be in tension with
this flexibility (“freedom”). This finding aligns with Cañibano (2019), who determined
that flexibility was both a contribution and an inducement. Employees were drawn to
telework because of the flexibility it afforded, but these benefits were counterbalanced
through a contribution—being available to work outside of standard business hours
(Cañibano, 2019). Similarly, participants counterbalanced flexibility by making
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themselves available to students and faculty 24/7. Participants managed this paradox by
encouraging faculty to take advantage of vacation and downtime, which aligns with the
findings of Nurmi and Hinds (2016), who found participants appreciated the complexity
of their jobs only when provided adequate recovery time.
Whereas Purvanova and Kenda (2018) placed isolation in tension with flexibility
in the dispersion tension, my data suggest that although participants experienced isolation
due to their geographic dispersion, this isolation was in tension with connectivity rather
than flexibility. Participants experienced connectivity due to their shared experience of
isolation, a phenomenon that was exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. This study’s
findings align with those of Ng (2006), who found that geographic dispersion allowed
faculty to conduct research in distal locations. This study also supports the findings of
Choudhury et al. (2019), who found that teleworkers enjoyed both temporal and
geographic flexibility.
Though study participants indicated some coordination challenges related to
managing employees in various time zones, none of the participants discussed these
coordination challenges as in tension with an extended work cycle. Whereas Purvanova
and Kenda (2018) found teleworkers capitalized on time zone differences to extend the
workday, my study’s participants failed to take advantage of this potential. This failure
was most likely because study participants (and the majority of their faculty) lived in the
continental U.S. Though faculty collaborated on some projects, teaching was, for the
most part, an activity that they engaged in only with their students. Hence, there was no
need for careful time zone collaboration among faculty other than for meetings.
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My findings support the cultural tension identified by Purvanova and Kenda
(2018), with participants simultaneously experiencing diversity barriers and
opportunities. Participant 3 viewed the ability to work with diverse faculty as an
opportunity for learning and growth, which aligns with the findings of Nurmi and Hinds
(2016), who found that employees perceived their jobs to have greater significance when
provided the opportunity to work on global teams.
Contrary to the findings of Purvanova and Kenda (2018), my findings do not
indicate that participants experienced human capital tension. Whereas Purvanova and
Kenda (2018) found that teleworkers placed little emphasis on building social capital, my
study’s participants (and their faculty) reported a surprising desire for peer-to-peer
connectivity, both socially and professionally. However, Purvanova and Kenda (2018)
supported their findings with evidence from the Rockmann and Pratt (2015) study, which
was conducted at a high-tech organization, not a university. It may be that high-tech
workers have less desire for developing social capital and that university faculty have
more desire to develop social capital. Particularly in the time of the COVID-19
pandemic, faculty sought more peer-to-peer connectivity and socialization, not less.
Faculty also engaged in various helping behaviors (sharing teaching materials and
mentoring new faculty), which contradicts the findings of ter Hoeven and van Zoonen
(2020), who found that dispersion harmed helping behavior.
Whereas eastern cultures generally embrace paradoxical thinking, western
cultures may be more resistant to paradoxical thinking. As evidenced by the challenges
and opportunities expressed by participants (see Table 12), some participants lacked
awareness of paradoxical tensions inherent in their roles. However, some participants
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adopted a “both/and” approach to paradoxical tensions, suggesting they had embraced
paradoxical thinking. This integrative approach may be more psychologically demanding
for participants as they must simultaneously consider multiple demands. For example,
Participant 5, who delegated leadership responsibility to an assistant chair, expressed
feeling “bittersweet” about shared leadership, which perhaps indicates psychological
strain related to embracing the “both/and” leadership style in managing the
freedom/control tension (Zhang et al., 2015).
This study's strengths included a study population that consisted of 100%
teleworking chairs and faculty in the university setting. No study has yet focused on the
paradoxical tensions experienced by 100% teleworking chairs and faculty in the higher
education setting. The access to this population, particularly during the COVID-19
pandemic, illuminated the paradoxes experienced by this population.
The limitations of this study included its scope of transferability. Findings were
specific to the study’s population and are limited to this particular university. Of note, all
of the study’s participants were female. Readers should bear these limitations in mind
when applying findings across contexts. However, thick and rich participant descriptions
may help readers apply findings to other settings, especially other higher education
settings. The weaknesses of this study included the researcher’s connection to the study
participants. Though I was careful to bracket my experiences, I had worked with two of
the study’s participants previously. However, I was able to leverage this existing
relationship as it provided the rapport that allowed me to ask more critical probing
questions of the participants.
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Summary
The purpose of this interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was to
discover insights as to how higher education administrators at a large online American
university perceived and managed paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual
leadership. The following research question guided the analysis: How do higher
education administrators at a large online American university experience managing
paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership? This chapter discussed the
results of the six-step IPA analysis process of the eight semi-structured interviews. The
study found that participants experienced five paradoxical tensions:
•

impersonality/objectivity

•

isolation/connectivity

•

freedom/control

•

data overload/richness

•

cultural barriers/diversity
Participants experienced managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual

leadership as both positive and negative. Participants experienced the
impersonality/objectivity tension as a challenge, stressor, frustration, and struggle, but
also as an advantage, a growth opportunity, and a “luxury.” Participants experienced the
isolation/connectivity tension as a challenge and an opportunity, a source of excitement
and security. Participants experienced the freedom/control tension as a frustration, a
demand, a “battle,” a “balancing act,” a difficulty, and a struggle, but also as providing
significant geographic and temporal flexibility. Participants primarily experienced the
data overload/richness tension as an opportunity, but also as contributing to feelings of
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being overwhelmed. Participants experienced the cultural barriers/benefits tension as an
opportunity, an asset, an advantage, and as a source of pride. Though the COVID-19
theme in itself did not indicate a paradox, this theme served to amplify or reduce
paradoxical tensions.
The next chapter will address the study’s aim by recommending a proposed
solution, a professional development program for department chairs to help them become
more aware of paradoxical tensions, and will provide strategies for managing these
tensions. The next chapter will also describe procedures for implementation and discuss
practical, research-related, and leadership-related implications.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this final chapter of my dissertation in practice, I propose a solution to
academic chairs’ challenge of managing paradoxical tensions while supervising faculty
who telework. While teleworking is ubiquitous in the private sector, it is less common in
higher education (Tustin, 2014; Wilkie, 2015). Though many universities have recently
implemented online education (Allen & Seaman, 2015; Seaman et al., 2018), the tragic
advent of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and COVID-19, the disease caused by the virus,
accelerated the transition to online education. Now more than ever, chairs find
themselves leading faculty who telework. Lack of training (Gmelch, 2017), combined
with the exponential growth of online students and faculty, suggests some chairs are not
adequately prepared to manage the paradoxical tensions inherent in their roles.
This final chapter is organized into four sections. First, I summarize the proposed
solution, including evidence supporting and challenging the solution. Second, I discuss an
implementation plan, including factors that may impact the implementation, stakeholders
impacted by the proposal, and a timeline for implementation. Third, I propose a plan to
evaluate whether the implementation was successful. Fourth, I discuss the practical,
research, and theoretical implications of the proposed solution. The chapter closes with a
final summary and conclusion.
Aim Statement
This dissertation in practice aimed to develop an evidence-based training program
for academic administrators who supervise teleworkers, focused on maximizing the
affordances and synergies possible when managing paradoxical tensions while practicing
virtual leadership.
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Proposed Solution
I propose a self-paced, one-hour online continuing professional education
program for academic chairs. The training will begin with a pre-test to assess chairs’
knowledge of virtual paradoxical tensions. Next, I will present a series of readings,
illustrative quotes, videos and practice activities to help chairs identify virtual paradoxical
tensions. The focus of these activities will be the content in Appendix K, which identifies
paradoxical tensions experienced by participants in this study along with illustrative
quotes. Then, I will shift the focus of the training to managing paradoxical tensions,
presenting readings, illustrative quotes, videos, and practice activities to help chairs adopt
the “both/and” strategy for managing paradoxes. This strategy will help chairs to view
paradoxes as opportunities for learning and growth, even when such paradoxes are
challenging, frustrating, and overwhelming. The focus of this segment of the training will
be the content in Appendix L, which provides strategies for managing paradoxical
tensions along with illustrative quotes. The training will conclude with a post-test that
assesses chairs’ knowledge of virtual paradoxical tensions and “both/and” strategies for
managing the tensions.
This training will serve two purposes. First, it will help chairs become more aware
of the paradoxes they may experience when supervising faculty who telework. Second, it
will help chairs adopt a "both/and" strategy to maximize the affordances and synergies
possible when managing virtual paradoxes. The training will include the content
presented in Appendix K, Paradoxical Tensions with Illustrative Quotes, and Appendix
L, Managing Paradoxical Tensions: Suggested Both-And Actions and Illustrative Quotes.
I will distribute these tables to chairs after the training for use as job aids.
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Evidence that Supports the Solution
Two types of evidence support this solution. First, the findings from this study
indicate that participants may lack awareness of the paradoxes they encounter. However,
some participants have adopted a “both/and” strategy for managing paradoxes. Second,
the solution is practical and aligned with Doran’s (1981) S.M.A.R.T. criteria.
Lack of Awareness of Paradoxes
My findings suggest that participants may not be fully aware of the paradoxes
they encounter. Several participants failed to identify paradoxes fully. Participants readily
mentioned the challenges they experienced. However, when asked to identify hidden
opportunities within stated challenges, some participants explained that the opportunity
was to improve within the challenge area. Thus, it may be that chairs could benefit from
training that helps them to recognize potential paradoxes they encounter as virtual
leaders.
The Utility of the “Both/And” Strategy
Chairs may benefit from adopting “both/and” strategies to maximize affordances
and synergies within paradoxical tensions. Zhang et al. (2015) found that leaders who
adopted a "both/and" approach to managing paradoxical tensions saw improved
proficiency, adaptivity, and proactivity among employees. Rather than ignoring the
paradox entirely, thereby exacerbating its tensions, or employing an “either/or” approach,
Zhang et al. (2015) suggested leaders should adopt a “both/and” approach. For example,
regarding the freedom and control paradox, chairs could support faculty flexibility
regarding time and place of work while simultaneously holding faculty to standards
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regarding availability during core business hours, attendance at mandatory meetings, and
grading deadlines.
My findings indicated that some participants adopted a “both/and” approach to
managing paradoxical tensions. Accordingly, I will incorporate illustrative “both/and”
quotes into the training.
Practicality
This solution is practical because it aligns with the organization's goals and
resources while being S.M.A.R.T.: specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timebound (Doran, 1981).
Specific. The training has dual outcomes of improving chair awareness of
paradoxical tensions and supporting the "both/and" approach to managing paradoxical
tensions. The training will be delivered in an online forum and will be self-paced.
Measurable. The training will include both pre- and post-tests to gauge chair
knowledge of paradoxes and “both/and” management strategies. Also, if an institution
conducts an annual employee engagement survey, additional assessment items could be
included in this survey to measure the training's success. For example, an item such as the
following may be included: "My supervisor supports me in working when and where is
most convenient for me, and establishes clear expectations regarding my availability for
mandatory meetings.”
Achievable. As a former instructional designer, I have experience designing and
deploying online courses. I also have access to a team of editors and media specialists
and a learning management system for deployment of the training. Creating a one-hour
training module is achievable, given my current work demands and responsibilities.
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However, this proposed solution provides only the foundation for the more significant
change needed to see a long-term impact: a cognitive mindset and behavioral change
shift.
Realistic. This training is scalable, and I could potentially distribute it to other
higher education institutions or publish my findings in academic journals. Given that
many chairs find themselves leading in the teleworking environment, a self-paced,
asynchronous course is more realistic than classroom training, especially during this time
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The training will partially fulfill chairs’ continuing
professional education requirements while practicing more effective virtual leadership.
Considering that I already have access to the materials and personnel needed to produce
this training, the solution is cost-effective.
Time-bound. I expect the development of this training module to take
approximately six months from start to finish.
Evidence that Challenges the Solution
Whereas eastern cultures (e.g., Japan and China) generally embrace paradoxical
thinking, western cultures (e.g., the United States and Germany) may be more resistant to
paradoxical thinking. "The Eastern approach to paradoxes is to embrace, integrate, and
transcend apparent opposites, in contrast with predominant Western analytical thinking"
(Zhang et al., 2015, p. 539). Westerners tend to adopt an "either/or" approach to paradox
management, emphasizing one polarity as "right" and the other as "wrong”; easterners
may adopt a balanced and integrative approach, embracing the paradox as an integrated
whole and as a growth and learning opportunity. Embracing paradoxes, for westerners,
may produce cognitive dissonance and discomfort. "Behaving paradoxically may tax
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leaders’ cognitive resources, because they must simultaneously consider multiple
competing demands and seek ways in which to integrate those demands effectively.
Consequently, paradoxically oriented leaders may experience more psychological stress”
(Zhang et al., 2015, p. 560). Thus, it may be that chairs may reject the “both/and”
approach because of the added psychological stress they experience when adopting this
approach.
Implementation of the Proposed Solution
The Burke & Litwin (1992) causal model of organizational performance and
change and the Burke (2018) organizational change text provide the framework for the
prelaunch, launch, and post-launch phases of the proposed solution.
Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Implementation of the Solution
Prelaunch Phase
Leader Self-Examination. As a leader who serves as assistant dean of
curriculum at an online university, I have a bias toward online education and training. As
evidenced by my selection of this topic for my dissertation, I am drawn to paradoxical
thinking and have a comfort level with ambiguity that my training participants may not
share. Though I am motivated to help employees improve their practice, I am biased
towards implementing the proposal.
Background and Readiness of Audience. I will design this training for chairs
who telework and supervise faculty who telework. Therefore, this training may not be
appropriate for those who do not meet these criteria. Chairs may experience philosophical
resistance to paradoxical leadership because they are located in the United States, a
western culture. Therefore, they may not choose to engage in a professional development
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module with the word “paradox” in the title because they are not aware of experiencing
paradoxes or the tensions associated with them.
The External Environment. Higher education is in turbulence, partially due to
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Chairs, particularly those who have recently begun
supervising employees who telework due to the COVID-19 pandemic, may be drawn to
this training.
Establishing the Need for Change. I will recruit project sponsors within the
university’s administration, such as the president, provost, or dean, to articulate this
training's importance. I will share the Zhang et al. (2018) study findings showing that
followers work more proficiently, adaptively, and proactively when supervised by leaders
who adopt paradoxical leadership behaviors. Data from the study indicate that
participants feel stressed, frustrated, challenged, and overwhelmed by managing
paradoxical tensions. By providing training for chairs, they may be able to mitigate these
negative feelings, subsequently enhancing followers’ performance and, consequently,
improving the student experience. Also, data suggested that some faculty failed to read or
respond to email (see Participant 8 interview summary). This failure may indicate an
inconsistency in quality of instruction, particularly if faculty fail to read information
critical for classroom instruction.
Providing Clarity of Vision and Direction. Communication related to the
training will articulate the vision and purpose of the training, highlighting its dual
purpose of creating awareness of paradoxes and offering “both/and” management
techniques.
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Resources.
Technology. I have access to my organization's learning management system, as
well as Google Documents.
Personnel. With permission from my supervisor, I will secure access to a media
developer, editor, instructional designer, and videographer.
Funding. No funding is required. If I provide participants with texts, additional
funding will be required.
Time. The costliest resource needed to implement this solution is time. I will
require time out of my workday to construct this training. Chairs will require time to
complete the training, but the training will fulfill continuing professional education
requirements.
Launch Phase
Communicating the Need. The email inviting chairs to participate in the training
will be most effective if the president delivers it along with a pre-recorded video
endorsement. More likely, however, the invitation will come from deans, who directly
supervise department chairs.
Dealing with Resistance. The training may not be well-received by chairs who
are uncomfortable adopting a paradoxical mindset or have a low tolerance for ambiguity.
Therefore, I will share quotes from the study’s participants illustrating how some
administrators have successfully adopted a “both/and” approach to managing paradoxes.
Sharing quotes from the study may also help chairs see that what they are experiencing is
real and that they are not alone in experiencing it. This awareness may validate chairs’
experience of feeling stressed, overwhelmed, frustrated, or challenged by paradoxical
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tensions and may encourage chairs to participate in the training. Chairs may also benefit
from supplemental reading materials related to virtual paradoxical leadership, including
the Purvanova & Kenda (2018) and Zhang et al. (2018) studies or the Lau-tzu
(1988/2004) text. A lighthearted approach to overcome resistance to eastern “both/and”
thinking might include distributing The Tao of Pooh & The Te of Piglet (Hoff, 2019).
Using the famous A. A. Milne characters, the Hoff (2019) text provides an accessible
overview of Taoist philosophy for a western audience.
Post-Launch Phase
Multiple Leverage. The training may be insufficient to address the problem.
Systemic changes, including changes to human resources (HR) policies and additional
professional development may be needed. For example, it may help to see the
freedom/control paradox as an opportunity for learning and growth. It will take time for
each chair to embrace, integrate, and transcend the paradox’s apparent opposites. Once
chairs have a better grasp of embracing paradoxes, they will be better able to support
faculty in embracing and integrating the freedom and control paradox.
Consistency. Higher administration leaders and deans need to advocate for the
training and the “both/and” approach after launch. Offering training without providing
support for the paradoxical approaches advocated in the training may undermine the
training. For example, if chairs are skeptical of faculty teleworking, chairs may hold
faculty to “unwritten” rules regarding availability. Recall that Participant 7 shared, “I
think there's a perception that if you're taking calls or answering emails or online while
you're in transit that you're not as available or you're not as focused on work as you
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should be.” Thus, faculty who take advantage of geographic flexibility may find
themselves negatively perceived by their supervisors.
Perseverance. I will continually motivate chairs who wish to adopt the
"both/and" approach. I will offer follow-up virtual brown-bag luncheon sessions to allow
chairs to discuss their experiences adopting the “both/and” approach and discuss relevant
texts, such as The Tao of Pooh & The Te of Piglet (Hoff, 2019). I will also establish a
Google Site for this project and encourage chairs to submit blog postings documenting
their experiences managing virtual paradoxical tensions.
Timeline for Implementation of the Solution
From start to finish, the training will take approximately six months to develop
and launch: three months to develop content, two months to build the course in the
learning management system, and one month for implementation.
Evaluating the Outcome of Implementing the Solution
Evaluation will occur at both micro and macro levels. Training participants will
complete pre- and post-training surveys to gauge mastery of the material at a micro-level.
Participants will identify virtual paradoxical tensions and select strategies for managing
the paradoxes effectively. At a macro level, employees will complete annual engagement
surveys. I will collaborate with colleagues in the human resources department to obtain
aggregate results of the engagement survey for faculty whose chairs have completed the
training versus faculty whose chairs have not completed the training. I will determine if
the difference between these two faculty groups is statistically significant on the survey
items related to the management of virtual paradoxical tensions, such as peer-to-peer
connectivity opportunities, flexible working arrangements, and work/life balance. Also, I
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will use engagement survey results to determine whether chairs are feeling overwhelmed,
stressed, challenged, or frustrated. If chairs are better able “to embrace, integrate, and
transcend apparent opposites” (Zhang et. al, 2015, p. 539) present in paradoxical
tensions, the engagement survey should indicate a reduction in negative feelings.
Implications
Practical Implications
Learning to recognize and effectively manage paradoxes helps chairs become
more comfortable living and working in an increasingly complex world. Acknowledging
paradox allows people to accept the ambiguities and complexities of the modern world.
Higher education has become ever more ambiguous and complicated, especially since the
advent of the COVID-19 pandemic. Existing leadership models may be inadequate to
address the complexities of rapidly shifting work environments. “Structural and follower
demands tend to breed paradoxes requiring more than simple, linear, and static
management approaches. Paradoxically oriented leaders may position themselves more
effectively in complex environments. By responding to paradoxical forces, they
dynamically coexist with environmental complexities,” explains Zhang et al. (2015, pp.
559‒560). Thus, learning to recognize and effectively embrace, integrate, and transcend
paradoxes helps chairs to operate more effectively in dynamic and complex
environments.
Implications for Future Research
I conducted this study at a fully online American university with participants who
teleworked and supervised faculty who teleworked. Future studies should be conducted at
other institutions of higher education with lesser degrees of virtuality. For example, the
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study could be replicated at an institution with a hybrid delivery model, with some
students and faculty on-ground and others online. Also, the participants in this study were
experienced in their roles as virtual leaders. Interviewing chairs who are newer to leading
teleworkers may produce different results. Notably, this study’s participants were all
females; future studies should include more gender diversity. Future researchers should
also interview faculty to determine how they view their chairs' paradoxical leadership
behaviors. This study's institution had an ecosystem and infrastructure to support online
teaching, learning, and management. It may be useful to replicate this study in an
organization that has more recently adopted online learning. Chairs in the institution
where this study was conducted supervised, on average, 50 direct reports. Two of the
participants in the study supervised over 100 direct reports each. It may be useful to
repeat this study at an institution where chairs supervise fewer direct reports to determine
whether the number of direct reports may be contributing to feelings of stress. Finally, it
may also be useful to replicate this study at a non-western university, such as a Chinese
or Japanese university, to see if chairs perceive paradoxical tensions differently in eastern
universities.
I selected a qualitative approach for this study because there was no known
psychometric tool to measure paradoxical virtual leadership. Zhang et al. (2015) created a
26-item paradoxical leadership behavior (PLB) measurement tool, but the researchers
only administered it to graduate students at a Chinese university. Results from my study
could be used by future researchers to generate items for a revised PLB specifically for
measuring paradoxical virtual leadership behavior. For example, item 4(b) of the PLB
states, “Clarifies work requirements, but does not micromanage work” (Zhang et al.,
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2015, p. 548). Item 4(b) could be revised for telework settings as follows: “Sets standards
for availability, and encourages flexibility in time and place of work.”
This study was developed based on the findings of Purvanova and Kenda (2018).
However, my study identified several paradoxes not identified by Purvanova and Kenda
(2018). Whereas Purvanova and Kenda (2018) identified a tension between isolation and
flexibility (dispersion tension), my study found tensions between isolation/connection
and freedom/control. Purvanova, however, views the isolation/connection and
freedom/control tensions as a subset of the isolation/flexibility tension (personal
communication, September 16, 2020). Though Purvanova and Kenda (2018) did not
identify freedom/control as a virtual paradoxical tension, other researchers have
documented the tension using such terminology as "control vs. empowerment" (Zhang et
al., 2015) or "control and flexibility" (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). Notably,
however, the researchers identified these tensions in non-telework settings. Future
qualitative studies may identify additional virtual paradoxes not identified by Purvanova
and Kenda (2018) or this study.
Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice
Theory
Competency-based Leadership. This study reinforced the skills required of
virtual leaders to succeed in managing paradoxes. Participants identified skills including
selecting the appropriate technology for communicating virtually, establishing online
databases, writing effective emails, project management, conducting employee
appraisals, conducting virtual meetings, scheduling meetings, and pacing communication.
The competencies I identified aligned with those identified by Van Wart et al. (2019): e-
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communication, e-social skills, e-technology skills, e-teambuilding, and etrustworthiness. E-communication skills include avoiding communication overload, and
ensuring messages are not open to misinterpretation. E-social skills include selecting the
appropriate communication technology for the situation. E-technology skills include
being able to use technology appropriately. E-teambuilding includes recognizing team
members and holding them accountable. E-trustworthiness includes helping to foster
work/life balance and supporting diversity.
Behavior-based Leadership. This study highlights the need for virtual leaders to
adopt a balanced and nuanced approach to their leadership behaviors, sometimes
adopting contradictory behaviors. Some leadership literature suggests that leaders should
"dial-up" leadership behaviors indiscriminately as virtuality increases (Gajendran &
Joshi, 2012; Hill & Bartol, 2016; Joshi et al., 2009; Purvanova & Bono, 2009;
Zimmerman et al., 2008). For example, some research has found leaders should increase
transformational leadership behaviors as virtuality increases (Purvanova & Bono, 2009),
whereas other research suggests transformational leadership becomes less salient as
virtuality increases (Eisenberg et al., 2019; Hoch & Kozlowski, 2014). Some researchers
suggest that leaders should focus on relationship-building behaviors as virtuality
increases (Chang & Lee, 2013; Lauring & Jonasson, 2018; Ruiller et al., 2019); others
suggest focusing on task-related behavior (Pierce & Aguinis, 2013; Vergauwe et al.,
2018; Zimmerman et al., 2008). In contrast, Purvanova and Kenda (2018) suggest that
leaders must sometimes balance contradictory behaviors, deploying a balanced
“both/and” approach to managing paradoxical tensions. Virtual leaders need to engage in
relational-oriented behaviors (building relationships, fostering community, providing
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support and encouragement) and task-oriented behaviors (setting clear expectations,
holding employees accountable, establishing deadlines and goals) simultaneously.
Situational Leadership. Situational leadership approaches advocate leaders
adopt directive or supportive behaviors contingent upon followers' developmental needs
and attitudes. Paradoxical virtual leadership aligns with situational leadership as it
suggests leaders should simultaneously adopt supportive and directive behaviors.
Paradoxical Leadership. This study supports the emergent leadership theory,
paradoxical virtual leadership (Purvanova & Kenda, 2018), which explicitly examines
paradoxes inherent in telework. The Purvanova and Kenda (2018) model is rooted in the
larger body of literature on paradoxical leadership behaviors (Zhang et al., 2015). Zhang
et al. (2015) proposed a "paradoxical leader behavior" (PLB) model to describe
leadership behaviors that were seemingly contradictory yet interrelated. Zhang et al.
(2015) developed a 26-item quantitative tool to measure PLB. My study could contribute
to the refinement of the Zhang et al. (2015, p. 548) scale by suggesting changes or
additions to the double-barreled items developed for the scale. Researchers may add
additional items to this scale, such as "Encourages flexibility regarding work time and
place, and sets clear expectations for core working hours and meeting attendance" or
"Enforces university requirements for grading and discussion board participation, and
provides faculty academic freedom." This approach is in opposition to most psychometric
scales, which approach measurement from a bi-polar perspective. However, to measure
PLB, the respondent must simultaneously consider both tensions, thus justifying the need
for the double-barreled measurement approach.
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Practice
Employee Selection and Training. Universities might screen prospective
academic chairs for their awareness of and ability to manage paradoxical tensions
inherent in virtual leadership. Potential chairs could also be screened for feelings of
frustration, challenge, and stress, which may indicate suboptimal management of
paradoxical tensions. Also, universities might provide chairs with training to better
identify and manage virtual paradoxical tensions.
Policy Development. Higher education institutions might reconsider policies
related to core business hours, email responsivity time, meeting attendance, vacation, and
flexible work arrangements to support and guide employees and managers who telework.
Infrastructure. Technology enables telework. Therefore, universities must
provide technological infrastructure to support virtual leaders, including virtual meeting
tools and cloud-based storage systems for documents, information, and communication.
This infrastructure is especially critical for managing the data overload and data richness
tension.
Summary of the Dissertation in Practice
The purpose of this interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was to
explore how higher education administrators at a large online American university
experienced managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership. Eight
academic chairs who teleworked 100% (and supervised faculty who did the same)
participated in semi-structured interviews regarding their experiences managing
paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership. Data analysis revealed seven
highly recurrent superordinate themes: brick-and-mortar vs. online, communication,
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COVID-19, geographic dispersion, peer-to-peer connectivity, freedom/control, and
work/life balance. Four moderately recurrent superordinate themes were identified: data,
diversity, shared leadership, and time. Analysis of moderately and highly recurrent
superordinate themes indicated that participants experienced five paradoxical tensions:
•

impersonality/objectivity

•

isolation/connectivity

•

freedom/control

•

data overload/richness

•

cultural barriers/diversity
Participants experienced managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual

leadership as both positive and negative. Participants experienced communication in the
telework environment as both impersonal, lacking the richness of face-to-face contact,
and as more objective. This tension was experienced as a challenge, stressor, frustration,
and struggle. Participants experienced both geographic isolation and enhanced
connectivity through the shared experience of isolation, particularly during the COVID19 pandemic. This tension was experienced as a challenge, opportunity, and source of
security. Participants enjoyed both tremendous flexibility to work when and where they
wished and made themselves available to faculty and students 24/7. Participants also
provided faculty freedom, yet held faculty accountable to university policies,
requirements, and initiatives. These tensions were experienced as a “battle,” a “balancing
act,” a difficulty, and a struggle. Participants had access to rich data, including course
metrics and end-of-term surveys, yet modeled appropriate data interpretation strategies.
This tension was experienced as an opportunity, but also as contributing to feelings of
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being overwhelmed. Participants experienced cultural barriers, yet leveraged cultural and
academic diversity to provide rich learning experiences for students and faculty. This
tension was experienced as an opportunity, an asset, an advantage, and as a source of
pride. COVID-19 served to amplify or reduce paradoxical tensions.
Results from the study informed the proposal of an evidence-based training
program for academic chairs who supervise teleworkers, focused on maximizing the
affordances and synergies possible when managing paradoxical tensions while practicing
virtual leadership. Specifically, I propose creating a one-hour continuing professional
education online training program to help chairs identify virtual paradoxical tensions and
adopt "both/and" strategies for managing these tensions. The training will use illustrative
quotes to demonstrate paradoxical experiences and “both/and” strategies for managing
virtual paradoxes. The evaluation plan will include pre- and post-tests. An annual
employee engagement survey will determine whether chairs have adopted effective
strategies for managing paradoxical tensions and whether negative feelings
(overwhelmed, stressed, challenged) have been reduced.
The study will help chairs better address the ambiguities and complexities of
managing faculty who telework in the rapidly changing higher education landscape,
giving chairs better tools to identify and manage the paradoxical tensions inherent in their
roles. The study contributes to an emergent leadership theory, paradoxical virtual
leadership, and may provide content for refining the PLB psychometric tool (Zhang et al.,
2015) to measure the phenomenon in telework settings quantitatively.
Experiencing paradoxical tensions means experiencing the world's complexities
as they are. Paradoxical tensions are neither right nor wrong; they simply are. Learning to
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accept this reality and leverage its leadership potential is part of being an effective virtual
leader.

All can see beauty only because there is ugliness.
All can know good only because there is evil.
Therefore, having and not having arise together.
Difﬁcult and easy complement one another.
Long and short contrast one another.
High and low rest upon one another.
Voice and sound harmonize each other.
Front and back follow one another.
–Lao-tzu, Tao Te Ching.

How wonderful that we have met a paradox.
Now we have some hope of making progress.
–Neils Bohr

The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in mind at the
same time and still retain the ability to function.
–F. Scott Fitzgerald
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Appendix A
Recruitment Email
Greetings!
My name is Ryan Eikmeier. I am a doctoral student in the Graduate School at
Creighton University. I am conducting a research study as a requirement to earn a Doctor
of Education (EdD) in interdisciplinary leadership at Creighton University. I am inviting
you to participate in this research study because you are an academic administrator who
supervises employees who work virtually. The purpose of this study will be to explore
how higher education administrators at a large online American university experience
managing paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership.
If you decide to participate in the study, I will ask you to complete a brief online
survey. The survey will collect basic demographic information and a baseline
questionnaire regarding your experience of virtual leadership. Following your completion
of the survey, I may contact you to participate in a virtual interview using Google
Hangouts. I will arrange a 45- to 60-minute interview at a mutually agreed upon time. I
will record and transcribe the interview so I can accurately reflect upon what we discuss.
I will remove all identifying information (names, departments, organizations) from the
transcript during the transcription process. The recording and transcript will only be
accessible to members of my dissertation committee and me. A summary of your
interview will be sent to you via email within 7–10 business days following the
interview. You will have the opportunity to review the summary and make corrections if
necessary.
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Participation is confidential. I will encrypt and securely store (using dual
authentication) all study materials on Dropbox for five years. I may publish or present the
results of the study at professional meetings, but I will not reveal your identity, your
department, or your institutional affiliation.
The probability of harm (physical, psychological, social, legal, or economic)
occurring as a result of participation in this research study is minimal. I may share study
findings with higher education administrators, deans, department chairs, and faculty to
provide awareness of the paradoxical tensions of virtual leadership.
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw from the study at any
time. Also, you do not have to respond to any questions that make you uncomfortable.
There is no financial compensation for participating in this research study.
If you would like to participate in this study, please click here to complete a brief
online survey. I may subsequently contact you to schedule an interview using the Google
Hangouts platform. Thank you for your consideration to participate in this research study.
I am happy to answer any questions you have about the study. You may contact
me at ryaneikmeier@creighton.edu or 847-644-3334. You may reach my dissertation
chair, Dr. Britt Watwood, at brittwatwood@creighton.edu or 804-335-7578 if you have
study-related questions or problems. If you have any questions about your rights as a
research participant, you may contact the Research Compliance Office at Creighton
University at 402-280-2511.
With Kind Regards,
Ryan Eikmeier
125 N Euclid Ave #301
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Appendix B
Screening Survey
Email address:
Telephone number:
How many employees do you have under your direct supervision?
Where is your primary work location? [if “other,” please describe]
a. Home
b. Institutional Headquarters
c. Other
Where is the primary work location of the employees under your direct supervision? [if
"other," please describe]
a. Home
b. Institutional Headquarters
c. Other
Do you supervise at least one employee who telecommutes 100% of the time?
a. Yes
b. No
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Appendix C
Notification – Not Selected for Study
Dear [Participant Name],
Thank you for your willingness to participate in a research study to gain insight
into managing the tensions of paradoxical leadership. At this time, you do not meet the
participant requirements. Thank you for your readiness to support my educational
endeavors by participating in this research study.
Respectfully,
Ryan Eikmeier
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Appendix D
Participant Information Letter
Protocol Title:
MANAGING PARADOXICAL TENSIONS WHEN PRACTICING VIRTUAL
LEADERSHIP: A PHENOMENOLOGY
Protocol Number:
Principal Investigator’s Name and Department:
Ryan Eikmeier, Doctoral Program in Interdisciplinary Leadership
Principal Investigator’s Address:
125 N Euclid Ave #301, Oak Park, IL 60301-1435
Principal Investigator’s Email Address:
ryaneikmeier@creighton.edu
Principal Investigator’s Telephone Number:
847-644-3334
Introduction:
The purpose of this study will be to explore how higher education administrators
at a large online American university experience managing paradoxical tensions when
practicing virtual leadership. I invited you to participate in this study because you are an
academic administrator at this institution who supervises employees who work virtually. I
will be available to answer any questions by phone at 847-644-3334 or email at
ryaneikmeier@creighton.edu.
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Study Purpose and Procedures:
The purpose of this study will be to explore how higher education administrators
at a large online American university experience managing paradoxical tensions when
practicing virtual leadership. I may contact you up to five times during this research
study:
1.

email invitation to participate in the study

2.

email dialogue to arrange an interview

3.

interview

4.

email correspondence to provide interview transcripts for you to review

5.

additional dialogue (if needed) to gather follow-up information

If you decide to participate in the study, you and I (principal investigator)
mutually will agree upon a day and time for an interview. The interview process will last
between 45 to 60 minutes and will take place using the Google Hangouts platform. The
interview will provide you an opportunity to share how you experience and manage
paradoxical tensions when practicing virtual leadership. With your permission, I will
record the interview.
To ensure that I interpret your interview correctly, I would like you to review a
copy of your interview summary to check that the information is accurate. With your
permission, I will send the interview summary to you within 7–10 business days from
today. You will then review the interview summary and alert me via email of any
changes or updates within seven business days.
Your participation is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will
not affect your standing with Creighton University or with your organization. You may
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withdraw from the study at any time. Furthermore, you do not have to respond to any
questions that make you uncomfortable.
Benefits of Participating in the Study:
There are four potential benefits you may receive by participating in this study:
•

You will have the opportunity to reflect on the topic of managing paradoxical
tensions while practicing virtual leadership.

•

You will have the opportunity to consider how you are currently managing
paradoxical tensions.

•

You may adjust your current practices used to manage paradoxical tensions.

•

Sharing your lived experience will help to provide awareness for other higher
education administrators on how to manage paradoxical tensions when
supervising employees who work virtually.

Risks of Participating in the Study:
•

Risks of participating in this research study should not be more than what you
experience in everyday life as an educational administrator.

•

You may feel uncomfortable discussing paradoxical virtual leadership tensions.

•

A possible risk involved in this study involves the potential social and
psychological risks associated with accidental disclosure of confidential
information from the data collected throughout the study. I have enacted methods
of storing and securing data to minimize this risk.

Confidentiality:
•

I will do everything I can to keep your records confidential. However, I cannot
guarantee confidentiality. I may need to report certain information to agencies as
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required by law. Others may view records that identify you and this informed
consent form signed by you.
•

The list of people who may view your research records are:
o Principal Investigator: Ryan Eikmeier
o Protocol Sponsor: Dr. Britt Watwood
o Dissertation Committee Member: Dr. Candace Bloomquist
o Auditor
o Transcription Service
o Creighton University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB)
o Your organization’s Institutional Review Board (IRB)
o Other internal departments that provide support and oversight at Creighton
University
I may present the research findings at professional meetings or publish the results

of this research study in relevant journals. However, I will always keep your name,
address, and other identifying information (department and institutional affiliation)
confidential.
All information I obtain during this study will be kept under lock and key at all
times within the confines of my (principal investigator) private office. I will store all
electronic documents and files securely on Dropbox using dual-authentication security
measures. Upon completion of this research study, I will dispose of all associated
materials according to Creighton University’s research policy and procedure.
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Disclosure of Appropriate Alternatives:
There are no alternatives to this study.
Compensation for Participation:
I will not compensate you for participation in this study.
Contact Information:
Ryan Eikmeier
Phone: 847-644-3334
Email: ryaneikmeier@creighton.edu
Termination of Subject’s Participation by Investigator:
I/we may terminate this study for the following reasons:
•

The selected interview site becomes unsafe for any reason.

•

I become ill.

Additional Costs to the Subject:
There are no costs to you for participating in this research study.
Consequences of the Subject’s Decision to Withdraw:
There are no consequences associated with your decision to withdraw from this
research study.
Disclosure Statement:
The Principal investigator (Ryan Eikmeier) and the Protocol Sponsor (Dr. Britt
Watwood) have no conflict of interest associated with this research study.
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Appendix E
Bill of Rights for Research Participants
As a participant in a research study, you have the right:
1) To have enough time to decide whether or not to be in the research study, and to
make that decision without any pressure from the people who are conducting the
research.
2) To refuse to be in the study at all, or to stop participating at any time after you
begin the study.
3) To be told what the study is trying to find out, what will happen to you, and what
you will be asked to do if you are in the study.
4) To be told about the reasonably foreseeable risks of being in the study.
5) To be told about the possible benefits of being in the study.
6) To be told whether there are any costs associated with being in the study and
whether the researcher will compensate you for participating in the study.
7) To be told who will have access to information collected about you and how your
confidentiality will be protected.
8) To be told whom to contact with questions about the research, about research
related injury, and about your rights as a research subject.
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Appendix F
Interview Protocol
Interview Protocol: MANAGING PARADOXICAL TENSIONS WHEN PRACTICING
VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP: A PHENOMENOLOGY
Time of Interview:
Date:
Place:
Interviewer: Ryan Eikmeier
Participant Number:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project to explore how
academic administrators understand and experience managing paradoxical tensions when
practicing virtual leadership. Before we begin, I would like to review the Participant
Information Letter with you. On the last page is the Bill of Rights for Research
Participants. Do you have any questions?
I expect this semi-structured interview to take approximately 45–60 minutes.
Your comfort is important to me. If there is ever a need for a break, or if you would like
to ask me any questions, please feel free to do so throughout this conversation. With your
permission, I would like to record the interview. Is this agreeable to you?
Before we get started with the interview, I want to remind you that your
comments will remain confidential. I will protect your anonymity within the final draft of
the study results. Do you have any questions?
To ensure that I interpret your interview correctly, I would like you to review a
copy of your interview summary. I will email the interview summary to you within 7–10
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business days from today. You will then review the interview summary and alert me of
any corrections, changes, or updates within seven business days. Is this agreeable to you?
Do you have any questions?
I want to remind you that you can end the interview at any time. Do you have any
questions before we begin the interview?
I am going to push the record button now, and we will begin the interview.
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to explore how academic administrators understand
and experience managing paradoxical tensions when practicing virtual leadership.
Are you familiar with the Taoist symbol of Yin and Yang? (see below).

The Yin and Yang symbol is a graphic representation of a paradox where two elements
are contradictory and yet interrelated. One element does not exist without the other; The
whole is always made up of two parts in constant tension with one another. Today, we’re
going to be exploring your experience of paradoxes as a manager of employees who work
virtually.
Introductory Questions
•

Tell me about yourself and your role within your organization.

•

How is your job similar to chairs at brick-and-mortar universities?

•

How is your job different from chairs at brick-and-mortar universities?
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Paradoxical Tensions
•

What is the most significant challenge you face as virtual leader?
o Can you tell me a story about a time you and your faculty faced this
challenge?
§

How did you manage the challenge?

§

What was that like for you?

o You mentioned “X” as a challenge. If we think of that challenge as the
“yin,” what’s the “yang”? Is there an opportunity in tension with that
challenge?
§

How do you manage that opportunity?

§

What was that like for you?

o You mentioned “X” as a challenge and “Y” as an opposing opportunity.
How do you manage the tension between the two?
§

What’s that like?

§

Can you give me an example?

o If I were to ask your faculty to tell me how you help them manage this
tension, what would they say?
o Are there other significant challenges you face as a virtual leader?
§
•

[Repeat sequence above]

What is the most significant opportunity afforded to you as a virtual leader?
o Can you tell me a story about a time you and your faculty leveraged this
opportunity?
§

How did you capitalize on the opportunity?
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What’s was that like?

o You mentioned “X” as an opportunity. If we think of that opportunity as
the “yin,” what’s the “yang”? Is there a challenge in tension with that
opportunity?
§

How do you manage that challenge?

§

What was that like for you?

o If I were to ask your faculty to tell me how you help them manage this
tension, what would they say?
o What’s another significant opportunity afforded to you as a leader of
faculty who work virtually?
§

[Repeat sequence above]
Conclusion

•

Can you think of a paradoxical tension you experience that we have not discussed
today? Can you give me an example? What was that like? Tell me more.

•

What is one question you wish I had asked you? [Ask them the question].

•

Is there anything else you’d like to tell me about your experience of managing
paradoxical tensions while practicing virtual leadership?

Thank you for taking the time today to share stories about your experiences of managing
paradoxical tensions when practicing virtual leadership. Within 7–10 business days I will
send you a summary of this interview for your review. I will stop the recording now.
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Appendix G
Request Interview Summary Review
Dear [Participant Name],
Attached to this email, you will find a document with your interview summary.
Please review the document to ensure that the interview summary accurately reflects our
conversation. Feel free to use track changes to identify changes or to provide updates.
Please notify me of any changes or updates within seven business days. If I do not hear
from you within seven business days, I will use the summary “as is” for data analysis.
Thank you for your willingness to support my educational endeavors by participating in
this research study.
Respectfully,
Ryan Eikmeier
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External Auditor Review Letter

Ed.D. Program in Leadership
November 25, 2020
Ryan Eikmeier has requested a qualitative research audit on his dissertation entitled
Managing Paradoxical Tensions when Practicing Virtual Leadership in Academia: A
Phenomenology. The purpose of this audit was to determine the degree to which the results of
the study are trustworthy. The qualitative research audit was conducted starting on November 2,
2020 by reviewing audio tapes and transcripts and concluded on November 25, 2020.
An audit trail is conducted to provide accountability outlining the research process and
the systematic thematic analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Shinebourne, P., 2011; Smith, J. A.,
Flowers, P., & Larkin, M., 2009; Smith, J. A., & Osborn, M., 2008). The audit was conducted by
taking the following six steps:
1. Listened to audiotapes and examined verbatim transcripts.
a. Listened to taped conversation and read transcriptions.
b. Checked for added, omitted, or incorrect or inverted words.
c. Findings: Transcription errors were negligible. There were no errors that affected
or altered the meaning of data. Therefore, the effect of transcription error or data
analysis is deemed non-existent.
2. Reviewed researcher’s notes and materials
a. Institutional Review Board approval
b. Coded transcriptions
c. Researcher’s notes
d. Coding notes and tables
e. Dissertation draft
f. Interview protocol
g. Findings: The files included all required information and approval forms.
3. Reviewed participants’ invitation and consent form templates
a. Forms were consistent with requirements by the Institutional Review Board and
Creighton University Interdisciplinary Ed.D in Leadership Program
b. Findings: Researcher followed expectations of the Institutional Review Board and
the department.
4. Reviewed coding processes
a. Researcher’s notes indicated a transparent decision making trail of
horizontalization and categorical aggregation.
b. Findings: Data supported all identified themes.
2500 California Plaza • Omaha, Nebraska 68178
• e-mail: peggyhawkins1@creighton.edu
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5. Read draft dissertation
a. Report was read in its entirety with careful review of purpose, design, verification
of data quality, and use of theory.
b. Findings: Theory and literature were described accurately. Ample description and
direct quotes were consistent with the identified themes.
6. Reviewed purpose of this audit
a. The overall product and process was reviewed.
b. Findings: Appropriate procedures were utilized in producing the conclusions and
findings. The data were accurately reported.
Based on the process outlined by Creswell and Poth (2018) the following conclusion is made:
Conclusion
In my opinion the study, Managing Paradoxical Tensions when Practicing Virtual
Leadership in Academia: A Phenomenology, followed established processes for qualitative
studies. This study remained consistent with its intended purpose statement, Institutional Review
Board approval, and proposal as approved by the Dissertation Committee. The researcher’s steps
were clearly transparent and documented. Data were logically analyzed and supported by quotes
from informants. Procedures were followed as outlined. There was evidence of the following
activities: bracketing, member check, thick and rich descriptions, and transparent audit trail. The
utilization of the Smith, Flowers, and Larkin (2009) six-step method of qualitative analysis lends
credibility to the findings and conclusions.
In summary, the researcher satisfied the criteria for dependability and confirmability of
findings.
Attested to this 25th day of November in the year 2020.
Sincerely,
Peggy L. Hawkins, PhD, RN
Professor (Retired)
Special Faculty
Creighton University
Creswell, J. W., & Poth, C. N. (2018). Qualitative inquiry and research design: Choosing among
five approaches (4th ed.). Sage Publications, Inc.
Shinebourne, P. (2011). Interpretative phenomenological analysis. In N. Frost (Ed.), Qualitative
research methods in psychology: Combining core approaches (pp. 44- 65). McGraw-Hill
Education.
Smith, J. A., Flowers, P., & Larkin, M. (2009). Interpretative phenomenological analysis:
Theory, method and research. SAGE Publications, Inc.
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Smith, J. A., & Osborn, M. (2008). Interpretative phenomenological analysis. In J. A. Smith
(Ed.), Qualitative psychology: a practical guide to research methods (2nd ed., pp. 53-80). Sage
Publications. http://med-fomfamilymedresearch.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2012/03/IPA_Smith_Osborne21632.pdf
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Appendix I
Institutional Review Board Approval

DATE:
TO:
FROM:
PROJECT TITLE:
REFERENCE #:
SUBMISSION TYPE:
REVIEW TYPE:
ACTION:
EFFECTIVE DATE:

04-Dec-2019
Eikmeier, Ryan J
Social / Behavioral IRB Board
MANAGING PARADOXICAL TENSIONS
WHEN PRACTICING VIRTUAL
LEADERSHIP: A PHENOMENOLOGY
2000535
Initial Application
External Review
APPROVED
04-Dec-2019

Thank you for your submission of the Initial Application materials for this project. All items
attached to this submission have been reviewed.
•
•

Advisor Approval.JPG~
Creighton University HS eForm~

It has determined that as per policy, Creighton University may rely on Purdue University
Global for ethical oversight of this project.
You have satisfied all the conditions required by the Creighton University Institutional External
Review policy and therefore you may proceed with this study without Creighton University
IRB oversight.
We will retain a copy of this correspondence within our records.
If you have any questions, please contact the IRB Office at 402-280-2126 or email at
irb@creighton.edu. Please include your project title and number in all correspondence with this
committee.
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Appendix J
Master Table of Themes with Recurrence (n)
Themes
Superordinate

Subordinate

n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Asymmetrical
thinking

N/A

N/A

1

X

Brick-andmortar vs.
online
universities

Differences

Freedom from
barriers

2

X X

Brick-andmortar vs.
online
universities

Differences

Freedom from
fear

1

X

Brick-andmortar vs.
online
universities

Differences

N/A

8

Brick-andmortar vs.
online
universities

Differences

Speed of change

1

Brick-andmortar vs.
online
universities

Differences

Student
communication

1

Brick-andmortar vs.
online
universities

Similarities

N/A

8

Chair as
intermediary:
admin vs.
faculty

"Tough love"
as an
example of

N/A

1

X X X X X X X X

X

X

X X X X X X X X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chair as
intermediary:
admin vs.
faculty

N/A

N/A

3

X

X X

Chair as
intermediary:
admin vs.
faculty

Personal vs.
professional
roles

N/A

1

Chair as
intermediary:
admin vs.
faculty

Policy
impacting
first-term
students

N/A

1

Communication

Camera use

N/A

1

Communication

Challenges and
opportunities
related to

N/A

3

X X

Communication

Channels

N/A

8

X X X X X X X X

Communication

Email

Assume noble
intent when
reading

1

X

Communication

Email

Documenting
SMS via

1

X

Communication

Email

Expectations
regarding
response

1

X

Communication

Email

Strategies for
obtaining
response

1

X

Communication

Email

Succinctness of

1

X

Communication

Face-to-face

Relationship
development
speed

1

X

X

X

X
X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Communication

Face-to-face

Retreats as
opportunities
for

1

X

Communication

Face-to-face

Spontaneity of

1

Communication

Face-to-face

Things not said
face-to-face

1

X

Communication

Gender issues
and

N/A

3

X X X

Communication

Medium

N/A

8

Communication

Meetings

N/A

5

Communication

N/A

N/A

8

X X X X X X X X

Communication

Strategies for
managing

Avoid overcommunication

1

X

Communication

Strategies for
managing

Multiple
channel use

1

X

Communication

Strategies for
managing

Nagging

1

X

Communication

Strategies for
managing

Ultimatums

1

X

Communication

Synchronous
vs.
asynchronous

N/A

8

X X X X X X X X

Communication

Virtual

Avoiding overcommunication

1

Communication

Virtual

Difficult
managing
loafing

1

X

Communication

Virtual

Difficulty
developing
relationships

6

X X X X X X

X

X X X X X X X X
X X X X X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Communication

Virtual

Fluidity of

1

X

Communication

Virtual

Lack of face-toface

1

Communication

Virtual

Lack of
nonverbals

6

Communication

Virtual

Less exposure
to gossip and
politics

1

Communication

Virtual

Loss of meaning

1

Communication

Virtual

More personal
communication

1

X

Communication

Virtual

More thoughtful
communication

1

X

Communication

Virtual

Objectivity of
communication

1

Communication

Virtual

Perceptions of
loafing

1

X

Communication

Virtual

Student
communication
difficult

1

X

COVID-19

Connection
through
isolation
because of

N/A

1

X

COVID-19

Impact of on
work/life
balance

N/A

2

X X

COVID-19

N/A

N/A

8

X X X X X X X X

X
X X X X X X
X

X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

COVID-19

Support for
students
impacted by

N/A

2

X X

Data

Databases

N/A

1

Data

Effective
distribution
of

N/A

1

X

Data

Effective use
and
interpretation
of

N/A

1

X

Data

Faculty input
and feedback
as a type of

N/A

1

X

Data

Google Sites:
connection
and
communication

N/A

1

Data

N/A

N/A

6

Data

Objectivity of

N/A

1

X

Data

Overload vs.
richness

N/A

2

X X

Data

Problemsolving with

N/A

1

Diversity

Language of
appreciation:
public/privat
e

N/A

1

X

Diversity

Learning and
connecting
through

N/A

1

X

Diversity

N/A

N/A

4

X X X

X

X

X X X X

X

X

X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Diversity

Strategies for
managing

N/A

1

X

Diversity

Student
academic
ability

N/A

1

Diversity

Types of

N/A

3

Freedom and
choice

Academic

N/A

1

Freedom and
choice

Faculty
feedback and
iterative
process

N/A

1

X

Freedom and
choice

Lack of

N/A

1

X

Freedom and
choice

N/A

N/A

5

X X X

X

Freedom and
choice

Providing
opportunities
for

N/A

3

X X

X

Freedom and
choice

Requirements
vs.

N/A

1

X

Freedom and
choice

Strategies for
managing

N/A

1

X

Geographic
Dispersion

Career
continuity
afforded by

N/A

1

Geographic
Dispersion

N/A

N/A

7

Geographic
Dispersion

Opportunities
afforded by

N/A

1

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X X X X X X
X
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Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Military

Career
continuity
and

N/A

1

X

Military

Military
students in
courses

N/A

1

Military

N/A

N/A

3

X

Military

Opportunities
for
connection to
students

N/A

1

X

Military

Spouses

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

As a job benefit

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

As freedom

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Community of
virtuality as
an example
of

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Connection
through
isolation and

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Curriculum
development
and

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Desire for

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Detriments of
not having

N/A

1

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Fostering

N/A

3

X X

X

X X

X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Knowledge
sharing
through

N/A

2

X

X

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Lack of

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Meaning of

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

N/A

N/A

8

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

No expectation
to work
together

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Personality and
the need for

N/A

2

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Professional
learning
communities
and

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Project
collaboration
as an
example of

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Reduction of
redundant
work because
of

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Research and

N/A

1

Peer-to-Peer
connectivity

Volunteerism
as an
example of

N/A

1

X

Professional
Development

N/A

N/A

2

X X

X
X
X X X X X X X X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Reflective
practice

N/A

N/A

2

X X

Shared
leadership

Bittersweet
feelings
regarding

N/A

1

Shared
leadership

“Both/and”
leadership

N/A

1

Shared
leadership

Faculty and

N/A

1

Shared
leadership

N/A

N/A

4

X

X X X

Shared
leadership

Role of
assistant
dept. chair in

N/A

2

X

X

Student
retention

N/A

N/A

1

X

Surrogate chair

N/A

N/A

1

X

Time

Avoidance of
redundancy

N/A

1

Time

Core business
hours

N/A

1

Time

Double
counting

N/A

1

Time

Downtime

N/A

1

Time

Importance of
for building
relationships

N/A

1

Time

N/A

N/A

5

Time

Saving

N/A

Time

Shifting

N/A

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X X X

2

X

X

2

X

X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Time

Strategies for
managing

N/A

2

X

X

Time

Time zone
coordination
challenges

N/A

4

X

X

Turning
negatives into
positives

N/A

N/A

3

X

Work/life
balance

Availability

24/7 work
expectations

7

Work/life
balance

Availability

Accessibility of
chair

1

X

Work/life
balance

Availability

Faculty lack of

1

X

Work/life
balance

Availability

Tethered to job
by technology

1

Work/life
balance

Availability

Unspoken
expectations
regarding

1

Work/life
balance

Availability

Working on
vacation

1

Work/life
balance

Benefits of

N/A

2

X X

Work/life
balance

Culture shift
regarding

N/A

1

X

Work/life
balance

Difficulty
modeling

N/A

2

Work/life
balance

Downtime

N/A

1

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Adjuncts have
other jobs

1

X

X

X X

X X X X X X X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
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n
Sub-subordinate

Participant #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Attire/grooming

1

X

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Avoidance of
commute

2

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Benefits of

1

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Faculty abuse of

1

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Low stress

1

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Personal and
professional
mix

2

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Pets

1

Work/life
balance

Flexibility

Time/place of
work

7

X X X X X

Work/life
balance

Health issues
and

N/A

1

X

Work/life
balance

Lack of
separation of
work/home

N/A

1

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X X

X
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Appendix K
Paradoxical Tensions with Illustrative Quotes
Impersonality/Objectivity
Impersonal interactions
Less biased interactions
•
•
•

Lack of nonverbal cues
Loss of communication meaning
Difficulties in getting to know
others

Sometimes you can't really appreciate the
situation by not having that that one-onone sit down across the table situation
(Participant 1).
When your primary mode of
communication is through email, a lot
can be lost (Participant 7).
It's hard to break down the virtual barriers
that are there, that there's just a missing
connection that you simply, no matter
how hard you try … you can't
completely get that same type of oneon-one connection (Participant 5).

•
•
•

More thoughtful communication
Difficult conversations easier
Less gossip/politics/emotion

We have the luxury of being able to take a
little time to respond (Participant 2).
When you have to deliver bad news or
when you have to have difficult
conversations with people, it's actually
easier (Participant 3).
There's not as much of an opportunity for
workplace gossip or those types of
things (Participant 2).
Sometimes too many emotions or things
like that getting involved can sometimes
be a hindrance (Participant 2).

Isolation/Connectivity
Geographic dispersion causes isolation
Peer-to-peer connectivity enhanced
•
•

Social isolation
No spontaneous interactions

Some virtual employees will tell you they
don't have a need and don't have a
desire to connect with others. They
come, they do their job, they want to
collect a paycheck (Participant 2).
There's always physical interaction within
a shared office … you don't have that
same level of interaction … [virtually]
(Participant 7).

•
•

Connection through isolation
Peer-to-peer knowledge sharing

There's a lot of collaboration, there's a lot
of teamwork and there are a lot of
projects that get done in collaboration.
… I feel like faculty are getting what
they need from each other and they're
building a strong online community
(Participant 5).
Am I less isolated … because of the
connectivity? (Participant 6).
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Freedom/Control
Geographic and temporal flexibility
24/7 availability
Ability to make choices
Adherence to university policy
•
•
•
•

Autonomy
Control over time/place of work
Ability to make choices
Academic freedom

I could still be working but go take a few
months and be somewhere else
(Participant 2).
It’s the freedom to set my own schedule
and to be able to work a schedule that
really works for me (Participant 8).
They just love having the freedom to
decide (Participant 3).
Faculty feel like their input is appreciated
and valued because they are not given
the product at the end, they participate
all along the way (Participant 3).
I’m also providing them an environment
where they feel supported and have
freedom as an instructor (Participant 6).
Maybe this is part of that being connected
is that there [is] also a lot of freedom
(Participant 6).

•
•
•
•
•

High work demands
Physical exhaustion/strain
Disrupted work/life balance
Academic requirements
University initiatives

We've got it [work] pretty much all the
time 24/7 (Participant 2).
The students are in the classroom 24/7
(Participant 7).
I ended up in the hospital because they
thought I was having a stroke … it was
just caused by stress (Participant 3).
I always am walking past my office, so it's
easy for me to put in really long hours
(Participant 5).
That is that what is required of you, that
checklist from the faculty handbook of
what all faculty have to do. You need to
be present in your classes, this many
days at least, or you need to be active as
discussion board facilitator or [in the]
classroom, attending all of your
seminars, teaching the appropriate
content, being professional and all of
those things that are required of us
(Participant 6).
You're that person that values your faculty
and your students, but then also you
have the need to respond to the needs of
the university. So, you're kind of right
smack in the middle of all of that
(Participant 1).
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Data Overload/Richness
Chairs and faculty overloaded
Wealth of data supports decision-making
•
•

Data not contextualized
Sense of being overwhelmed

•
•
•

Better processing power
Variety of tools
Better informed decisions resulting
in improved course metrics

So often, the focus can be on that one
I use the database when I'm scheduling
negative comment, which maybe has no
faculty, I run everything through a
relation to the faculty member at all, but
database. So that is very objective. Who
a certain situation that a student was
we're scheduling into what class. I don't
upset about and took it out on the
give classes to you just because you're
survey (Participant 6).
my friend. It's objective. … It [the
database] does everything. … It is so
We have so many different websites and
worth it because we have used it to
guides, and everything else (Participant
improve the metrics in the department
2).
(Participant 3).
Cultural Barriers/Diversity
Barriers
•
•

Cultural differences in
norms/values
Holiday awareness

Diversity
•

Different perspectives, ideas,
knowledge, & skills

[My employee’s] biggest problem is [the
employee] didn't want to be recognized
in public by a woman (Participant 3).

When I think of diversity, I think of the
diverse disciplines that I have because
it's extremely diverse (Participant 5).

You have to be really careful about
holidays (Participant 3).

You have students from all over the
country, sometimes all over the world
(Participant 8).

Note. Adapted with permission from “Paradoxical Virtual Leadership: Reconsidering
Virtuality Through a Paradox Lens,” by R. K. Purvanova and R. Kenda, 2018, Group &
Organization Management, 45(3), pp. 758–761.
https://doi.org/10.1177/1059601118794102.
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Appendix L
Managing Paradoxical Tensions: Suggested Both/And Actions & Illustrative Quotes
Impersonality/Objectivity
Impersonal
Less biased
interactions
interactions
•
•
•
•

Encourage personal/friendly, but
professional communication.
Leverage multiple modalities for
communication.
Assume “noble intent” when
reviewing written
communication.
Encourage employees to craft
communication thoughtfully and
carefully.

We have such opportunity for many
modalities (Participant 1).
I think that when you text someone
you feel like you have a closer
relationship with that person than
when you just solely rely on email.
(Participant 7).
Once I got to know that person a little
bit better and built more of a rapport
with [them], I would open an email
and not read it assuming there is
passive/aggressive intent there
(Participant 7).
If you get that email you can take a
break, go get a cup of water or
whatever. Just think about it before
you get right back to someone
(Participant 2).
That's a huge advantage to not be
synchronous … you answer in your
own time (Participant 8).

Isolation/Connectivity
Geographic
Peer-to-peer
dispersion
connectivity
•
•
•
•

Respect faculty preference to
work in isolation, yet support
socialization
Provide opportunities for
knowledge-sharing
Create sync/async methods for
personal/professional connection
Establish professional learning
communities.

Their research many times is tied to their
local area … and they bring it in, and
they showcase it to the rest of the
faculty, or they use that information
(Participant 5).
I felt like … the website would provide
some kind of community building
engagement amongst faculty. At least
to feel like they know others
(Participant 2).
We're now in our second year of doing
professional learning communities. …
the feedback was those were the best
meetings they'd had in their entire
time at [institution name removed],
and they wanted to continue it
(Participant 6).
Each person gets mentioned for both
their birthday and their anniversary
every single year. We also have photo
contests (Participant 3).
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Freedom/Control
Flexible
24/7 availability
workplace/time
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage flexible work
time/place but set availability
expectations.
Encourage connection with
family/friends/community.
Establish polices that support
vacations and time off.
Maintain oversight yet provide
opportunity for choice.
Share leadership with assistant
chairs and faculty.

For all I care, they're on the moon.
Yes, if you're getting the job done,
you're available when you're
supposed to be, I don't mind where
you are (Participant 7).
Adults want to be able to choose what
happens in their lives (Participant
3).
[There are] certain things that we must
do to ensure fidelity, to ensure
integrity, to ensure that we are
meeting the guidelines and policies
as required by the organization or
university and our duty for
accreditation and our duty as
educators. Then I think there's the,
for lack of a better word, I guess the
best practices of what we do, how
we provide students support and
how we teach content with freedom
within the boundaries of our courses
(Participant 6).
I've learned in the past few years to
really put it in their hands and say,
"You have just as much a say in
this” (Participant 6).
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Data Overload/Richness
Data overload
Rich data =
better decisions
•
•
•
•

Manage information breadth
without sacrificing depth.
Model appropriate data use.
Consolidate data centrally using
cloud-based tools.
Distribute information without
overwhelming faculty.

I think, for them, it was a good
feedback as of recognizing not just
the one comment that keeps them up
at night, but the other comments that
are showing the work that they're
doing is effective (Participant 6).
I created a Google Drive with all of
the courses in my department and
all of the course leads could then
add the resources by course out
there (Participant 2).
I try to mindfully kind of compile
information and stagger how I send
it (Participant 6).
I don't send 10 things out in a day. I
just try to keep it fairly constant so
that they know I'm here, and I'm
thinking about them and giving
them resources or information
(Participant 8).
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Cultural Barriers/Diversity
Barriers
Diversity
•
•
•
•

Build team unity by leveraging
diversity.
Be curious about different
cultures/holiday/celebrations.
Leverage diversity in academic
disciplines.
Ask employees how they wish to
be appreciated.

I've learned since to ask a lot more
questions on the front end and the
asking has a double benefit. It
allows me to learn and to be more
effective in leading those members
of the team, but it also gives those
members who are from different
cultures and backgrounds an
opportunity to share about
themselves (Participant 3).
It makes such a beautiful learning
community and there's such
acceptance that I think that's a huge
asset in the department (Participant
5).
I had done something a while back
with the team on languages of
appreciation and it's where they're
given the opportunity to state how
they want to be appreciated instead
of me as a leader, assuming what
they would want (Participant 3).
Note. Adapted with permission from “Paradoxical Virtual Leadership: Reconsidering
Virtuality Through a Paradox Lens,” by R. K. Purvanova and R. Kenda, 2018, Group &
Organization Management, 45(3), pp. 768–770.
https://doi.org/10.1177/1059601118794102.

